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ABSTRACT

MODELING LIFE: THE DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ELDER MODELERS AND THEIR PROTEGés

This study is an inquiry into the activities of older people.

The study is cross-cultural in the sense that the data were abstracted

from ethnographies about communities within several traditional

societies. But the units of analysis in this research have not been

whole societies. Rather they should be viewed as theoretical con

structs developed from descriptions of activity which emerged as

interaction patterns involving elder persons and their protegés in

these communities.

In my work I hoped to generate a theory which would be applicable

across societies. I have examined social processes which are univer

sal in scope and in geographical distribution. Modeling is best

understood as three simultaneous social processes. All societies may

be described as pluralities whose members share a model or a system

of importances which they wish to protect for future generations of

society members. The first modeling process is a process of trans

ferring social control of this system of importances to properly

trained successors who will understand the responsibility of their

positions. Second, modeling is a process of socialization in which

elders transmit the content of model importances to their protegés.

Third, at least in non-industrial societies, modeling is a process

tied to the life cycle in that individuals begin to learn their

society's importances in infancy, achieving controlling positions as
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mature adults and transferring control to a new generation of society

members at the end of their life cycles.

To be more specific, Chapter I offers an introduction to the

theory of modeling. In Chapter II I discuss fences which limit

access to societal importances and divide the community into subgroups.

In Chapter III I discuss the teaching techniques of showing, telling,

and pacing which facilitate the communication of model importances.

In the fourth chapter I introduce the subject of awe-inspiring pro

cesses during which older persons show off their expertise and

protegés are honored for their ability to copy their mentors. Finally,

in Chapter W I discuss the process of fading out in which awe for

the older experts fade as a new generation of leaders assume their

teachers' positions.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical Perspective

This monograph is about modeling, a universal social process. By

universal I mean that the process of modeling occurs in all societies

on the globe. That societies can be compared to discover universal

social processes is one of several theoretical assumptions underlying

this report. Comparing societies to discover universal dimensions is

nothing new to sociology. Durkheim's task in The Elementary Forms of

the Religious Life (1915) was to explain the universal elements present

in all religious groups. He studied totemism among the Aranda hypothe

sizing that if the opposition between the sacred and the profane existed

in totemism, the simplest and "most primitive" of religions, then the

same basic distinction would persist in even the most complex religions

of his time. Durkheim's work was concerned with origins and explana

tions of religion. He felt that to understand religion it was necessary

to compare modern society with traditional societies in the hope of

"discerning the ever-present causes upon which the most essential forms

of religious thought and practice depend" (Durkheim 1915:20). Marcel

Mauss, nephew and distinguished student of Durkheim, continued the tra

dition of comparing societies. Mauss was interested in "the forms and

functions of exchange in Archaic Societies." In studying gift exchange

in several societies, Mauss concluded that exchange contexts are situa

tions in which to examine "total social phenomenon." By observing

varying forms of gift exchange, Mauss noticed that in all societies gift

giving had moral, legal, political, religious, and economic implications

(Mauss 1967:76; original 1925). "Nothing in (Mauss') opinion is more

urgent or more promising than research into 'total ' social phenomena"



(Mauss 1967:78). An implicit assumption in Mauss' work suggests that

data from several societies must be compared in order to understand these

phenomena.

Levi-Strauss also compares data on several Societies in order to

learn about universals. He has said that the content of organized social

life may vary radically from one society to another. However its form

will express built-in aspects of human nature with amazing consistency.

Levi-Strauss makes comparisons among societies to discover universal

forms and the pattern these forms explain. "Each pattern can be

expressed in terms of strict relations between its parts... these

relations have no content apart from the pattern itself" (Levi-Strauss

1966:36).

The perspective which I assume in the present work has something in

common with all of the works mentioned above. The commonality lies in

the assumptions that universals exist and that comparing data on

several societies provides heuristic insights into these universals.

Like Durkheim, I believe that the study of conditions in traditional

societies may help us to understand similar conditions in our own more

Complex social organization. Like Levi-Strauss, I assume that certain

messages demonstrate an obvious underlying consistency despite an enor

mous variation in their surface content. At the same time my perspec

tive differs from the above Writers who examine elements of culture

which are either present or absent in any given society or alternatively

who study the structure of thought in the context of particular social

systems. In my own work I examine what people do under a variety of

conditions. I am studying social processes, and in particular one which

is universal in scope and in geographical distribution.



In studying social process rather than structural properties alone,

an important difference becomes apparent. Durkheim and Levi-Strauss and

to a lesser extent Marcel Mauss tend to concentrate on societies as

wholes. They look for universal properties of whole societies. As

such they are somewhat less interested in individual motivation. The

nearly infinite ways in which people cook their food, classify their

kinsmen, tell each other myths--think in general, according to Durkheim

and Levi-Strauss, has little to do with individual needs or indeed their

ecological circumstances. In my own work the individual perspective is

never lost intentionally; in fact, individual motivation is considered

in several places in the text. In Chapter III, for instance, I discuss

a "modeling labyrinth," a series of varying paths which lead generally

to success in a particular culture. I ask at this point "why should

an individual enter the labyrinth in the first place...what is in it

for him...?" Elsewhere I discuss "right way values," ideas concerning

the way things ought to be done. These ideas may be held by indivi

duals, or by society members in concert.

My perspective here and elsewhere is that the values held by indi

viduals are important to them in their everyday interactions. Neverthe

less as a sociologist I believe that the content of right and wrong is

less interesting than the defining process which leads ultimately to

the fact that some things are defined as good and bad in each society.

Individuals as social beings have to learn about these things and they

teach them to others. This learning/teaching process is the subject of

this monograph. I assume that the structure of this process, i.e.,

the context in which it occurs and its consequences, is common across

societies, although the meaning attributed to the process may vary

considerably.



Methods and Intent of Monograph

This study began as an inquiry into the activities of older people.

The data were drawn from information gleaned from ethnographies written

about communities within non-industrial societies. The overwhelming

majority of the societies are non-industrial in the sense that none

depends for its subsistence chiefly on the large-scale manufacture of

goods by means of machinery and factories. In a few cases the communi

ties existed within industrial societies but are themselves basically

agrarian and thus relatively free of industrial influences. Thus the

most differentiated of the societies depends on agriculture for subsis

tence and on artifacts which are produced by local craftsmen. The

ethnographies represent 186 distinctive areas outlined in the Standard

Cross-Cultural Sample (Murdock and White 1969), a data bank which has

been judged by other cross-cultural researchers to be representative of

all the world's cultures. The sample includes societies from Africa

(28), the Circum-Mediterranean area (28), East Eurasia (34), the Insular

Pacific (31), North America (33), and South America (32). In some

instances, when I felt the emerging theory needed clarification, I have

augmented the sample by selecting ethnographic examples from other non

industrial Societies and from modern Ones as well.

"Continuous comparative analysis" is my own method for the secon

dary analysis of ethnography. The methodology is derived from Glaser

and Strauss' "grounded theory" (1967), especially Glaser's paper "The

Constant Comparative Method of Qualitative Analysis" (Glaser 1967: 101–

115). The method, however, has been modified according to the special

conditions encountered in dealing with cross-cultural data. I feel

that the method is appropriate for discovering and understanding social



processes which are common to all population groups. (For a more

detailed discussion of continuous comparative analysis see Maxwell

1977, included as Appendix I of this manuscript.)

I do feel I should inform present readers that the goal of con

tinuous comparative analysis is the generation of theoretical hypothe

ses. As such the units of analysis are not whole societies but rather

theoretical constructs developed from descriptions of social activity.

While looking for patterns in interactions involving older people, I

have compared data from several ethnographies irrespective of which

societies were being described. All information which described an

activity involving an older person and all discussions about aging

(including those interpreted by ethnographers) were considered. For

those who may be unfamiliar with the tenets of the grounded theory

approach, comparing this method of data analysis to statistical factor

analysis may prove helpful. The goal in both analyses is to compare

several pieces of social data in the hope of generating a smaller number

of "factors" which make the data more interpretable. In continuous

comparative analysis the procedure is qualitative. The data are com

pared and sorted by the researcher until one finds consistency in the

factors which emerge. Additionally, the factors involved are social

processes and thus the context in which interaction takes place is of

the utmost importance.

I would also like to add that it has never been my intention to

count the number of societies demonstrating particular characteristics

which predispose them to a process such as modeling. Rather, I wish

to describe the relationships between particular characteristics in the

hope of clarifying the modeling process. I hope that each property dis



cussed is sufficiently grounded in data so that its relationship to

other properties discussed will be theoretically sound.

In the following pages I will present data on a theory of modeling

which I suggest is universal. As the general theory is presented I will

also discuss numerous processes which are associated with modeling.

Some of these processes are themselves universal. They are implementing

processes which are intrinsically related to modeling. As I present the

theory of modeling I will be presenting illustrations of these processes

using data from societies all over the world. These illustrations are

meant to illustrate a particular aspect of modeling but I do not wish

to imply that a particular example refers to every society or even every

individual within a society. Rather the illustrations are meant to shed

light on particular properties of modeling. By presenting the illustra

tions I hope that the reader will understand the relationship of each

process or category to the emerging theory of modeling. Thus when I

discuss age-grading among the Samburu, I am telling the reader about

one way in which initiates may be "paced" during the modeling process.

In our own society grade levels in school also pace students. Ranking

in general in any society is related to pacing. So, pacing can occur

in a variety of contexts. In my work I hope to suggest that as a

general process pacing is universal.

Due to the nature of the data and the manner in which it has been

analyzed, I do not always know (and this to some extent is a limitation

of the present analysis) how common a particular example of a process

is. Thus I do not know how many societies have age-grades. It has not

been my intention to count such things. As one might expect, there are

more data in some contexts than in others. Rituals, for instance, are



often public and well attended and data on rituals are plentiful.

Data concerned with activities of the aged in other contexts are less

dense. So, it has not always been possible for me to indicate the

exact conditions under which a particular process occurs. I usually

can specify the context in which it occurs and more generally the

relationship of a process to the more general process of modeling. In

any case, it is the relationship of all processes discussed to the

general theory of modeling that I have meant to convey.

In his conclusion to The Gift Mauss explained his purpose to his

readers. What he said is equally applicable to the current piece:

It is incomplete: The analysis could be

pushed farther. We are posing questions for

historians and sociologists and anthropologists

and offering possible lines of research for

them rather than resolving a problem and laying

down definite answers. It is enough for us to

be sure for the moment that we have given suf

ficient data for such an end (Mauss 1967:76).

Introduction to the Theory of Modeling

If we can believe what we read in ethnographies, human beings are

interested in exercising influence over their surroundings regardless

of the society in which they happen to live. Topics include controlling

the physical environment, controlling relationships among people, and

even controlling the "definition of the situation." Indeed, this con

cern seems to be pan-global in nature. Physicists, for instance, have

developed a body of information dealing with the nature and control of



the environment, and so have the Nama Hottentot. Groups of persons in

general seem to wish to control their own social situations.

Although it may not be immediately apparent, this desire to control

is crucial to an understanding of the modeling process. I believe it is

possible to view all human groups as pluralities whose members are

expected to share a set of historical importances which are concerned

with controlling their common circumstances. From this perspective,

any particular group's set of importances may be viewed as a "model"

containing information which individuals have "received or created,

stored, retrieved, transmitted, utilized, and even lost" (Roberts 1964:

438).

A model is an entire system of importances (elements which are

valued) including beliefs and moral values, information about technical

skills, ritual interactions, and also material things which are symboli

cally associated with a certain group. A group's model most often con

tains ideas about a group's survival. It contains ideas about things

which have to be done if the group is going to continue to exist. These

ideas are transmitted from one generation of group members to the next.

The actual content of a model-–that which is transmitted--may be thought

of as consisting of sets of customs, skills, and moral importances, all

of which are inextricably bound together in quotidian reality.

Society Models

Societies are special kinds of social groups. Their models contain

ideas about survival in general--physical survival of the Society as a

unit--and moral principles about the proper way for individuals to live.

For example, society models include sets of skills associated with



adapting to surroundings. Adaptational skills include all those activi

ties defined by group members as essential to the survival of the group,

including making a living and supportive ritual. Potential group mem

bers must demonstrate their successful acquisition of these skills

before they are accepted as fully participating adult members of

Society. These demands are universal ones, since adaptation in a recog

nized social mode is a necessity, a functional prerequisite for the

existence of society (Aberle et al 1950).

Merely making a living, however, is never enough, since there are

criteria by which a subsistence-related performance is judged good or

bad, right or wrong. Fundamental to all models are values expressing

the "right way" to perform subsistence-related tasks. Although getting

the job done is a necessary condition for "right-way" performances, pro

per performances are defined, in addition, in terms of the way control

is exercised over some aspect or aspects of the situational environment.

Right-way performances do not disrupt the sometimes delicate tissue of

the belief system. In addition to merely getting the job done, a right

way performance accomplishes the task in such a way as to protect the

sensibilities of others. Implicitly, at any rate, others must not feel

that the model to which they subscribe has been scorned, held up to

ridicule, or in some other way revealed as inappropriate. Generally,

over time, performances which do not measure up to "right-way" values

are judged inadequate and they lead to statuses that are either

devalued (e.g., panhandlers) or scorned (e.g., inmates of psychiatric

hospitals). This problem is discussed by Goffman (1967:5-45) and by

many other sociologists. Observing the customary right-way values are

also important in non-industrial societies. Before an Aleut could be
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recognized as a hunter, Elliot tells us that he had to "win his spurs."

But capturing an animal was only part of the chore. The old men told

the youths the "great importance of strictly observing the customs of

their forefathers in conducting the chase, and that neglect in this

respect will surely bring upon them disaster and punishment" (Elliot

1886: 170-171). Elliot went on to say that the young people had to go

to the sea in "gales of wind, and make difficult landings" in order to

hunt in the "right way."

In addition to adaptational skills and right-way values, society

models also include cosmological beliefs about the nature of the sur

rounding universe, and beliefs concerning the degree of control people

can achieve over their personal situations. Myths among other things

sometimes allow us to glance at these beliefs and also give us insights

into the historical dimension of a society's model. The story of Prome

theus in early classical Greece may serve as an example from our own

society, or, in the Judeo-Christian tradition, Adam and Eve and the

tree of knowledge.

All of the importances discussed above, ideas and beliefs and skills

are part of a society's model. This model content, and property which

symbolically stands for the values group members share as well, are

controlled by at least some of the people who live within a society's

boundaries. By control, I mean that some society members know the con

tent of importances, they teach the importances to others and they make

decisions about these importances. I call these persons modelers.

Generally, modelers are experienced persons who provide examples for

others to learn from, copy, and emulate.
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Specifically, in this study, the persons most experienced with the

model are those who have lived with it for the longest period of time,

namely the elders. Generally, it is the older, more established persons

within these societies to whom the task of communicating the model to

future generations somehow falls. In non-industrial societies, where

the elderly are most clearly the modelers, there are several conditions

which encourage the aged to assume modeling positions.

First, in stable societies the elders are more familiar with the

model than anybody else. Of course, every society is in a constant

state of change--whether rapid or slow. In this case rates of change

tended to be slow. In other words, the majority of the societies

studied formed relatively stable social groups. A less differentiated

division of labor than that characteristic of highly industrialized

societies probably contributes to this stability. Further, the societies

were relatively isolated from one another by distance, language dif

ferences, and other barriers to communication. The sampling procedure,

which attempted to maximize the uniqueness of any particular group by

pinpointing the earliest contact with colonial powers, also increased

the likelihood of studying "stable" societies. In any case, when condi

tions change very little in the lifetime of a given individual, when a

son is very likely to perform activities similar to those performed by

his father, it is the elders who are most familiar with these acts and

the right-way values associated with them. The elders may feel that

their superior knowledge "obligates" them to teach others. Similarly,

younger people may believe that the elders are most knowledgeable and

they may feel obligated to listen to them.
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The following example comes from the Aleut, neighbors of the Eskimo

in Alaska:

The teaching of... all customs was handed

down to them in a two-fold manner: either

through the father to the son, or by an uncle

to his nephews. The instruction may be styled

domestic. Another type of education was commu

nal or public, where the teachers or mentors

were not Shamans, but old men who had survived

to a ripe old age, and who were famed for their

exploits, and irreproachable life. Such old

sters considered it their obligation to instruct

the young men at every opportunity and this was

done almost daily in the morning or evening,

i.e., when all were home. For this purpose the

old man Walked to the middle of the barabora and

sat down, while all the young people surrounded

him and listened without interruption and atten

tively as long as he spoke, even if he were

telling the same thing for the hundredth time.

They listened as much out of respect for him, as

an honored elder, as out of the feeling that it

was their duty (Veniaminov 1840: 143-144).

In societies where the rate of social change is more rapid, it is

less likely that the elders will be teachers. Instead, it is likely

that younger people will be exposed to--and actively seek exposure to--

other, more current models (Cowgill 1974: 123-124). Rapid social change
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in an age of industrialization may lead to the development of what

Margaret Mead has called "prefigurational cultures," in which elders

learn models from children.

Instead of the erect, white-haired elders,

who, ... stood for the past and the future in all

their grandeur and continuity, the unborn child,

already conceived but still in the womb, must

become the symbol of what life will be like

(Mead 1970:88).

In non-industrial societies, members of society do not usually

learn models from their children. Quite the contrary! Generally,

members of such societies grow up learning only one dominant model and

this they learn from their elders. And there is a good reason for this.

Importances tend to endure because they have proved effective in the

past; that is, the current model of a relatively stable society has

achieved at least an apparently sufficient standard of situational con

trol for its members. Like the United States Patent Office, social

groups require not only a model, but a model that works. The elderly

in non-industrial societies are influential modelers because they teach

others model importances which are "tried and true."

Another reason elders assume positions as modelers is related not

only to their good "track record" but to the fact that they want condi

tions to be equally good for those who will follow them. The modeling

process in this sense can be viewed as a strategy exercised by elders

in all societies. One consequence of the process is to provide later

generations with information. Elderly modelers wish to minimize risk

for their descendants. By teaching them the skills and importances
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which have worked in the past, elders are assured that their children

will live a life at least as good as the one the current generation now

enjoys. As a cautionary strategy, one property of the modeling process

is thus its direction towards the maintenance of the status in quo.

Experienced modelers generally quote the traditional way of doing things

in order to protect the group leaders of the future. I presume this

tendency is greatest in non-industrial societies where the students are

not mere acquaintances, but close neighbors and, in many cases, kinsmen.

Psychiatrists have suggested yet another reason motivating elders

to teach their children. They believe that training the next genera

tion in the image of the preceding one is a means of establishing immor

tality. Religious practitioners in our own society voice the same argu

ment in an effort first to bear children and second to raise them in

the faith of their parents (Goodblatt 1977).

In my own work, questions of individual motivation for assuming

modeling positions remain hypotheses. I have somewhat more to say about

the consequences of elders filling these roles. But first I would like

to introduce the process of modeling in general.

Modeling is best understood as three simultaneous social processes.

First, modeling is a societal level process of social controlling. As

such, modeling is a process of transferring power in which those who are

in control gradually relinquish control to properly trained successors.

Second, modeling is a process of transmitting model content. In this

sense modeling is a process in which those in the know teach others of

their kind things they wish them to learn, a process of socialization

in which modelers train others in their own images. Third, at least in

non-industrial societies, modeling is tied to the life cycle. It can
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thus be said that at birth children enter their society's modeling

labyrinth. This labyrinth is a symbolic series of pathways leading to

knowledge and control of a society model. Traversing the modeling maze

as they age, society members eventually become aging influentials. But,

typically, this influence fades as they leave the maze at the end of

the life cycle.

In the following chapters I will describe the dynamics of the

modeling process. In Chapter II, I deal with fences which limit access

to societal importances and divide the community into subgroups. I will

discuss how subgroups result in a situation in which members of the same

society interpret model importances differently and the subsequent

modeling complications subgroups create. In Chapter III, I will discuss

how model importances are taught--the combination of showing and telling

others what you want them to know on the one hand, and pacing them on

the other so they learn importances in stages. In the fourth chapter I

will present a series of aweing/okaying processes in which modelers show

off their expertise while certifying the performances of initiates.

Finally, in Chapter W, I will discuss the end of the modeling process,

the means by which modelees express awe for their teachers and the means

by which aging modelers fade from the scene.
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CHAPTER II. FENCES

Moses received the Torah on Sinai and handed it
down to Joshua; Joshua to the elders; the elders
to the prophets; and the prophets handed it down
to the Men of the Great Assembly. They said three
things: Be deliberate in judgment; raise up many
disciples; and make a fence around the Torah.

Pirke Avot, from the Talmud,
Chapter 1, Verse l

Introduction

Groups make fences when they want to protect model importances.

Fences are limiting; they limit access to model importances and they

limit the content of model importances which are transmitted to group

initiates. Fences are modeling barriers which impede communication

between groups of people. Most of us are familiar with fences that

separate one society from another. In both industrial and non-industrial

societies man-made fences are often built marking the boundaries between

societies. Ancient cities built walls for this purpose. A modern wall

of course exists between East and West Berlin. (Language differences

and natural geographical barriers such as mountains, oceans and deserts

also separate one society from another.) As a consequence of existing

barriers, societies tend to develop models which are somewhat unique.

There are also fences within societies which divide the people who

live there into subgroups. An understanding of these fences is necessary

if one wants to understand the dynamics of modeling. These fences within

societies divide society members up in such a way that a variety of sub

groups exist which may interpret any of the larger society's model impor

tances somewhat differently. This means that in any given society there

is no collective conscience--no common understanding of all aspects of
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a Society's model. In their study of menstrual taboos in 54 non

industrial societies, Young and Bacdayan (1965) noted that without excep

tion, each society recognized subcommunities. Properties of subcommuni

ties included their dependence on larger social units, face-to-face con

tact, members living near one another and working together. Most impor

tant from our current perspective, Young and Bacdayan also noted that

the subcommunities (or subgroups as they are called here) are able to

control the style of life of their members (Young and Bacdayan 1965:228–

229). I would add that subgroups are able to impose this control

because they engage modelers of their own who teach subgroup initiates

their own interpretations of a society's model importances.

It is not really clear whether subcommunities erect fences in order

to control the life styles of their members thus forming mini-societies--

or whether the fences exist because Societies build them in the first

place to keep their models from becoming contaminated. The former

framework is implicitly accepted by Young and Bacdayan when they state

that large subcommunities empirically become indistinguishable from

small societies. An understanding of the "function" and ultimate origin

of subcommunities is not essential to the present analysis. These ques

tions are interesting, but speculative answers do little to further an

understanding of modeling. What is important here is the consequence

of recognizing subcommunities in all societies. Existing subgroup

fences imply a situation in which the experiences of some persons differ

systematically from those of others. Multiple model interpretations are

thus an inevitable consequence of recognizing subcommunities."

I would describe each society in our study population as having a

model of collective importances (which all society members presumably
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share) as well as several subgroup models (the precise content of which

may be hidden by fences from persons who are not members of particular

subgroups). In general, subgroup models include interpretations of col

lective importances as well as a system of importances which relate to

unique subgroup interests. Subgroups are thus aggregates of people who

seem to share an interpretation of model importances. Subgroups are

formed on the basis of similar interests and experiences. Thus, people

with similar occupations may compose a subgroup as may extended family

members, housewives, or residents of the same neighborhood. In the non

industrial societies which we have studied, most subgroups are based on

kinship and proximity of residences. These subgroups are then further

subdivided on the basis of sex.

In our own work, we have found that subgroups often have become

institutionalized as a result of routine interaction. Members of these

subgroups have developed ritual behavior which is symbolic of their

subgroup interests. In more differentiated societies and to some extent

in non-industrial societies as well, there is another type of subgroup

(e.g., housewives or first-born children) whose members do not interact

on a regular basis. An aggregate of people do not have to "get

together" in order to form a subgroup. Even without meeting, groups

such as housewives and firstborns are likely to share similar interpre

tations of collective importances as a consequence of having had

experiences which are similar.”

Subgroup models may vary to the extent that non-members are aware

of subgroup model importances. When a subgroup consists of only a few

persons (e.g., two or three witch doctors in a community), fences are

likely to be high and outsiders may know very little about the actual
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content of subgroup importances. When fences interfere with knowledge

about subgroup importances, outsiders may attempt to "fill in the gaps"

in their understanding and attribute properties to subgroup models that

the members of these groups do not recognize. Occasionally, these

attributed properties are attached as labels to the subgroup model by

those outside of the subgroup. There may be a considerable discrepancy

between the implications of this label and the properties of the model

as defined by subgroup members.

Young and Bacdayan (1965:225-240) have developed the concept of

"social rigidity" to describe the "relative lack of communication

between parts of the system" that may occur as a consequence of existing

subcommunities within a society. They say that "rigidity may alterna

tively be defined as the degree of cleavage or compartmentalization in

a group's definition of the situation" (Young and Bacdayan 1965:230-231).

I would add that many fences are characteristic of socially rigid

Societies.

There are three categories of fence barriers that contribute to

social rigidity and in the process influence the dynamics of modeling:

First, there are Protective Custody Barriers which protect a subgroup's

model by entrusting its care to a few respected individuals. Second,

there are Presencing Barriers which limit access to subgroup activities,

and third there are Identity Displays’ which help to define groups as

different from one another and thereby keep members of "different"

groups apart. These fence barrier categories will be discussed indivi

dually in the sections which follow.

Protective Custody Barriers

Protective custody barriers protect subgroup interests. These
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interests may include information about subgroup importances. Subgroup

information which needs protection include ritual skills, technical infor

mation for getting jobs done, and "right-way" values. These importances

need protection because subgroup members feel this information is essen

tial for group survival. The information if lost, stolen, or contami

nated is believed to lead to the destruction of subgroup interests and

maybe even the group itself. Subgroup property also needs protection,

especially if the property materially symbolizes these technological

and right-way importances which group members share. Protective

barriers protect things as concrete as community shrines, as symbolic

as totem poles, medicine bundles, or Torahs, as technical as crafts,

and as abstract as right-way ideals. More so than any other barrier

that I will discuss, protective custody barriers are purposefully con

structed. By this I mean that subgroup members wish to protect their

property and their ideology, and they do things with this wish in mind.

One strategy for protecting subgroup interests is to select certain

modelers to be "sanctified keepers" who then care for model property and

this ideology. Sanctified keeping is a protective strategy in which

subgroup importances and subgroup property is entrusted to the hands of

a few respected individuals. Sanctified keepers are chosen because

their lives exemplify their subgroup's importances. When sanctified

keepers exist in non-industrial societies they are generally older,

experienced members of society. They have earned reputations as group

leaders and have demonstrated their loyalty to subgroup importances.

They are "in charge" of the group's property and they see to it that

access to this property is denied to anyone the subgroup feel S is un

worthy. Among the Aranda, the same society on which Durkheim based The
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Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, sanctified keepers are old men

who protect their subgroup's (members of the same totem) sacred objects.

The sacred objects of wood and stone (Churinga) stored in the

totems Secret Storehouse are under the care of the headman and other old

men of the totem. They alone can handle them. If women, uninitiated

men, or strangers should stumble across the storehouse they would most

likely be put to death. The old men would recognize the track of anyone

venturing near who had no right to do so (Spencer and Gillen 1927: 113;

see also Cushing 1975:317; Stevenson 1970:304 [Zuni]; Olson 1967: 107

[Tlingit]; for further examples of sanctified keeping).

There seem to be two dimensions of sanctified keeping, maintenance

On the One hand and control on the other. Maintenance of the model

involves its perpetuation through time in an unaltered state. In main

taining subgroup models, sanctified keepers may "embody" subgroup impor

tances by living exemplary lives thus providing examples of right-way

living for others to copy. In addition they may protect subgroup pro

perty so that it is not lost, broken, or contaminated by association

with unworthy persons.

In some societies (certainly not all--exact frequency of this

variation unknown) subgroups divide the responsibility of maintaining

the importances of the collective. One subgroup maintains one set of

importances and another subgroup is in charge of a different set of

importances, but everyone in the society wishes these importances pro

tected. For instance, among the Omaha Indians, the tribe divides the

responsibility of "keeping" various tribal rituals. The division of

responsibility is not arbitrary and represents the major geographic

and kin groups within the tribe. In the "Southern" half of the tribal
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circle, "Keepers" (generally elders) were in charge of rites dealing

with the physical welfare of the people. The Keepers of the "Northern"

half of the circle were custodians of rites pertaining to creation,

stars, and status passages (Fletcher and La Flesche 1911: 194–195). In

this condition, i.e., when society divides itself into subgroups each

of which is responsible for one portion of collective importances,

existing subgroup fences benefit collective social interests. In this

instance, sanctified keeping within subgroups is a means by which a

large body of information may be maintained. In other words, when it is

impossible for everyone to remember everything which is important, an

effective strategy for maintaining the information may be to divide the

responsibility for remembering. Subgroups are each responsible for one

set of importances and all subgroups together maintain the entire infor

mational component of a society's model.

The dimension of control within sanctified keeping has other impli

cations. Controlling implies that model importances and model property

are not merely "based on" in an unaltered state, but that in addition,

importances are interpreted or considered in some other way by sanctified

keepers. Subgroups build fences (choose sanctified keepers) to control

model importances in order to assure that decisions affecting their

group are made by those within the social boundaries of group membership,

and then, only by those most capable of protecting subgroup interests.

Earlier I presented an example of sanctified keeping among the Aranda

(p. 20). The Aranda sanctified keepers both maintain and control sub

group importances. Aranda sanctified keepers are in charge of the sacred

Churinga. They protect these objects which they hide in secret store

houses. Additionally, they make decisions about the Churinga and the
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subgroup importances which the Churinga represent. Thus, Aranda

sanctified keepers decide when to tell younger Aranda men Churinga

secrets. They decide on the basis of subgroup importances when these

younger men have proven themselves worthy (Spencer and Gillen 1927:113).

In the desire to protect a subgroup's model, subgroup members may

confuse the dimensions of maintenance and control. Sanctified keepers

may believe that in order to protect a model, they must control it by

making all decisions themselves and maintain it by not allowing it to

change, at all. These keepers may not realize that as a consequence of

their having been entrusted with keeping the model, they must inevitably

interpret it. In making decisions about their subgroup's importances,

the possibility exists that they may in effect be modifying these impor

tances. Sanctified keepers may control model importances since they

alone make decisions about them, but they may not always maintain impor

tances perfectly. In some instances the desire of sanctified keepers to

present a model as static may give rise to "spiritual constipation," a

condition which limits the judgments made by sanctified keepers who con

trol models to situations which are no longer relevant.

The responsibility for sanctified keeping may be divided within

subgroups along the dimensions of maintenance and control. In other

words, sanctified keepers who maintain models need not be the same

persons as sanctified keepers who control models. Subgroup loyalty and

the ability to embody subgroup importances are prerequisites for mainte

nance positions. Sanctified keepers who maintain models are usually in

charge of physically caring for some concrete symbol of the model.

Among Plains Indian groups elderly keepers protect (by carrying around)

their subgroup's sacred bundles; among the Nubians, who live in Egypt,
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a sanctified keeper of the women's group (Nakiba) maintains importances

as custodian of the ancestral shrine. She also performs minor religious

acts--lighting candles, supervising cooking during certain celebrations,

walking in processions, replacing tomb covers--and the like (Fernea

1966a:206).

There is awe associated with positions of control and as such the

prerequisites for "sanctified keeping positions" when control is

involved are more stringent. In addition to embodying subgroup impor

tances and demonstrating loyalty to subgroup interests, sanctified

keepers in controlling positions must be able to convince other subgroup

members that they have the ability to make the "right" decisions. In

this regard, when the duties of sanctified keepers include controlling

model importances, they may use "magic" to dramatize these importances,

occasionally employing sacred objects which they just happen to maintain.

Displays of magic awe other subgroup members and may be used to sanctify

decisions made by sanctified keepers. The Aranda sanctified keepers use

the Churinga in this way (Spencer and Gillen 1927:347).

The dimensions of maintenance and control are again confused when

we consider the fact that persons who are in positions of control (one

class of sanctified keepers), often wish to maintain their positions or

minimally to maintain control over the positions. In simple terms,

persons want to be able to make decisions about their own jobs. They

may even want to maintain this decision-making role after the responsi

bilities of their position are assumed by someone else. In some

instances control over sanctified keeping positions is assured struc

turally by passing on the office of "keepership" hereditarily. Among

the Omaha tribe discussed previously, "each gens had a family with the
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hereditary right to furnish the Keeper of the ritual of that gens. He

was expected to instruct his son and so transmit to him the knowledge of

the ritual and the right to perform it" (Fletcher and La Flesche 1911:

595). Occasionally if a sanctified keeper becomes too old to physically

perform all of his duties, he may continue to control the position of

sanctified keeper by delegating authority to a close member of his

family. Among the Gilbertese (Micronesia) "Nam Bibga (was) the Elder of

Kamokama but since he (was) too old to walk constantly about the village,

he has delegated the job of making announcements and issuing invitations

in the name of the Elders of Makin to his own... grandson" (Lambert 1963:

92). In order to retain even more control over sanctified keeping posi

tions an elder might also refuse to give up all keeper responsibilities

at once preferring instead to keep a few responsibilities or--better yet--

subgroup secrets to himself.

Sanctified keepers who are entrusted with controlling their group's

importances, in general, have a much tougher task than those who only

maintain a subgroup's model. They are faced with potentially disruptive

decisions, any of which may threaten their positions as subgroup influ

entials and even worse may threaten the survival of the subgroup. They

must continually demonstrate impeccable subgroup loyalty as envious

subgroup members continually reevaluate the performances of their

keepers. A decision resulting in the loss of control for other group

members of their importances or property, if judged in retrospect to

have been avoidable, generally leads to a change in model keepership,

a changing of the guard, so to Speak.

Ownership as a "Controlling Fence"

Ownership is a special instance of protecting subgroup interests
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(or in general the interests of any owner). When someone owns anything

he or she controls it in the sense that he or she possesses the right

to determine its use. Ownership also implies the right to control

access to the owned property and owners may thereby "fence in" its use.

Among the Lakhers (South Central Asia), for example, "the chief is head

of the village, owner of village lands, the protector and father of his

people..." (Parry 1932:248).

Usually we think of ownership in terms of materials. It is thus

possible to own money, land, animals, tools and the like. It is also

possible to "own" the right to perform various acts. Subgroups may own

material property and/or the right to do certain things. Indian sub

groups of the northwest coast (especially the Tlingit and Bella Coola)

control importances by owning in this latter sense (owning the right to

do certain things). Among the Tlingit, owning actions were taken so

seriously that even one's children were not permitted to perform the

acts their parents owned without first getting permission (01son 1967:

107). And among the Bella Coola, actions owned were most often skills.

Even when non-subgroup members knew something about skills owned by

another subgroup, they were not permitted to trespass on the "preroga

tive" of the other group. Often awe is associated with these owned

prerogatives; sometimes the awe is so strong that outsiders believe they

do not understand activities which they really know a great deal about.

Among the Bella Coola, most prerogatives are owned by individuals and

even members of the same subgroup who own few prerogatives show great

awe of those who control many of them.

Ownership is most effective as a fence for controlling access to

model importances. And in this regard, it is the ownership of land which
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is most effective. When subgroups indisputably own and thereby control

a physical territory, they are able to do what they want there. Perhaps

this is the reason why so many wars concern disputed territory along

with the other importances which people fight about. Most people seem

to recognize the advantage gained by fences which produce some degree

of privacy. Other fences yielding privacy for subgroup activities will

be discussed in the next section on "presencing barriers."

Presencing Barriers

The man of nature with his undifferentiated sen
suous conception, cannot imagine a more perfect
Separateness, such as he wants to emphasize,
than for those who wish it and are entitled to
it to hide themselves, to make themselves invi
sible...--the group does not do something secret,
but the totality of its members makes itself into
a Secret.

(Simmel 1950:364)

In the present analysis it is important to remember that subgroup

modelers wish to teach their own initiates skills which are applicable

to an understanding of subgroup interests and their own interpretations

of collective importances. Many subgroup modelers believe that if they

expose their particular interpretations to outsiders or to persons who

are not prospective initiates, somehow the content of this ideology

would be weakened. It might be contaminated if outsiders learned too

much about it. Therefore when subgroup modelers are about to train

initiates they often go out of their way to see to it that this training

takes place in an area where people the modelers do not wish to learn,

are in fact not going to learn subgroup secrets. Training of initiates

is often in isolation--in a private home, a club house, or outside of
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the community entirely. Presencing barriers are fences that are put

up by modelers (or previous generations of modelers) in order to block

the presence of undesirables from modeling activities. Presencing may

include physical structures--architectural barriers--or alternatively,

presencing may be accomplished by distance. Thus, a piece of territory

that is located far enough away from other people so that they cannot

see what you are doing is a presencing barrier. One consequence of

existing presencing barriers is the provision of privacy.

Subgroups wishing more than a modicum of independence for modeling

activities are also likely to hide additional activities from other

members of society. In non-industrial societies many subgroups are

formed on the basis of sex, and it is not uncommon for a whole variety

of activities to be sexually segregated. For instance, among the Turks,

when enough money is available, their houses are built with special

guest rooms which are for men only. Males can meet there and talk and

perhaps drink coffee or tea. The ethnographer says that the room is

isolated from the rest of the house and consequently men are unlikely

to see more mundane household activities which are "women's work"

(Stirling 1965:22). The Hausa even go so far as to celebrate weddings

twice--once in the home of the bride and once again in the home of the

groom. And each time, the sexes celebrate the wedding separately

(Smith 1957:32). There are many examples I could choose to further

illustrate the isolation (or separation) of subgroup activities.

Suffice it to say that subgroups go to some inconvenience in order to

keep their activities private.

In this study of subgroups which were formed on the basis of sex,

Young found that the existence of activities which were exclusively for
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males or females was an indicator of subgroup solidarity. (Young

defined an exclusive activity as "one which was protected by physical

or normative perception barriers" [Young 1965:67].) Elsewhere Young

defined solidarity within a group in terms of the group's members

sharing a "common definition of the situation" (Young and Bacdayan 1965).

In terms of modeling, a common definition of the situation shared by

subgroup members may be expressed in terms of shared interpretations of

collective importances and a common understanding of subgroup interests.

Young's work also indicated that secluding initiation candidates is

empirically an integral part of rites of passage (Young 1965:17).

Implicit in Young's work is the belief that seclusion dramatizes the

initiate's change in status and also informs other community members of

his change in identity. The consequence of this dramatization for the

community as a whole is supposedly the recognition of different subgroups

within society. This view is apparently shared by Georg Simmel (1950)

and again by E. Michael Mendelson (1967) in their separate works on

secret Societies:

The purpose of seclusion is clearly illuminated

by the development of certain secret orders among

nature peoples, especially in Africa and among the

Indians. These orders are composed only of men.

Their essential purpose is to emphasize the differen

tiation of men from women (Simmel 1950:364).

Even the most denuded of societies has some con

cept of privacy. In the longhouse of the Bolivian

Siriono, for instance, one can do anything as long

as one faces the wall and the action is not 'seen'
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by others.... In many 'secret societies, ' certain

things are held to be secret when it is highly

debatable that they can really remain so. When

there is a secret organization that is joined by

every man in a tribe at some time or another...

the men will often state that the secret must be

kept from women and children....But can one really

believe that the women never know? What matters,

then, is not so much the particular thing that is

kept secret as the fact that some kind of secret

is created...within the larger society. The

secret here is a separating or distancing mechanism....

We are dealing here... with an educative process

through which human beings gradually come to know

their society's beliefs and customs (Mendelson:

1967:14-15).

I also share the view that when subgroups make an issue of hiding

some of their activities, the presencing barriers they build in the

process become symbols of group membership to members and non-members

alike. I am much less certain than is Simmel about the ultimate

"function" or purpose of secret organizations. It does seem clear as

I mentioned earlier, that one consequence of all this seclusion is

privacy. And with privacy, modelers are able to teach initiates their

own subgroup point of view. I can only presume that in a subgroup which

has as its basis gender differences, one of the things that male

modelers would like to teach their male initiates is that men are

different from women. The fact that activities are separated in con
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texts other than ones which are specifically modeling ones, would

indicate that the separation of subgroups in any context allows for

modeling to take place. By this I mean that when subgroup members are

separated by physical or normative perceptual barriers, members mini

mally learn the activities that are normatively the province of their

particular subgroup.

It is interesting that Mendelson's example makes clear the fact

that some private activities are really not very well hidden. (The

Siriono can do anything as long as they face the wall.) Occasionally,

subgroup activity will be screened, rather than entirely hidden from

view. Fence gaps or "holes" may permit outsiders to see a limited

amount of subgroup activity. Subgroups can use screens to control the

image of themselves which they project before non-members. They can

attract new members and elicit the curiosity of future initiates by

allowing them to see the more attractive aspects of group activities.

In some instances fence gaps are used to convince non-subgroup members

that subgroup importances do not conflict with a society's collective

model. (See section on validating, beginning on page 37.) Fence gaps

can also be used strategically by subgroups to discourage new members by

permitting only unacceptable activities to be viewed. Adolescent gangs

and terrorist groups may use interaction screens in this manner.

Regardless of which group activities are witnessed through screens,

fence gaps allow outsiders to speculate about the content of a subgroup's

importances. Speculating may lead to a good deal of awe among those who

cannot see everything. This awe also has positive and negative proper

ties. If the group presents a positive image, those outside may look

at insiders with envy and a hope that they too may one day be partici
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pants in the interaction. On the other hand, if negative activities are

witnessed, those outside may fear the acts they see. The point of all

this is that subgroup modelers may vary the activities screened for

different audiences. They may allow young boys to be present at initia

tion ceremonies so they may look forward to the privileges associated

with the status of manhood. At another time they may don frightening

masks to scare away women and children who are too young to anticipate

initiation.

Identity Displays

To distinguish identity displays from fence barriers which I have

discussed previously, I will describe all three categories of barriers

in terms of their consequences. The consequence of protective custody

barriers is that subgroup members retain control over the definition of

subgroup importances. The consequence of presencing barriers is privacy,

and the consequence of identity displays is that they define who is and

who is not a member of a particular subgroup. Of course, all three

categories of barriers and all of their consequences are related to one

another.

Identity displays are expressions of commonality which define sub

group members as different from other people. Identity displays are

signals by which one person can tell whether another belongs to the

same group or not. Like presencing barriers, identity displays are

fences in the sense that they separate one group of society members

from another. But identity displays also differ from presencing

barriers in that in the case of identity displays actions and their

interpretations compose the barriers. In other words, the signals are
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the fences. Identity displays form the elemental basis out of which

social organization is wrought. They may, for instance, under some cir

cumstances enable subgroup members to tell a friend from an enemy.

Identity displays include stereotypic acts (called normative

behavior by social structuralists), and physical signs of subgroup

membership such as scarification, circumcision, tatooing, special

costuming, and the like. As fences, identity displays are relatively

static. They have been constructed (decided upon) by previous genera

tions of subgroup modelers and they are now being maintained by the

present generation of sanctified keepers. In any given individual's

lifetime, subgroup identity displays are not very likely to change.

They are likely to be "taken for granted" symbols by which subgroup

members and non-members alike recognize one another.

In order for identity displays to be effective as barriers, the

signals must be witnessed on occasion by non-group members. Non-members

must interpret the signals from a perspective somewhat different from

that held by group members. To some extent, identity displays would

not be barriers at all in the absence of other kinds of barriers. For

instance, it is the separation of subgroup members in some activities

that allows for multiple interpretations of subgroup identity displays.

Copying is an important property of all identity displays. Sub

group members copy one another's language style, rituals, marriage rules,

and costumes. Copying the identity displays of one's subgroup members

("copy displays") is most evident in physical appearance. Subgroup

members may copy one another's dress, scars, or hairstyles. Copying is

itself a gradual process. When a person is destined to become a member

of a subgroup at birth (e.g., born into a certain clan), copy displays
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may begin in infancy. Among the Omaha Indians, "in the Deer-Head gens

on the fifth day after birth an old man of the same subgens as the

infant ritually paints the infant and names the child" (Dorsey 1884:246).

Copying is a lifelong process within most subgroups in non-industrial

societies. Persons may become members of groups at a very early age and

they are likely to "wear the sign" of their subgroups throughout their

lives. In the Omaha example described above, the act of painting a

child is an identity display barrier. The painting of Omaha children

of a particular subgens is a signal that these children will lead lives

that are different from other children. It is also important to mention

that it is an old man who ritually paints the Omaha children. Experienced

subgroup modelers who have worn their group's insignia for a long time

are often singled out to perform in copy display rituals. Perhaps as

the younger person receives the physical sign of his group, he (if old

enough) and other subgroup members who are present are reminded of the

timelessness of their particular subgroup. I can only assume that the

presence of elderly modelers is likely to emphasize the fact that copying

implies a lifelong commitment.

Subgroup members can express their identity as subgroup members in

concert when they display physical signs of group members during rituals.

Puberty rites for adolescent boys often become rituals of intensification

for subgroup members in general. For instance, many puberty rituals

include genital mutilations. Boys who are being initiated may be cir

cumsized. At the same time, men who have been through the ritual pre

viously may also undergo genital operations. In a few societies (e.g.,

the Wogeio Islanders), the men practice subincision, an operation that

one man can undergo again and again. As adolescents are circumsized,
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older men may repeat genital operations in order to signal group member

ship.

It is perhaps a truism in social science to say that subgroups are

expressing an identity which is shared to the extent that members con

form to the same standards of interaction and the same behavior patterns.

Taboos, in this sense when shared by a group of people, are identity

displays. Persons who do not copy the same taboos are thus differen

tiated from those who do. Taboos can be so important in differentiating

Subgroup members that persons will go to a great deal of trouble to make

a point of displaying their adherence to them should the right audience

be present. One ethnographic example illustrates this point better

than any other. Unfortunately, I have misplaced the source of this

example so readers will have to accept the example on faith. The ethnog

rapher was describing the taboo of mother-in-law avoidance. In the

society being discussed, persons were not permitted to approach their

in-laws of the opposite sex. In the ethnographer's example a guest had

approached one particular household. Present when the guest arrived was

the male household head and his mother-in-law who was working in a field

behind the home. The customs governing hospitality in that community

called for the guest to be given water. A problem arose because fetching

water was women's work and only the male household head knew the guest

needed water. Since he was not permitted to get the water himself and

was also not permitted to approach his mother-in-law, it appeared as if

this household head was about to offend his guest. Instead, the man

called out, addressing his wife (who was not at home), that a guest had

arrived and that water needed to be fetched. Shortly thereafter the

mother-in-law entered the household carrying a large bucket of water.
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The guest was served and the mother-in-law avoidance taboo was demon

strated to be intact.

In the above example, the taboo on approaching one's mother-in-law

differentiates classes of people on several levels. First, in not

approaching their mothers-in-law, sons-in-law are indicating that they

are of a different generation from their mothers-in-law. Second, they

are also displaying the fact that they are of a different sex from their

mothers-in-law. And third, in the context of marriage rules in this

particular society, the sons-in-law are also indicating that their

families of orientation formed different subgroups from those of their

mothers-in-law. (If my memory is correct, mother-in-law avoidance is

most common in those societies where some sort of cross-cousin marriage

between family subgroups is prescribed.)

In the above example, I have been describing adherence to a taboo

which differentiates one class of persons from another. I purposely

chose this example to indicate that prescriptions may also differentiate

subgroups. When the son-in-law married and chose a spouse who was not a

member of his own family group, he was identifying with his family sub

group and helping them to maintain a subgroup identity barrier."

I would like to make one more point before ending this discussion

of identity displays. If I were discussing identity displays within a

particular society, I would be analyzing the meaning given identity

displays in that society. The conditions under which taboos and pres

criptions were followed would be very important and these conditions

would be compared to the content of the interaction rules. But, I am

interested in discussing the modeling process and as such I am only

concerned here with the consequence of identity displays on the modeling
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process in general. I know that the meaning of a particular identity

display varies from one society to another, and also within a society

depending on the social context. But in terms of the general modeling

process and the current discussion, the consequence of identity displays

is that they differentiate subgroups from one another. I want to be

very clear that I am in no way suggesting that the only consequence of

taboos and prescriptions is the separation of subgroups. I wish only to

say that in terms of modeling, this is the case. (For further discussion

of the meaning attached to prescriptions and taboos in a variety of con

texts, please see Freud 1958, Radcliffe-Brown 1958, Harris 1974, and

Douglas 1966.)

The Walidating Process

One consequence of fences in general is that they permit the exis

tence of subgroups whose modelers may then teach their own interpreta

tions of collective importances. In addition, subgroup modelers are

able to teach their initiates crafts or skills and the "right-way"

values which are associated with them. It is generally accepted that

subgroup modelers may teach their own initiates these crafts and judge

whether or not the performances of initiates are acceptable. So initiates

are taught "performance skills" so they can perform the tasks expected

by their modelers. And they are taught "legitimating skills" so they

may demonstrate to their subgroup modelers that they know the ideology

associated with proper performances. And since subgroup fences exist,

subgroup modelers also give some attention to teaching their initiates

skills which will permit them to explain their subgroup interpretation

of collective importances to others. These skills, through which sub

group members reassure non-members that their interpretation does not
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violate the importances of the society in general, I am calling

"validating skills." Thus validating skills are associated with rela

tionships between subgroups.

Idealistically, subgroup models are not supposed to include impor

tances which conflict with those of the larger community. In expecting

to achieve control over their situations, subgroup members want control

over a piece of the community's action, rather than control over all

their own action (complete independence) or control over everyone's

action (revolution).

Empirically, when subgroup interests appear to threaten the impor

tances of the larger community, or when an individual's actions seem to

have the same effect, an appeal is made to the individual or subgroup to

affirm allegiance to the collective model. Thus, among the Riffians

(Morocco), if fighting has erupted within a tribe, tribal counselors

from the surrounding area assemble into a supercouncil ; they then

summon the council of the warring tribe to answer for its actions (Coon

1931: 106).

Since the reputation of a subgroup depends on the actions of all

of its members, a subgroup may defend the behavior of a member who has

been challenged by outsiders. Among the African Tallensi (Ghana), for

instance, "co-members of any unit have a common interest in one

another's welfare and in safeguarding one another's rights. Any of

them will take reprisals for a wrong done against another"(Fortes 1940:

251). In teaching modelees about validation, modelers impress upon

their charges the need to protect their subgroup models so that they

will be less subject to demands for validation. One common way of

protecting the model from demands of validation is to keep its content
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hidden from outsiders. Subgroups thus "fence in" their activities and

"fence out" those persons who may not approve of everything they do.

In communicating validating skills, modelers also teach their

students, by exemplary living, that their subgroup model need not

Violate the model of the larger society. Subgroup modelers are often

chosen to represent their subgroups during a validating process because

they make a good impression on the larger community. A "legitimate"

modeler of a subgroup is one who validates his subgroup by exemplifying

conformity to the larger society's importances. The Gros Wentres provide

a nice example. The Gros Ventres is a northern plains Indian group

which is composed of several bands. In order to be a "band leader" one

must "earn distinction as a prosperous hunter, and even more important,

must be generous, even tempered, not be guilty of rape or murder, good

to others and not show signs of jealousy toward leaders of other Gros

Wentre bands" (Flannery 1953:32–33). Subgroups by definition are depen

dent on the larger society. Consequently, it is in their best interest

to emphasize communality rather than differences, in order to control

their own situations.

The Walidating Context

My data are limited; but in general I am able to say that validating

seems to occur when subgroup fences fail. Non-group members may pene

trate subgroup barriers, a former subgroup member may abandon the group

and reveal subgroup actions to others, or alternatively a subgroup may

remove barriers and expose "negative" acts in the hope of making an

5
issue of their own importances. In non-industrial Societies the

validating process is conditional on subgroup models being subordinate
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to a collective model. Requests for validation usually occur in the

context of rather obvious violations of collective model importances.

Several properties characterize the validating process. First, vali

dating is a multistage process which is initiated by an "appeal to a

higher model importance," an appeal which calls the audience's attention

to an importance presumably shared by the entire society. Second, this

process involves interaction between representatives of different sub

groups. Third, validation of a subgroup's actions comes from persons

who are not subgroup members. And, finally, the likelihood of a vali

dating process occurring is directly related to the degree of social

rigidity in a society. Where subgroup barriers are strong and fences

are high there will be fewer requests for validation.

The Stages of Walidating Process

Stage 1: The Appeal. The validating process begins as one sub

group, implicitly or explicitly representing the larger community, asks

a second to validate its allegiance to shared importances. The first

group asks the second to affirm that the values of the larger society

are more important than the values of any particular subgroup.

Appeals for validation are often phrased in terms of "group

morality." They are replete with references to what is "right" and

"wrong." Consequently, appeals hierarchically order model importances.

Because monitoring crafts is generally the province of individual sub

groups, appeals made on the basis of ideological importances are given

more attention in between-group appeals. Thus, for instance, only the

religious specialist himself may know the precise details of his craft,

but among the Navaho such specialists are judged by outsiders according

to whether the source of their power is "evil" or "good."
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In calling this first stage "an appeal to a higher model," I am

referring to two dimensions of hierarchy inherent in the validating

process. First, among the societies we are studying, primary allegiance

to the collective model, instead of the subgroup model, is assumed in

the ideology of all subgroups.” And second, the importances which are

shared between subgroups, are themselves ordered hierarchically. Ideo

logical importances are "higher" than craft importances. Thus, right

way values transcend that part of each subgroup model which is task

related.’ Consequently, the responsibility for seeing that ideological

importances remain "higher" than craft importances overlaps the boun

daries of particular subgroups. This responsibility is shared by every

One who subscribes to the collective model.

I would like to make one more point concerning appeals to higher

models. Just as a person outside of a group can ask someone who is a

group member for validation of subgroup loyalty, so can a subgroup mem

ber appeal to those outside of his own group if he feels that ideological

importances are being violated. The fact that the responsibility for

protecting "right-way" importances is shared by all permits a Samoan

child, for instance, who feels his parents' work schedule is "unfair,"

to appeal to the family chief who is considered an authority concerning

the right way to get the job done (Maxwell 1969).

Stage 2: Taking the Model of Other Subgroups. In responding to

requests for validation, individuals and subgroups must consider the

ideological position of the person or persons making the request. Even

when the validating process is self-initiated, the subgroup asking for

validation tries to phrase the request in terms of the validating group's

model, as its own members understand it. It is not easy to phrase res
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ponses in a way acceptable to another subgroup. Although persons in

non-industrial societies are familiar with some aspects of all subgroup

models, the barriers put up by subgroups are likely to make a complete

understanding of another group's ideological position unlikely.

Manipulation is an important property of "taking the model of

other subgroups." Definitions of importances are manipulated to

establish apparent bonds between one group and the group it is

appealing to. Fortes (1969:24) describes the situation among the

Tal lensi:

... nowadays the Hill Tal is are rent by factions

and by an intestine struggle for power amongst

the various ritual office-holders. Rival claims

are validated by citing established custom, by

appealing to the memories of men, or, in the last

resort, by the fabrication or distortion of myths

of origin. The Administration recognizes as

chiefs only those clan heads whose title is

derived directly or indirectly from the Paramount

Chief of the Mamprusi. Hence we find (one poten

tial chief) justifying his pretensions to a story

of how the founder of his lineage migrated thither

from Mampurugu--a story which his enemies scoff at.

(His rival), on the other hand, tries to strengthen

his claim to precedence by alleging not only a

Mampuru origin for his ancestors, but also that

they were the very first to come and settle on the

hill S.
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In the above example, each rival (or would-be chief) made his appeal

in terms acceptable by the Administration. It did not matter that

each rival scoffed at the other's story. Only the Administration

needed to be convinced of each candidate's acceptability so only the

Administration's criterion needed to be considered in each appeal.

Consider another example of this stage of the validating process,

"taking the model of another subgroup," only this time let's select

one from our own society.

Collective
Model

2" "Human Dignity" ^s

ºt
|Subgroup) (Subgroup)
Physicians Lawyers

(Subgroup) = i nri i v i

Quinlan Family *: ###".
*-*= validating

Most of us believe that our society's ideology includes respect

* "human dignity." Yet, a young woman in a coma is not in the posi

tion to tell anyone how she feels about human dignity. Her family

(subgroup) feels that they must control her situation.

When the family (Quinlans) of the patient (Karen) asks physicians

to Validate their subgroup's allegiance to the collective importance,

human dignity," physicians try to reassure them by asserting that
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human dignity is indeed a shared concern. They, as doctors certainly

want to protect life and thereby restore the patient's dignity. They

may couch "life" in religious terms, hoping to show convergence with

the family's importances. When lawyers, representing the family of the

patient again ask the physicians for validation, physicians respond in

terms of professional responsibility. "Professionalism" is assumed to

be a value shared between physicians and lawyers. MD's tell lawyers

that they are in the best position to know whether Karen's human dignity

can be restored. This example is an oversimplification, but it is

probably an adequate illustration of the point.
In terms of modeling in relatively cohesive societies, there are no

"private" models. There may be fences hiding model secrets, but the

ideology to some minimal extent is known between groups. Modelers can

teach certain elements of other subgroup models to their initiates so

that if they find themselves in a situation where they have to defend

their subgroup's model, they can "take the model" of the validating

Subgroup. And, of course, the modelers themselves are chosen in regard

to their validating skills. In many societies, each subgroup selects

90° representative to serve on a community council. Among other res

Ponsibilities, this person must assert his subgroup's position vis-a-vis

* rest of the community.

Stage III: Walidation or Profaning. In this stage of the valida

ting Process, representatives of the community either accept or reject

the "esponse of the subgroup to which the appeal for validation had

been addressed. Ordinarily, subgroups are able to reassure their

*udience and validation occurs, and no particular importance is attri
b

9ted to the process. On occasion, where some apparent deviance has
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provoked the community's request, the request itself generally consti

tutes enough of a threat to reestablish conformity within the subgroup.

Where the response is rejected, however, members of the subgroup

are profaned. Clearly, this stage of validating is both important and

complicated. And for this reason, I will discuss later aspects of the

process in considerably more detail. Here I will merely add that pro

faming during the third stage seems to define the content of the larger

community's model by pointing to a "bad example," that is, demonstrating

what the model does not consist of.

Regardless of the judgment of the community, however, subgroup con

trol may be undermined as the third stage reinforces the hierarchy of

model ing importances. Moreover, it generates a sense of awe in younger

members of the community in that it constitutes a display of authority.

Stage IV: Revalidating: Modeling in the Context of Ritual.

Assuming validation to have taken place, members of various subgroups

then revalidate each other's right to exist as they recognize shared

importances. For the moment the need to maintain subgroup fences seems

less important than the need to dramatize how much society members in

fact share. Revalidating involves public performances which are

Scheduled so several subgroups may attend. Revalidating occurs as

*ention is focused on a dramatization of collective importances which

* been validated in the past.

On such occasions, myths are often recited which describe the

**ivities of a culture hero (or an elderly modeler) who has lived

*ccording to collective values. Or perhaps several importances are

recited in a prescribed order by all those present, or at least by a
r - - - -*Presentative of each subgroup. All of those present implicitly
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reaffirm their allegiance (and their subserviance) to these importances.

Homans has noted (1958: 117–118) that the most important rituals in a

society make symbolic reference to the fundamental myths of their groups.

He refers to the Murngin of Australia and the Catholic Mass as examples.

He doesn't quite recognize, however, the connection between symbolic

recitations of these myths and the modeling which is a prime consequence

of such ritual activity.

When the same model importances are dramatized repeatedly, they

are consequently sanctified by the interaction of group members.

Durkheim has suggested that "to strengthen those sentiments which, if

left to themselves, would soon weaken, it is sufficient to bring those

who hold them together and to put them into closer and more active

relations with one another" (Durkheim 1915:240–241). Much of the data

which Durkheim examined in preparation of The Elementary Forms of the

Religious Life focused on stage four of the validating process. It is

thus not surprising that he interpreted ritual as a context in which

Control over the definition of the situation passed back into the hands

of the collective.

Durkheim did not look at the ritual context from the perspective

of subordinate groups, that is, as an area for subgroup activity. Had

he done So, as did Frank Young in his work on initiation and social

rigidity (1965), he would also have recognized that ritual was an effec

tive Context for keeping situational control in the hands of subcommuni

ties. I want it to be very clear that all ritual activities do not

Validate collective importances. In fact, subgroups have rituals of

their Own, many of which are hidden from other members of society in

Order to dramatize subgroup importances. These hidden subgroup rituals
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set subgroup members aside from the larger community (Young 1965:17).

As has been noted, validating consists of four stages which,

together, form a developmental sequence, beginning with the request for

validation and ending with a more or less dramatic display of solidarity.

Each display of solidarity is, then, the tail end of such a developmen

tal sequence. In many ethnographies which stress ritual in non

industrial societies and in some secondary analyses--preeminently

Durkheim's--the first three stages of validation remain more or less

covert, and the reader is presented with a picture of a society rich in

ceremony and largely lacking in disagreement.

In our modern Western society, on the other hand, the most dramatic

and public process is that of the initiation of the sequence, the first

appeal for validation. And the ultimate impression is one of a society

rife with conflict. In highly differentiated societies such as our own

which are characterized by rapid social change and an ever-increasing

number of subgroups, validating processes occur more often. Although

there are presencing barriers hiding the most questionable of subgroup

activities, there is also a great amount of social mobility between

Subgroups. Ours is not a socially rigid society. Although numerous

fences exist, the fences are easily penetrated. Unlike most of the

"-industrial societies which I have studied, in our own society one

"*d not be a member of a subgroup for an extended period of time.

individuals are likely to be exposed to multiple interpretations of our

Society's model and may then bring these interpretations with them to

Other Subgroups which they eventually may join. Subgroup models change

*s their membership changes; they blur as they are confused, blended,

and Contradicted. I would suspect that many of the appeals for subgroup
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validation are also requests for clarification of collective importances

which might otherwise be lost in the shuffle. Social mobility puts

collective importances in question. Subgroups grow and challenge collec

tive importances by making appeals for validation to other subgroups.

If enough subgroups reject the challenged importances, a new somewhat

modified collective model emerges. It should be pointed out, however,

that in highly differentiated societies, appeals for validation between

one subgroup and another are so numerous that any given appeal need not

get much attention from the society as a whole. In non-industrial

societies, in contrast, each appeal for validation is likely to be very

important since all but a few persons share the same ideological impor

tances.

In most instances, importances are shared by the existing subgroups

because the importances have been similar throughout the community for

decades. Subgroups in these societies have become institutionalized.

This is probably the reason why Young and Bacdayan stated that large

Subcommunities so closely resembled small communities. These subgroups

have Completed the initial states of the validating process years ago.

NOW, in stage four of the validation process, they reaffirm their

institutionalization by revalidating each other's right to exist while

*"ltaneously sanctifying the most salient of the collective model.”

While subgroup models are generally subordinate to the collective

model, individuals may not be willing to place their own desires,

subordinate to what seems right for the group. Conflict between

individual and collective importances is not uncommon. When an indivi

dual Places his own needs before those of the collective, he may ignore
Sexie 4-3

- - -*isting fences and try to eliminate his competitors entirely rather
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than bothering to demean their performances through the validating

process. Consider the following example from the Todas, a society from

the Nilghiri Hills of India:

... I soon found that appearances were very decep

tive and that under a peaceful exterior, many

Serious acts of aggression had taken and were

still taking place. Personal feuds of intense

hatred and jealousy, especially among the older

men, seemed to be the reasons for what were not

empty accusations of witchcraft, but unmistaka

bly crimes. . . . Few influential old Todas die a

natural death. They are more usually done away

with by their rivals... (Peter 1963:266).

This preemptive procedure, then, in which the usual validating

process is bypassed, is not unlike that used in organized crime in

Chicago in the 1920's. One bootlegger does not try to have another

sent to prison; he eliminates the other entirely. Because individuals

who act on their own behalf are nevertheless implicit members of sub

groups, their actions reflect on their associates. In the case of the

Todas, as well as the bootleggers, the disappearance of any influential

man was likely to be attributed to his rival.

Before concluding this section on validating, I would like to

clear up any possible confusion in the reader's mind, which by now is

liable to be occupied with an image of persons running around in non

industrial societies trying to validate the positions of their subgroups.

In terms of frequency of interaction of subgroup members this is hardly

the case. Much more energy is devoted to avoiding validating processes
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by hiding questionable activities behind rather durable fences, than

is actually spent engaging in validating activities. In other words,

rather than answer requests for validation, members of subgroups are

happier to hide behind fences if doing so will allow them to "do their

thing" which is teaching their own initiates their own interpretation of

model importances.
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FOOTNOTES

There are also multiple model interpretations which are a conse
quence of individual experiences. Perhaps Alfred Schutz discussed
these differences most succinctly in his work on "multiple
realities" (1945), but in any case, this is clearly not a neglected
area having been discussed previously by James (1910), Dewey (1935),
Mead (1934), and others.

I think that elsewhere it would be more accurate to refer to aggre
gates of people who share common interests as social categories,
interest groups, or social classes when members do not interact
routinely, but in the interest of relevance to modeling dynamics
I prefer to refer to these aggregates as subgroups.

Note also, a few members of these groups may get together and swap
importances, but the entire universe of subgroup members does not
do this at once. My definition of subgroup differs from Young and
Bacdayan's (1965) subcommunity. Their definition required inter
action among subcommunity members.

Elsewhere identity displays have been referred to as "boundary
maintaining customs" (Young and Bacdayan 1965:231) and alternatively
as "social borders" (Douglas 1966).

Indeed, all societies seem to recognize the likelihood of intimacy
between marriage partners and the potential threat of model conta
mination if the wrong spouse is selected. When adhered to,
marriage rules are identity displays which act as barriers to deny
certain individuals access to subgroup importances. In non
industrial societies marriage rules are taken very seriously
although, of course, the rules are broken on occasion. See
(Gladwin and Sarason 1953:124) and (Goodenough 1967:75) on the
Trukese, (Herskovits 1937: 126) on the Haitians, (Grimble 1921:31)
on the Gilbertese, for ethnographic examples.

In highly differentiated societies, subgroups often initiate the
validating process themselves. They do this to gain support for
their own ideology, and perhaps to attract new members. Minimally,
publicity is always a consequence of self-initiated validation.
When groups initiate the process themselves, they are in effect
asking non-group members to okay their right to exist. The recent
development of the gay liberation movement provides numerous
examples.

Of course, the allegiance of all subgroups to a collective model
is not universal. When a subgroup model openly conflicts with a
collective model, an appeal for validation may be made to another
subgroup, rather than to a collective model, of which they are both
a part. For instance, revolutionary groups may appeal to the dis
enfranchised.
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Such an idea--that moral importances are superordinate to craft
performances--is hardly new, and although it has sometimes influenced
the development of decorative skills (the ban on pornography or,
for example, in Islam, no representation of Allah or Mohammed), it
finds particular expression in the control of craft skills with
possibly pernicious applications. Sometimes it concerns technology,
as when the development of modern nuclear weapons systems or biolo
gical warfare capacity is opposed on moral grounds. In addition,
however, the expansion of knowledge without any immediately
apparent application is hampered. In classical Greece, the term
hubris was reserved for the acquisition of knowledge which was
supposed to be the province of the gods. The myth of Prometheus,
horribly punished for his hubris, served as a moral message. In
modern mythology, such as that surrounding the creation of
Frankenstein's monster, the hierarchy may be expressed in the saying
that "there are some things man was never meant to know." In recent
years, Arthur Jensen, studying racial intelligence, and E.0.
Wilson, working on the biological background of human sociality,
have been accused of ideological heresies by groups such as
"Science for the People" (see, e.g., the exchange between Chasin
and Van den Berghe in Contemporary Sociology [1977]). The primacy
of moral importances over craft skills seems widespread indeed,
having covered, at one time or another, the production of any kind
of erotic art, the representation of God, the development of tools,
and the acquisition of forbidden information. This opposition is
reflected in the current dictionary definitions of "wisdom" as
contrasted with "knowledge."

In the most stable of social groups it is possible that requests
for validation are separated by many years. Subgroups are insti
tutionalized in the sense that subgroup loyalty to community values
is taken for granted. In less stable social organizations requests
for validation may be more numerous, separated only by minutes of
social order. In any case, the validating cycle may be repeated
any time a subgroup's loyalty is in question.
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CHAPTER III. TEACHING THE MODEL

Fences, particularly physical custody barriers and presencing

barriers, protect the content of a group's model so that its control

does not pass into the wrong hands. Assuming that modelers are success

ful in this regard, they still face the task of communicating their value

system and inventory of skills to their chosen successors. Remember,

modelers want the next generation of society members to benefit from the

experience of their elders. They want their children to have at least

as much control over their own situations as they themselves have had.

And few would be disappointed if their children had more control, or,

"an easier time of it." Modelers feel that to guarantee a maximum of

control for their children, their model must be perpetuated. And, impor

tances must be communicated clearly. To do this, they must get and keep

their audience's loyalty and attention. As they communicate skills and

model values, modelers therefore also try to awe audiences with dis

plays of expertise. They hope, in this manner, to encourage allegiance

among young society members in the future. Whether or not awe is

inspired in the learners, at least a minimum of respect is assumed

since, without it, the modelers would lose their audience.

Show and Tell

Perpetuating model importances implies the need for consistency.

Modelers who are regarded as authority figures must appear to be consis

tent among themselves. There is so much inconsistency in social life

that in order to hold on to a system of values modelers need a constant

strategy to explain inconsistency. As a group of leaders, modelers

must communicate similar value-laden messages to younger members of
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society. Repetition is thus an important property of the teaching

process. Sanctified keepers who are responsible for maintaining impor

tances, repeat similar messages to other subgroup members in a variety

of contexts. Sanctified keepers and other modeling teachers are per

sons of noteworthy reputation. Their living experiences are consis

tently demonstrating the importances they wish to communicate. They

thus repeatedly "show" their skills and values as they "tell" them. In

the process, modelers provide good examples for others to copy.

In the absence of books, blackboards or similar teaching props

(most of the societies we are discussing did not possess a written

language at the time they were studied), modelers rely on the combined

techniques of "showing" and "telling" to get their messages across.

Even after writing appears, modelers do not abandon these techniques.

As Maxwell and Silverman state:

A perusal of the ethnographic literature

suggests that when writing appears among a people

characterized by a low rate of literacy, and when

books and other archives are rare, artifactual

storage of information does not necessarily re

place the oldsters but rather supplements their

memories (1970:370).

In our own society, information seekers can learn many things by refer

ring to tapes, books, and other archives. But in traditional societies

the self-taught individual is a rarity. There is a tendency for older

people in traditional societies to control access to information and

they must transmit information by showing and telling as they deem fit

(Maxwell and Silverman 1970:371).
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Storytelling

There are several ways in which the model is transmitted from genera

tion to generation. Older people often simply tell stories as story

telling allows for a dramatization of what is so valued. And, story

telling may also be entertaining. Some occasions for storytelling have

all the properties of social activities--they are told in a way that may

define learning as a "fun" activity. History, skills, and right-way

values can all be taught through stories in the guise of entertainment.

And older people tell interesting stories, or so it appears in the

sample of ethnographies we have read. "When a story was told by the

grandfather... intense interest would be depicted on the faces of all

old enough to appreciate the recital" (Stevenson 1970:293 [Zuni, Ameri

can Southwest]). Storytelling as a teaching method depends on an atten

tive audience. For this reason, storytelling often seems to be asso

ciated with "public defaming," a strategy to keep audience attention.

If a story happens to be somewhat less interesting than usual, and if a

member of the audience dares to interrupt or seems otherwise inattentive,

public reprimands are likely to follow. As a consequence of these

public reprimands, the importance of the message in the story is drama

tized along with the respect associated with storytellers. In the

following example the absence of eye contact is enough to trigger a

narrator's rebuke:

Storytelling possessed educative value and was

the responsibility of old men. A storyteller might

insist that the audience look him directly in the

eyes. Should a young person shift his glance he

would be reprimanded by the narrator remarking,
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'you won't be smart' (Honigmann 1954:71; Kaska

Indians, North America, an ethnographic recon

struction).

Stories told usually include the accomplishments of past or present

group members. An old Trobriander, who was known in his society for his

skill at defending the group against the evil deeds of witches, would

boastfully "tell his story to younger generations" (Malimowski 1966:

237). In telling stories, the most exciting and adventurous activities

are emphasized, perhaps to dramatize the importances being taught, but

more likely to encourage the young audience to respect and awe their

modelers, and ideally to copy them. Sometimes the adventure and achieve

ments are overdramatized in the desire to impress the youngsters. It

seems that stories told by men in our own society to young people about

their army experiences are told for the same purpose.

Historical continuity is another desirable property of the stories

told to students. Actually the "best" stories combine excitement, his

tory, and recent accomplishments. Trobriander old men use the word,

Pilolu in stories they tell villagers as they sit around a fire. In

the stories, old men tell of adventures which they personally lived

through. "To the natives, the name Pilolu is full of emotional associa

tions; it is connected with the experiences of the past generations"

(Malinowski 1966:219). Malinowski believed that the natives used the

term "Pilolu" to dramatize the continuity with the past. Malinowski

himself believed that Pilolu referred only to the name of a basin of a

lagoon (Malinowski 1966:219).

In non-industrial Societies, in the absence of written narratives

and especially television, storytelling seems to be an especially
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effective teaching strategy. Of course, effectiveness varies from one

society to another as several conditions influence effectiveness. The

first condition which applies to all of the societies I am discussing

is that storyteller and audience are known to one another. Second,

the storyteller may be something of an authority figure to members of

the audience who may be defamed if they seem inattentive. Third, if

in addition to other conditions the storyteller is a good example,

someone whom group members seem to like, someone "successful" who

relates experiences younger members can identify with, his audience

is likely to be more attentive and in this sense, it may be said that

as a storyteller, he is also a "good" teacher. If the storyteller

happens to be good at telling stories, a "true entertainer"--his

stories having that indescribable "something extra" that "turns the

younger generation on"--I would imagine he might be an even more

effective teacher. But, even without all the drama and with the

variation in storytelling presentation, stories tend to teach morals,

skills, and even social ritual. The stories themselves often vary in

form and substance. But the messages and morals which are related

by modelers are appreciably consistent.

Moral Messages

On less formal occasions, stories can be told to smaller audiences,

perhaps to an individual to communicate a particular message. Occa

sionally tales, myths, and historical events are communicated which

recount particular importances. The tales contain a "moral message"

which supports the group's set of values and perhaps also mentions the
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negative consequences of violating these importances. In contrast to

s to rytelling on more formal occasions, a modeler is likely to choose a

ta T e from his repertoire because its moral message fits the occasion

a rh ci not for its entertainment value.

Moral messages are used effectively in our own society today.

He re is one I heard recently as it was communicated to a youth by his

Sº ramdfather. The older man was trying to convince his grandson to re

P = i r the roof of their house. The youth preferred to sit under a

tree and read a book. He said, "I am feeling lazy today. Maybe I'll

fi >< the roof tomorrow." The grandfather told the following tale:

A man was taking a walk with his grandson.

As they walked, the grandfather spotted a horse

shoe on the ground. In those days a horseshoe

could be turned in to a blacksmith for $.10.

The grandfather asked his grandson why he didn't

pick up the horseshoe and go to collect his dime.

The grandson said that he was 'too lazy." Later,

the grandfather stopped at the store and bought a

bag of cherries. The grandson wanted to taste the

cherries, but his grandfather refused. But as they

walked, the grandfather dropped the cherries from

the bag, one at a time. Each time the grandson picked

up a cherry from the ground and ate it. When they

had continued in this manner for a while, the grand

son asked the grandfather why he had dropped the

cherries. 'Wouldn't it have been simpler just to

give me the cherries?' 'Yes,' said the grandfather,



'but I wanted you to see that it also would have

been simpler to pick up the horseshoe for $.10.

Because you didn't bend down and pick up the

horseshoe once, you had to bend down several

times to pick up the cherries. '

The moral message in this tale is that laziness in the present

creates additional work in the future. The grandfather hoped that by

tel ling his grandson this tale, the youth would give up his own laziness

an Gi fix the roof. Perhaps the grandfather was worried that it might

SO On rain. Or, perhaps, he just wanted to teach his grandson that

"Taziness" violates a family importance.

Moral messages sometimes contain a description of what has happened

to Persons who have violated group importances. Many groups, including

the Jews of Eastern Europe, have been quite successful in retaining an

°ra T tradition through such tales. (See, for instance, Wiesel 1972.)

In Order to stress the importance of allegiance to model values, viola

*ions of these values are taught to be punishable by divine retribution.

Taken one step farther, all positive as well as negative occurrences

a re explained ex post facto according to the idea of imminent justice,

*" idea which suggests that good acts are followed by good luck and bad

acts by bad luck. Imminent justice generally supports the particular

Sroup is importances. The values of the group are sanctified through

the belief in divine intervention. Modelees are in awe of a sanctified

model as they listen to the moral messages of their teachers. One

Sexample, among the Omaha Indians, describes the loss of Chief Joseph

l—a Flesche's leg. The old people told other tribal members that the

Sºss was a punishment for La Flesche's opposition to the greasing
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(an ointing) of the sacred pole (Dorsey 1884:235). And Fortes says

that Tallensi individuals are not punished by their peers for violating

** r orms of lineage unity." Instead, "their death, when it comes, is con

ceptualized as a punishment from their ancestors and this serves to

reaffirm the norms of lineage solidarity" (Fortes 1969:227).

Moral messages which sanctify retribution have a variety of conse

Chuerm ces, all of which reinforce as well as teach model values. Messages

include repetitions of success stories. The "good news" is shared by

a l l who hear the story. The audience is provided with examples of

S C C C behavior which they may copy so that they too may be rewarded by

the gods. And sanctifying retribution allows modelers to dole out

Punishments and rewards according to "divine law." Modelers may

threaten divine intervention in order to keep modelees in line. Thus

* mother might warn her son that if he misbehaves, God will punish him.

If the frequency of teaching strategies is at all related to effective

"ess of maintaining model importances, "sanctifying values by teaching

di vine retribution" ought to be very effective indeed. The process

Sºº-curs in most of the societies on which I have read, including our

°wn - in which moral messages are encountered in the Bible and followed

*P in church sermons.

Moral messages are not always told in the form of stories. Some

are abbreviated tales in which only the "moral" is mentioned. When

these abbreviated tales are known to other group members, they may be

reci ted as "proverbs." More commonly, these shorter moral messages are

simply given as unsolicited advice. Persons who feel they are

**Perienced in a particular situation may offer their opinions to those

whom they feel are less knowledgeable. The less experienced often heed
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the words of their advisors, perhaps because "they do not know any

better."

An example occurs among the Montagnais, who live in Canada in the

Labrador Peninsula. There, although the mother is responsible for

training her daughters, the grandmother usually has a great deal of

influence. If grandmother sees a situation which she feels she can

improve, "her opinion is loudly proclaimed.... She is always listened to

respectfully and her suggestions acted upon" (Burgesse 1944:17). Unsoli

cited advice of this kind tends naturally to involve areas in which the

advisor's superior experience is indisputable. Thus, an expert old

Maori warrior (New Zealand) may judge the fitness of the troops before

a war party departed (Buck 1949:391), and an elderly Vietnamese man is

able to whisper the proper incantations to boys at the altar, having

recited them many times in the past himself (Hickey 1964:256).

Attention-Getting Adumbrations

It is interesting to note that women in general and men whose

Status is insufficient by itself to gain respectful attention must

engage in preliminary "attention-getting adumbrations" before they may

°9mmunicate model importances to others. They must request that others

Wisten to them. One category of attention-getting adumbrations includes

"threats of dying" and reminders of services rendered in the past. Past

*Wents are used as leverage in requesting another's attention. This

Category of attention-getting is used more commonly by women than by

I■ len.

In one instance drawn from the Azande (Africa), an old woman wanted

* tell her daughter-in-law the responsibilities of a wife. Before she
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Tisted the responsibilities, she reminded the daughter-in-law that she

was living in the mother-in-law's home and that she was eating the

mother-in-law's food. During the recitation of importances, the mother

in-law also reminded the daughter-in-law that she had to work hard,

since the mother-in-law was about to die:

You! You! Since I put you here I put you

among good things and you will go on eating them

when I am no longer alive. A man does not reprove

the son of another.... A man reproves only his own

son, mistress. As I am about to depart, be ener

getic, let your hand be strong; don't let your

fire go out by sitting over those of your friends;

... When you rise in the morning place water before

your husband; ... do not let him wash his face with

his hands. . . . Now that you have come to be wife to

my son do not be haughty with him in the sleeping

hut; ... you will wash him all over; a wife washes

her husband's penis, that is the custom... (Evans

Pritchard 1974: 103).

Very common cross-culturally is the parental reminder to their adult

°hildren of sacrifices made by the parents in their behalf when the

children were young. Women mention the physical pain of childbirth,

* alternatively, they describe the dependent child nursing at the

"other's breast. Parents use this form of "guilt tripping" to draw

**tention to their own point of view and especially when they are

"equesting support from their children in old age. Guilt-trip messages

tend to make others feel uncomfortable, but obligated to listen to the
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modeling message which follows. But there is an additional consequence

not realized by most persons using these messages. Each interaction of

this type is individualized and personalized. Each time a person begins

an interaction by requesting attention on the basis of services rendered

in the past, the person is placing the worth of his position in question.

If a person uses this type of attention-getting adumbration repeatedly,

he will help others to define his status as one which must be continually

reevaluated. (See for instance Ammar 1954:99 [Egyptians]; and Malinow

ski 1929:444 [Trobrianders], for ethnographic examples.)

Another category of attention-getting adumbrations is more popular

with audiences. "Titillating" adumbrations feed special sought-after

information to those less knowledgeable in order to get and keep their

attention. Titillating is related to pacing the flow of information

to modelees in the model control labyrinth. Desired information is

kept from them on occasion in order to titillate them at another time.

The information can also be used to reward modelees for paying attention

to their teachers. "Sex" is a common element of titillating adumbra

tions. In our own society, entertainers as well as teachers tell risque

jokes to get the audience's attention. And in non-industrial societies,

Sex education is often the responsibility of older modelers; sexual

information is fed to trainees piecemeal in the course of transmitting

of less interesting importances. (See for instance McIlwraith 1948:368

for a description of "obscene" stories told to educate children.)

Consulting Experts

Advice is not always unsolicited, of course; it may be requested.

ºf modelees desire information in a particular situation, they may
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request it from a person experienced in that area. The less experienced

defer to the judgment of those who have performed well in the past in

similar situations. Consulting an expert, i.e., soliciting information,

may be thought of as a request for clarification of model properties

from those who know them the best. Requests for information are

flattering because they recognize the superior position of the person

questioned. Experts may be consulted in a wide variety of situations,

but the majority of requests ask for information to settle disputes,

solve problems, or tell others how to act in situations which are new

for them. Experts, then, help those who question them by providing

sought-after information so that decisions can be properly made. Of

course, as already mentioned, the experts may choose not to help.

An elder, for instance, may be asked to recite genealogical informa

tion so that families may knowledgeably decide whether to allow a parti

cular marriage to occur. If recited, the genealogies determine if a

kin relationship between the couple violates model importances (Turnbull

1965: 115, 205 [Mbuti Pygmies]). Other requests commonly deal with

boundary information needed to settle land disputes. (See for instance

SPoehr 1949:169-170 [Marshallese].) Persons listening to the information

Wrovided by the experts learn what they need to know to answer a question

9° Solve a problem. And, in addition, the importances which are domi

"*nt in the situation are reiterated; the present is linked with past

situations in which the same importances were relevant, thus establishing

* Sense of continuity.

Decisions must be made on a daily basis and action must follow if

*nything is going to get done. In stable societies of the kind we are

Studying, most decisions are routinized. What was decided today is
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Tikely to be similar to what was decided yesterday--in fact--it is

Tikely to be similar to decisions made several years ago. Routine

decisions seem to be made on the basis of leadership and experience.

Deciders represent the most experienced leader among group members likely

to be affected by a particular decision. Should deciders need help in

making decisions, experience is also the property which defines the

relationship between those who are consulted and those who request in

formation. The one asked is presumed to have experience that is greater,

or at least more pertinent than the experience of the questioner(s).

Some societies structure experience by age, assigning leadership

positions on the basis of primogeniture or age grade. The oldest mem

ber of the household is presumed to be the most experienced and all

must obey his orders. (See for instance Nordenskiold 1938:30 [Cuna];

Herskovits 1937: 127 [Haitians]; Fortes 1969: 226 [Tallensil). But,

although a position of leadership is often inherited, if the person in

order of succession is not qualified, i.e., not a good leader, the

Community members pick someone else (Spier 1928 [Havasupail). Day-to

day activities within the household are likely to be decided upon by

"seniority," a corollary of both age and experience. The woman who has

SPent the most time in the household (mother-in-law or first wife)

*Sually makes such decisions. (See for example Fortes 1949:133 [Tallen

sil; Masters 1953:245 [Kurds]).

Societies often face situations in which more than one individual

has relevant experience. A council of experienced persons may then

reach a decision, each member contributing information based on his own

*Perience during a negotiation process. In some cases, everyone

affected by a decision participates, while the most experienced still

i
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have the greatest influence. For example, a Lapp campaign plan "is

agreed upon by the party as a whole, due deference being paid to the

opinions of the older, more experienced members (Whitaker 1955: 87).

The "councils of elders" found in many societies are institutionalized

groups of such experienced social leaders. Leaders rely on their coun

cil s when decisions must be made. The Comanche, for example, had an

advisory council of several old peace chiefs. In addition, old men of

the Smoke Lodge advised peace chiefs on tribal matters. Both advisory

groups were consulted in matters of war, peace, hunting, allocation of

supplies, and the like (Hoebel 1940:14, 40; Wallace and Hoebel 1952:214

215).

In other situations, it is common to ask one's predecessor for

advice. In our own society, former presidents are consulted on serious

matters by those currently in office." It is also quite common, perhaps

universal, for pregnant women to consult women who have already borne

children on the nature of childbirth and childrearing.

A new mother asks a midwife about getting

her child started on good nursing habits. The

old woman gives advice concerning food and medi

cine for the baby and how the mother should care

for herself following the birth (Hanks 1963:52

[Thail).

ºn this instance and in many similar requests, a novice consults a

Person who has experienced circumstances which are comparable to the

90°S on which information is requested. With the advice of the expert,

the novice feels s/he is able to make competent decisions.
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Although information is requested of persons presumed to be experts,

their responses are likely to be judged. If someone were to provide

"bad" or ineffective information, he would probably be less likely to

be consulted in the future. Eventually, he would probably lose his

reputation as an expert. Consultants are, therefore, generally careful

to attempt to provide information which will be judged successful.

Successful information is tried and true. Solutions which have worked

in the past are often favored by the experts. Whenever possible

Successful information, as we saw in an earlier discussion of the vali

dating process, is also information which supports the importances of

the society at large. The information provided helps subgroups to

adopt a common definition of the situation. Usually experts are able

to count on their reputation of past successes to guarantee a favorable

response to information provided to settle current conflicts. Fortes

explains the successes of a Tallensi lineage head in this way:

Though a lineage head has no judicial

authority, he is often asked to arbitrate in

disputes or conflicts between segments of the

lineage. What he generally tries to do is to

bring about a compromise and reconciliation,

for he has no powers of enforcing his decision.

When he is successful in adjusting differences,

it is on account of his prestige and because he

has the public opinion of the lineage on his

side (Fortes 1969:227).

Time and space do not permit a detailed analysis of the processes

of decision making in non-industrialized societies. But we can infer
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from these ethnographic descriptions that both decision makers and

those from whom they request information are chosen on the basis of

experience and success. We also know that these people transmit model

importances during the decision-making/decision-enforcing process. For

further discussion of decision making and the transmission of culture,

see John M. Roberts (1964).

Stability, Isolation, Nondifferentiation and the Good Example

Throughout this report I have been attempting to present a picture

of societies in which options to achieve social control are extremely

limited due to conditions imposed on those desiring control. In such

Societies, which are often geographically or socially isolated from

One another, access to competing models is difficult if not impossible

to gain.

Stability, isolation, and little differentiation within the society

* re among the structural properties which encourage youth to follow the

**amples of their ancestors. To the extent that these properties are

Present, copying the life style of one's elders is the effective means

Of ensuring success. An individual will be as successful toward

achi eving situational control as were his mentors. In these groups,

Values are clearly defined and the labyrinth leading to the control

of shared model properties is also clearly delineated. Modelers are

there to be copied, emulated and awed, and in addition they are

actively involved in encouraging others to follow in their footsteps.

As these societies are also relatively undifferentiated, modelers are

***ily identified and easily copied.

Youth seem more than willing to copy the success patterns of their

*\ders. Indeed they probably can't imagine any others. Ethnographers

s r
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give us the impression that experienced leaders are able to define

"right-Way" paths to success by displaying their own exemplary achieve

ments. The following is an ethnographer's description of an "Ancient,"

an "old Rhade sage" (The Rhade live in the highlands of Vietnam):

His words have authority in discussions;

some of his sentences will be repeated by fol

lowing generations, as verses from the Tradi

tion. After his death, he will enter the

World of yalyao, of memory, of legend....

Because laziness is reserved to youth,

he always has a thing to do. If he appears

leisurely, it is because he is thinking, or

because he combs his memories or is working

out a deal, while drawing on his pipe. At

night he sleeps little, maintaining the fire

to (warm himself and his relatives). Up early,

eating little, he teaches through his example

those that will succeed him, who will celebrate

his good deeds, as of a god from old (Dam Bo

1950:18–19; our translation).

Celebrating the deeds of a modeler is an effective way of dramati

zing model importances. In rewarding "good" behavior, both the indi

Vidual and the importances expressed in his performance are honored.

When Celebrations are incorporated into religious ceremony, modelers

"lay be honored as sanctified symbols of sacred group importances. As

in the example above, the modelers become sacred themselves, as gods.

*adcliffe-Brown recognized these aspects of ritual behavior and
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discussed them in his work on the Andaman Islanders, noting that ritual

which emphasized shared importances also expressed a group's solidarity

and permanence (Radcliffe-Brown 1922). We will soon return to a discus

sion of modelers as sacred embodiments of their group's values. Here,

let us note simply that modelers define model values for others by

providing good examples for them to copy.

Ashanti grandparents are the prototypes of

persons and institutions commanding reverence and

submission to the norms of tradition. ... The grand

parents are felt to be the living links with the

past. They are looked up to with reverence, not

only as the repositories of ancient wisdom but

also as symbols of the continuity of descent

(Fortes 1950:276).

And, among the Egyptians, "one of the ideals of family life is for the

Children to do the things their parents have done before, as he who

"esembles his father has committed no injustice" (Ammar 1954:28).

A look at modelers in our own society, which is relatively less

stable, less isolated, and more differentiated, might help us to under

Stand how important these properties are in defining model values.

Because the values in our society change more rapidly than those of

the Societies in our study sample, it is not easy for youth to identify

* modeler and to copy his success style. Those whose experience has

\ed them to success can in no way guarantee that their proteges will

be *Qually successful. In addition, there are many subgroups within

Our Society. This differentiation creates an additional problem for

*ose looking for modelers. Which is the right one? Which will lead
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to a successful path? Which will lead one astray? Today's youth must

choose from a pool of modelers who may lead them along unmarked trails.

Not all labyrinths will lead to situational control. Some will be

obsolete, reflecting the values of days gone by.

When subgroups construct durable social fences around their sub

group model, those in control of training new group members may try to
ignore, or may not be aware of changing values in the society at large.

In academia today, for instance, some students are accusing faculty

members of "wearing blinders," of training them to be part of an educa

tional system that certain dominant publics no longer support. Teaching

is criticized for its reliance on importances shared by few outside of

academia. As the importance of an advanced "liberal arts" education is

dwindling among Americans in general ("it's no good if Johnny can't get

a job"), the experience of recently trained academicians has been

changing also. New graduates, certified Ph.D.s trained for traditional

*cademic careers, find no place for themselves in an academia which is

insulted to find its social world threatened by the importances of the

"est of society. Students demand more and more career-oriented courses,

but Only a few farsighted academicians are trained or willing to teach

them. The humanities in particular are suffering as disciplines

because of the social emphasis on "applied work." And humanities

**fessors differ among themselves in terms of their willingness to

adapt their teaching programs to the demands of students.

The point of all this is that in our own society structural condi

tions change so rapidly that groups display little stability. Models

Cannot easily be defined by example. When modelers do exist, they

"epresent many competing ideologies from which younger people must
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choose. "Shared" values are in a constant state of flux. Modelers as

well as model values are being readjusted continuously according to

situational demands. Few importances persist as long as an individual's

lifetime. It is rare indeed that any one individual may serve as a

modeler for someone else in all situations. Instead, it is likely that

members of our society will face several trips through a variety of

control labyrinths--perhaps one related to a career, another in some

voluntary group, perhaps another in a career, and so on.

In contrast, conditions in our study sample are quite stable.

Model importances and model leaders are generally acceptable beyond the

life of any individual. New group members copy the example of those who

have preceded them because they are good examples and, besides, modelees

have no other way to go. The teachings of their predecessors define

the limits of their own experience. And during their own lifetimes

youth may expect to encounter situations similar to those encountered

by their ancestors.

Pacing

All organizations introduce the content of their value system to

"ew members in stages. Even when it is in the best interest of the

9 roup for leadership to be transferred rapidly, a learning period

follows the formal transfer of authority, during which the new leader

is "ore or less on probation. Pacing strategies are generally used by

Positioned group leaders to protect their model importances and proper

*y from misuse by others. Pacing strategies protect the model by both

Sontrolling takeovers by the young and by weeding out incompetent group

Wembers.
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Society leaders hide--from even their most competent initiates--

some information and artifacts which might allow them to assume control

over their own situations too quickly. The information needed to con

trol the group situation is hidden inside a labyrinth of expected

behavior patterns. It is accessible to inexperienced modelees only in

stages as they learn to feel their way through the maze. "Stops"

imposed in this behavioral labyrinth by those in control "pace" the

flow of information to the less experienced.

The concept of a labyrinth is useful for a number of reasons in

understanding how pacing strategies influence the modeling process.

First, pacing may be described as a process which begins with achieving

&ntrance into a subgroup, the first step in understanding the ideology

of an organization. Pacing continues with the gradual progression of

the individual along certain predetermined and sometimes confusing

Pathways. As the individual learns some of the subgroup's importances,

he or she may receive some guidance; learners may be encouraged to copy

the performances of others "ahead of them" in the labyrinth. But, as

in a real labyrinth, individual efforts depend to some extent on trial

and error learning. Some subgroup importances are harder or more

important to learn than others just as some turns in a labyrinth are

more difficult. In a modeling labyrinth, accomplishing difficult paths

"*y be celebrated in "status passage rituals." Again, as in real

labyrinths, some individuals take longer to learn a particular path

than Others. And some may not be admitted to a particular subgroup

(denied entrance) and will thus never learn a portion of the maze or

Certain subgroup importances. However, the modeling labyrinth may be

"ºde easier for some individuals. Positioned modelers may lead them on
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their way. For example, the Natchez (Indians of the lower Mississippi

Valley) preserved their history through tradition. Teaching this aspect

of their society's importances (i.e., knowledge) occurred in frequent

conversations.

The old men are the depositories of this

(tradition), and as it has been very faithfully

transmitted from generation to generation they

call it the 'ancient word.' What contributes

much to preserve it in all its purity is that

they do not teach it to all the young people

indifferently. This tradition is all theirs

and the only authority on which they are able

to base their reasonings....They therefore

choose for this purpose those among the youths

of whom they had the best opinion in order to

teach them past things. Moreover, this choice

is very easy for them, because the children are

always under their eyes and the old men are in

a good position to know them (Swanton 1911:101;

my italics).

So, among the Natchez all youths do not learn the same things in the

modeling labyrinths and all don't follow the same paths. Pacing ini

tiates through a labyrinth of behaviors and messages may consequently

$"eate social fences separating one group of initiates from another.

From the Natchez example it is clear that access to all subgroup impor

tances is denied some initiates. Turns in the labyrinth may be blocked

by presencing barriers (see Chapter II), further dividing subgroup members.
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Pacing, Influence, and Esteem

In non-industrial societies a great deal of esteem is associated with

modeling positions. Modelers are judges who in addition to teaching

younger members of subgroups also observe their initiates' performances

and certify that the younger persons are performing their responsibili

ties and skills the "right way." Ultimately, modelers also make deci

sions concerning the certification of their replacements. In some

Societies expressions of esteem for modelers decrease when a replace

ment is certified. And occasionally a modeler will delay recognizing

his protege's achievements in order to maintain his own esteemed posi

tion vis-a-vis the other members of his subgroup. When respect declines

dramatically with increasing distance from modeling positions, it is

understandable that modelers are cautious in transmitting their impor

tances even to potential successors. Some modelers attempt to "pace"

their students so that the students are not ready to assume all of

their mentors' responsibilities until the modelers are themselves ready

to "retire."

In his pioneering work on the aged in non-industrial societies,

Simmons has noted (1945:176) that modelers may wish to pace their

initiates because they are jealous of anyone assuming their positions

and additionally because modelers fear that when the young take over,

*ncient traditions may be modified. Simmons says that occasionally

"delers are so worried about change that they may attempt to influence

the next generation of modelers even after they have died:

In possession of such great influence, they (the

elderly modelers) have been the chief conservators

of the status quo. And, finally, after death,
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they have become supernatural agents themselves,

still expert in the tried and tested wisdom of

the ages, and very jealous of any young upstarts

who might challenge or change the ancient folk

ways (Simmons 1945:176).

To understand the dynamics of pacing and how pacing influences the

mode Ting process, we have to look somewhat further at esteem, influence, |

and members of social organizations. While maintaining influential
-

positions is a vital part of modeling for modelers, attaining positions

of influence is likely to be important to modelees. An opposition

between age-groups is sometimes explicit in the structure of social

Organizations. By definition, modelees have less influence than their

teachers. They are searchers in a modeling labyrinth for any practical

"eans of improving their situations. Some modelers who feel threatened

by Sy Ounger people who seek knowledge about their positions, do what

they can to limit the exposure of younger people to their activities.

When there are only a few persons controlling a position, and there

a re rewards associated with this control, modelers have obvious reasons

for- regulating the progress of those in their control labyrinth. In

Sºrsier to assure that the trainees do not learn enough to take over too

Qu i Skly, those in control feed information to them a little at a time.

All Trukese religious practitioners as well

as craftsmen and magicians are owners of the

knowledge necessary to exercise their specialties.

In line with this is the expert's tendency to

transmit his knowledge piecemeal until he is too

old to exercise his skill.... It is quite probable
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too that a pupil has definite obligations to his

teacher in connection with the application of

his knowledge....Obligations terminate only at

a teacher's death (Goodenough 1967:55).

The Trukese example is useful in that it emphasizes another dimen

Sion of pacing, expected reciprocity. Reciprocity is dealt with at

length by Mauss (1967). It is inherent in all modeler/modelee relation

Ships. During early progressions through modeling labyrinths, the

balance of giving is in the hands of those who control information.

As modelers are putting out more than they get back initially, trainees

become obligated to their teachers. Modelers may then use this feeling

of obligation to continue to influence their students' progress and to

°ncourage them to maintain models even after the modelers have died.

Among the Thonga (a South African tribe), "a dying headman calls his

kin together to utter his last wishes. He reminds them of his debts and

Of those debts owed to him. He also reveals the place where he has

bur-i ed some treasure" (Junod 1962:134). Deathbed transfers allow mode

'er-s in control to continue pacing their successors for an entire life

*irnes. Thonga medicine men also withhold information from their succes

***s, usually their sons, until just before death (Junod 1962:453-434).
* = thbed transfers are particularly important to influential Thongans

*seuse having information which no one else has makes these persons

*se-ful. Useless elders are considered to be a burden. During wars or

9ther crises, those who had no value and had to be fed or carried were

*andoned or hidden in the woods to be found and killed by Thongan

enemies (Junod 1962:132, 133, 213). And useless dying headmen could

be deposed and like other aged might be helped to die (Junod 1962:414).

º
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By holding on to information as long as they can, Thongans are defining

themselves as useful and in some cases prolonging their own lives.

While pacing occurs to some extent in all social organizations, I

do not wish to imply that modelers are always threatened by (or jealous

of) the less experienced who wish to learn their skills. Nor do all

modelers who are aged and frail worry about being killed or abandoned.

Pacing is not always a conscious process imposed by individuals who

warn tº to protect their own positions. Instead, pacing may be imposed at

the subgroup level because group importances suggest that it is diffi

cult to learn one set of skills before another set is mastered. A con

dition which does encourage modelers to protect their own positions is

a belief in "limited rewards" (social or otherwise). This condition

encourages jealousies among modelers and between modelers and their

students. Among the Nyakyusa (Western Tanganyika), for example, no

pacing problem existed concerning successorship to chiefhood until

Sal a ries for chiefs were instituted:

The introduction of courts and salaries has

brought an entirely new element into the relation

ship between old and young chiefs. Only one of

them can receive the salary and they commonly

dispute about it. Quarrels are particularly

frequent over the position of senior chief, for

the presidency of a court carries with it a

relatively large salary. Old chiefs cling to

the position (which formerly was readily relin

quished) after their sons have 'come out,' and

when they die their full-brothers still dispute
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the position....Such a situation could not have

arisen before 1926, for there was no comparable

issue between them (Wilson 1951:284).

Ranking

Creating an authority hierarchy, i.e., ranking the positions of

in cividuals within a group, is the most common pacing strategy in sub

groups with many members. A vivid example of this sort of pacing of

course comes from the military. Ranking results in a situation in which

al T those who attain a rank higher than one's own are in a position to

judge one's actions. Even within ranks, authority is organized in terms

of time in grade. Judgment is thus a property of pacing processes.

Ranking structures the process of pacing by specifying the occasions

when judgments occur. Inside a modeling labyrinth, performances are

ree valuated before each advancement to a higher rank.

Ranking need not be formal; nor need it be consistent in all social

Settings. Indeed, in many societies, rank is assigned by participants

situationally on the basis of experience. In Cuna society, for

instance, an older man who knows the history of property is consulted

in the case of boundary disputes (Stout 1947:3-31), while medicine men

"Tank higher when villagers are ill (Nordenskiold 1938:33).

Margaret Mead describes the situation in Samoa:

A man's attention is focused upon his beha

vior in relation to a situation, as host, as

guest, as chief, as a member of the council, as

a member of a chief's working group, as a fisher

man beneath the leader, as a member of a War
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party in which his role is determined by his

division membership in the village, ... as the

heir in his patrilineal line, as... the cross

cousin with a veto, in his mother's family,

as the ranking member of one group, as the man

of lowest rank in the next group he enters.

Such a man does not develop a fixed response to

others... (1937:296).

It might be added that ranking within groups is also a means of

creating social fences. Ranking dramatizes the differences between

sub groups in an organization as members perform various identity dis

plays which tell others the rank they occupy. In the military officers

rank higher than enlisted men. Their uniforms differ so military per

son rhel know who is who and, of course, officers have greater privileges

than non-officers. Among the Todas (Nilgiri Hills, India) dairymen

rank higher than the apprentices they train. In addition, there are

two grades of apprentices who like military personnel, dress differently

and who are allowed different privileges (Rivers 1967: 105).

Mileposts.

Organizational hierarchies may create mileposts to further control

the progress of inexperienced group members in the modeling labyrinth.

Mileposts are ordered status passages. Mileposts specify the order in

which particular ranks may be achieved. When pacing is structured with

"ileposts, each initiate attempting to learn the importances associated

with a particular position must follow similar progressive paths in the

modeling labyrinth, regardless of individual differences in ability.

No milepost may be skipped.
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Age-grades, common in some parts of Africa, are echelons of modelees

who are paced so that they reach mileposts simultaneously. They are

ordinarily paced by echelons of modelers as well. Spencer's ethnography

on the Samburu (1965) provides us with an example of an age-graded

ge rontocracy. Spencer defines an age-grade as a stage in which each

ma Te passes at the same period in his life (p. 80). The Samburu recog

nize three main age-grades: 1) Boyhood, which lasts until adolescence,

2) Moranhood, adolescence to early manhood when they marry, and 3)

El derhood, early manhood until death (p. 81). The most influential

age —set in terms of modeling is the set which is next to the eldest in

age , the "firestick elders." The influence of the oldest age-set has

begun to fade. They are less likely to participate in the pacing of

yO unger age-sets and usually do not take an active part in discussions

about age-set activities (p. 177). Younger age-sets have been "cut-off"

from the channels which would give them the knowledge to influence

Others (p. 175). The firestick elders are the moral guardians of the

moran age-sets, the youngest men to have been initiated. According to

Spencer, the firestick elders pace the activities of the moran age-set,

deciding when the men may marry and thus gain elder status (p. 98).

The Samburu believe that pacing the moran age-set is necessary because

*t takes time for the moran men to learn to respect the traditions of

the tribe. Spencer's interpretation is that pacing is an attempt to

limit the competition of the younger age-sets for women (the older men

do not permit the younger men to marry in order to maintain a monopoly

Qm Women (p. 140). Spencer goes so far as to compare the pacing of

"Oran men with the life of boys in British public schools in the first

half of the 19th century. He compares useless subjects taught in these
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schools with the moran being prevented from taking part in settings

which would allow them to learn about their society and elderhood

(p. 308/ff). In any event, it seems as if "these elders bring the

moran age-set into being, arrange and decide all ceremonies, lead all

discussions regarding discipline and maturation" (p. 149) and the like.

The Samburu are truly a society in which elderly modelers pace

younger age-grades. It is as Spencer notes, a gerontocracy. In con

trast, in societies which pace initiates with ranks and numerous mile

posts, modelers of portions of the modeling labyrinth are less likely

to be elderly. Qualified teachers need only to have completed the por

tion of the maze that initiates are now in. As in the military, anyone

of a higher rank is allowed to teach (or judge the performance) of some

One who has not yet achieved that rank.

Before leaving the subject of mileposts, brief mention must be made

of rituals which dramatize mileposts as they give recognition to changes

in individual statuses. Some social scientists have assumed incorrectly

that status passages, particularly initiation ceremonies, simply mark

the entrance of youth into adult society. A close analysis of the

data reveal however that such events, particularly when they are

Ceremonialized, mark the movement from one stage of model control to

*nother. They tend to occur as individuals complete one portion of the

S-9ntrol labyrinth and simultaneously enter another one. They celebrate

movement through the labyrinth, rather than the accomplishment of

*nconnected elementary performances. This is especially true of status

**ssages which are celebrated for children. Let's consider the example

discussed previously in which an infant was circumcized. It seems safe

to assume that although the child had been admitted as a member of the
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Clan, the kin present at the child's circumcision were aware that the

infant had much to learn about his people's way of life.

The Structure of Pacing Processes

The general process of pacing, teaching model importances to ini

tiates in stages, is common in all social organizations. However, the

structure of pacing processes varies from one social organization to

an other and occasionally varies amongst initiates in the same organiza

tion. This is so because there are a variety of structural properties

which alter the context which surrounds the pacing processes and conse

queritly influences the pacing progression of individuals within an

organization. The following appear to be important properties which

affect the context of pacing in non-industrial societies:

l. The number of persons being simultaneously paced. Each initiate

may be treated individually or as a member of an echelon being paced

together. As already noted, age-graded societies pace initiates in

echel ons. (See for instance Spencer 1965 [Samburu]; Wilson 1963 [Nyakyu

sal : 0ttenberg 1965 [Afikpol for examples.) In contrast, teaching

importances associated with particular positions may be the prerogative

of the individual in that position and he or she may pace his successor

indi vidually. In the Thongan example discussed earlier, medicine men

who transferred information to their sons right before death were pacing

their sons individually. Individual training results in a different

modeling structure than does group pacing. For instance, an individual

being trained to become his society's one and only witchdoctor will face

a different labyrinth than a series of boys being taught the responsi

bilities of warriors: in the first case, the initiate is totally depen
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dent on his teacher; in the latter, trainees can additionally rely on

One another. When a group of initiates begins a modeling labyrinth

together but is allowed to proceed through the control labyrinth at

varying paces, depending on individual differences, competition is as

likely to occur among members of the same cohort as it is between

cohorts at different levels in the labyrinth. On the other hand, when

a cohort of trainees is traveling through a maze together, pacing pro

cesses may result in a great feeling of solidarity (Young 1965).

2. The position of the modelee within the labyrinth. The modelee

may be just at the entrance of a modeling labyrinth, or he may be

In the first instance there will be a wide

The

nea ring its completion.

gap in terms of experience between a modelee and his teachers.

Context of pacing processes is influenced by the relative difference

in experience between modelers who judge the performances of their

Students, and the students themselves. The greater the difference in

experience the more likely it is that the less experienced person will

accept the judgment of his mentor. Chronological age does not always

make a difference. But, in non-industrial societies modelers who are

Thore experienced do tend to be chronologically older than modelees as

the importances which they teach reflect an organization model which

has been extremely stable. In these societies, one's position in a

modeling labyrinth has a lot to do with one's age.

3. The province of modelers controlling the pacing. The modeling

\abyrinth may be under the control of one modeler, or many. Or, the

\abyrinth may be divided into portions, each with one or more modelers.

When more than one modeler controls pacing processes, their responsi–

bilities are intermeshed. Thus in age-graded societies, more advanced
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age-grades may be responsible in concert for the next grade. Similarly,

a council of elders together deciding when to advance initiates will

produce a different pacing structure than will a single modeling guru.

This property is the reverse of property one. Groups of modelers may

rely on one another. Individuals must be self-reliant. Additionally,

when a number of modelers share the responsibilities of teaching ini

tiates, modelers may correct or challenge one another. A sole modeler

need only answer to himself.

4. The extensiveness of the model itself. The path on which the

modelee finds himself may lead to control over knowledge and skills

which are specific or diffuse. Some initiates who begin on the same

path later take forks in the labyrinth leading to control of different

positions, rather than to the general goal of "social acceptance." In

a sense, these forks extend model importances in certain specific

areas. Modelees on extended paths become "specialists" instead of

"generalists." The relevant question is whether modelees are being

paced to occupy specific positions or, instead to be acceptable members

of the society at large.

5. The number and significance of mileposts. Paths within a

modeling labyrinth may be continuous or they may contain one or more

mileposts. Mileposts, when they do exist, may be dramatized to a

greater or lesser extent through rituals. Mileposts may dramatize the

acquisition of specific skills, physical maturity, or bodies of knowl

edge, or less dramatically may simply mark the passage of time. Again,

the structure of pacing processes may be very different depending on

this property. Among the Siriono (Eastern Bolivia), for instance,

there are not many mileposts. There is no puberty rite for boys, for
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example. Holmberg states:

The transition from infancy to childhood in

Siriono society is a very gradual one. Not only

are there no sharp breaks in the process of

growing up, but from the time one is a child

until One assumes the role of an adult, life is

relatively carefree and undisciplined...

(Holmberg 1969:203).

Elsewhere Holmberg states that "rigidly marked age groupings are not

found in Siriono society... there is a recognition...of (only) the

categories of infancy, childhood, adulthood, and old age" (Holmberg

1969:146-147). Instead of structuring learning experiences by age at

mileposts, Siriono boys learn by gradually accompanying their fathers

on hunts (Holmberg 1969:210). In contrast, mileposts may be more

plentiful and rituals celebrating their accomplishment may be more

dramatic. Among the Aranda, all initiates have to pass through a

series of trials and a series of ceremonies before they can learn tri

bal secrets. And Aranda initiates are trained by a group of old men

who teach them what they need to know at each milepost (Spencer and

Gillen 1968:212-386).

6. Differential rewards. Pacing processes vary with the nature of

the rewards associated with mastering the labyrinth. Some rewards may

produce greater persistence in initiates than others. And, the struc

ture of pacing changes when rewards change. (Recall the Nyakyusa

example on salaries discussed on page 78.)

7. The requirements for completing the modeling labyrinth. Require

ments may be defined in terms of skills mastered, jobs performed,
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physical accomplishments (e.g., childbearing) and the like. The rele

want aspect of this property is that requirements may be changed at

the discretion of modelers within an organization, a point which has

somewhat more bearing on pacing in our own society than it does in

most non-industrial organizations. Redefining requirements allows

modelers to regulate the influential hierarchy within their social

organization. Modelers may increase or decrease requirements or

alternatively may reorder their hierarchy of importances. In academia,

for instance, requirements are being increased today for tenure in

many institutions. This comes at a point in time when undergraduate

enrollments are dropping on the one hand, and the number of students

completing graduate school and planning academic careers is on the up

swing. What this means is that there are not enough positions in

academia for all the new graduates. Administrators in academic insti

tutions are taking advantage of this situation by increasing require

ments "to get the best trained people" and thus gain prestige for their

institution and perhaps increase undergraduate enrollments. Some

faculty members who are already tenured do not mind the increased

requirements because, in effect, such increases make their own positions

more valuable in that they have "passed the milepost" and need not meet

the new requirements. What is interesting about all of this is that

in the case of academia, administrators rather than faculty are con

trolling the structure of pacing. It seems to be they who have

reordered the hierarchy of academic importances so that "grant

research" (bringing the university money), publishing, community ser

vice, student evaluations, and finally peer evaluations of teaching

ability are all considered in making tenured appointments.
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In self-governed, non-industrial societies, I can think of no

instance in which a body of administrators controls the structure of

pacing initiates in quite this manner. In these societies, modelers

who control pacing requirements usually occupy the positions for

which their students are training. The closest parallel in these

societies to non-positioned pacers would be a mother who trains her

son during his first years of life.

Why Individuals Travel Through Labyrinths

Given that in any society there may be a modeling labyrinth with

certain known properties including hinderances between entrance and

ultimate control, what then? Why should an individual choose to enter

the labyrinth and exert the effort necessary to attain control of the

model? Why not ignore it?

One reason may be that full participation in the society is itself

contingent on control of the model. The individual may have no choice

if he is to be defined as a socialized adult, if, in other words, he

is to achieve minimal situational control. Another reason, if

entrance into the labyrinth is optional, is that certain material and

social rewards accrue to the extent that one achieves control of the

model by predetermined means. These rewards may be material, in the

form of wealth or other valuable goods, or social, as when increased

prestige results from the solution of the labyrinth.

However, whether entrance is required or optional is to some extent

beside the point. The labyrinth by definition conceals something

valuable and attainable at its center. That is, those who are aware of

the existence of the labyrinth know that whatever it conceals--a set

of skills or a body of knowledge--is something defined as socially
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valuable. This awareness provides sufficient reason for undergoing

the hardships and frustrations associated with the mastery of the maze.

Most important is the fact that the modeling maze leads to knowledge,

rewards and influence in a social organization. As I have discussed

earlier, youth in these societies do not have many options for gaining

influence.

Empirically, what the center holds may not live up to the expecta

tions of the modelees. Nothing could, if expectations are high enough.

There may not be that much mystery in the world. As Goffman (1959:73)

has observed: "Often the real secret is that there is no mystery at

all; the real problem is to keep the audience from finding out." Thus

it is possible for a Lakalai (New Guinea) youth who has been told that

masked figures are the spirits of deceased ancestors, to be disappointed

to learn that they have been observing only old men dressed in masks,

old men whom they have known for their entire lives (Valentine 1961:

48). But how disappointed are the youth and what can they do if

disappointed? Remember, it takes a long time to go through a modeling

labyrinth and discover modeling secrets. By the time an initiate

learns model secrets he already has much invested in maintaining the

secrets. Initiates will then have more influence and knowledge than

non-initiates in their subgroup. Initiates may feel that "non-secrets"

are justification enough for their having travelled the labyrinth and

for maintaining the labyrinth for those who follow them. After all,

while the masks are not the ancestors, they certainly represent the

moral importances these ancestors respected. Initiates may feel that

there is still a valuable secret to maintain. As they are initiated,

and as secrets are revealed to modelees, there is a good chance that
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modelees will also learn that this masquerade serves a purpose. Ances

tor masks may be worn by the elders to dramatize the importances of the

ancestors. And while initiates may not have liked the experience of

being fooled, if they have been properly paced, they are likely to

believe that these importances are worth maintaining. If an initiate's

disappointment is inordinately high, should he feel that the rewards are

insufficient justification for having been "faked out" there is not much

he can do about it. Few options are open to persons in non-industrial

societies for seeking reward and influence. In our own society we have

options in this situation. We can leave the group and enter another

modeling labyrinth. Or we can expose the secrets in the hope of changing

the organization. But in non-industrial societies, people enter

modeling labyrinths and remain in them because these labyrinths are

likely to provide the only way to go.

Pacing Consequences

In the past several pages we have been discussing pacing, particu

larly the relationship between pacing and esteem, the structure of

pacing processes, and the motivation for pacing and being paced. We

now turn to some of the consequences of the pacing processes, Con

sidering consequences of pacing for social organizations as well as

consequences of pacing for influential modelers.

If one takes a functional systemic approach to pacing processes,

pacing may be seen as a means of regulating the training of new group

members. As a consequence of pacing, there are adequately trained

replacements in line who will be called upon as soon as the System

needs them. The pacing processes regulate the flow of information to
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those who will eventually replace those parts of the social system that

are wearing out. Such an approach is useful in that it accounts for

much of the variation in our data by providing us with a model for

understanding how these relatively static cultures have maintained

themselves so well over a considerable passage of time.

In terms of the assumption presented in Chapter I, that all groups

wish their descendants at least as much control over their own situa

tions as previous generations have had, it is easy to understand the

relationship between pacing processes and the production of "properly

trained" successors. All groups recognize that a certain amount of

physical and social maturity is necessary before certain skills can be

taught. Many ethnographies discuss the training of children in this

regard. "When the child is old enough to walk" or "when he can talk"

are traditional ways of expressing such maturity.

Pacing processes may result in successful successors if they also

regulate the order in which certain information is passed on. In terms

of our own educational experience, most of us realize that it is impos

sible to learn calculus without having learned the fundamental proper

ties of numbers.

Through the property of judgment, pacing processes are able to weed

out disloyal, disinterested or incompetent trainees from the roster of

potential group leaders. The passage of time allows for periods of

trial and error and most importantly a period of practice in which the

inexperienced can copy the activities of older adults, and the

experienced can judge the progress of their juniors. The Tanala who

live in Madagascar have war games which are played by boys "under the

direction, general ship and guidance of the old men who are very tough"
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(Linton 1939:263). The old men do something similar among the Mbuti

Pygmies. There they pretend to be animals and the young boys learn to

hunt by trying to capture the old men (Turnbull 1965:114). The leader

ship qualities of the young trainees are also judged both by peers and

elders in order to select only the most competent to control the group

in the future. Among the Nyakyusa:

From the time boys begin to herd they

recognize one of their number as a leader. . . .

He gains his leadership and his prestige by

bodily strength. ... In many of the young groups

there are already leaders appointed.... If they

have proved satisfactory their appointments

are confirmed by the old village headmen; if

not new ones are selected (Wilson 1963:22–23).

The long period of time that elapses as a result of pacing elimi

nates those trainees who are not sufficiently interested from positions

of leadership. Many persons may wish to aid in maintaining a group's

model by subscribing to its principles--group membership may indeed be

very important to them--still, they may shy away from assuming the

responsibility of making decisions about it. In a sense, there is a

limit to how much they feel they ought to know. For example, many Jews

place a mezuzzah on their doorposts as a symbol of their group member

ship. Few of them, however, know the meaning of the Hebrew inscription

which is written on a tiny piece of parchment and stored inside of the

mezuzzahs. And only the most orthodox (in terms of religious beliefs

and practices) and the leaders of the less orthodox are interested in

controlling this information to the extent of "interpreting" its meaning.
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Weeding out the overtly disloyal, those who not only don't want to

become leaders but who openly flaunt their opposition to model impor

tance, is even more critical. Many societies will banish the disloyal

from the community either temporarily or permanently, offering them the

Same Status as those who were never admitted inside the fence in the

first place.

This has occurred, for instance, in Samoa where an elderly man

accused of impregnating his granddaughter left his village in disgrace

and lived elsewhere for two years, at the end of which time he was

invited back (Maxwell 1978). In this case, the individual had violated

those model importances associated with general social acceptance.

In other cases, the community may be social rather than strictly geo

graphic, and the model violated a highly specialized one, as when a

lawyer is disbarred by his peers from further practice, or a soldier

dismissed with a bad conduct discharge.

One further consequence of pacing processes exists in highly

structured social organizations. In this context, pacing processes

permit the definition of status relationships. These status relation

ships may then persist within a social organization for a significant

period of time without redefinition.

A functionalist systemic approach does not account for all of the

significant variation in our data in terms of pacing consequences. For

instance, such an approach does not explain pacing consequences for

individual influential modelers. Nor does the functionalist approach

explain how individual modelers come to be so intentional about pacing

strategies nor why each generation of modelers is interested in main

taining modeling labyrinths.
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Individual modelers may retard the flow of information to initiates

even when it is against "the best interest" of the larger society. One

consequence of pacing, particularly when modelers pace their initiates

individually, is that for a period of time information is censored which

would otherwise weaken the influence of individual modelers. Modelers

may thus maintain their own positions as aging influentials. It can

thus be said that self-serving individuals are a consequence of pacing

processes. Controlling modeling takeovers is obviously a consequence

of pacing regardless of whether these takeovers support the general

values in a society or the importances of particular individuals.

Whether pacing is more beneficial to a social organization or its

individual members will depend to a large extent on the particular struc

ture of the pacing context.

In terms of the general modeling process, one consequence of pacing

processes is more important than any other. Pacing processes awe the

initiates. As a consequence of being paced, initiates are "in awe" of

their teachers. Modelers who make judgments during pacing processes

awe the less experienced so that they may continue to judge them

authoritatively. Modelers may foster fear, respect, and subsequent

dependence in the process, thus increasing the likelihood of modelees

to accept their modeler's judgments. In addition, mileposts and turns

in the modeling labyrinth keep seekers in awe of those who "have the

goods" or more accurately, the information. Ceremonies for older

group members at mileposts may awe other subgroup members who have not

yet achieved that stage of development. We will see in the next chap

ter that as individuals progress through modeling labyrinths, they

continue to reach stops where their performances are judged and
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certified by aweing modelers. We will also see that there are rewards

associated with each new status, and that these rewards are aweing as

well.
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l.

FOOTNOTES

Of course, much if not all of this type of consultation is pro forma
or symbolic. See Chapter W on "Deference for Fading Modelers."
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CHAPTER IV. AWEING PROCESSES/OKAYING PROCESSES

Introduction

We have been discussing show and tell communications which express

model importances to a selected audience. As they learn these impor

tances, some students experience a feeling of awe for their instructors,

generated by the context in which learning takes place. Some processes

are aweing in and of themselves. Before I discuss the properties of

specific aweing processes, I feel it is important to say something

about aweing processes in general. Aweing processes involve actions

performed by modelers in the course of "making everything okay" for

other members of society. These processes dramatize the talents of

modelers. Aweing talents include performances which exemplify model

importances, superior knowledge, and the ability to influence events

which are unpredictable to other society members. While awe is a pro

perty of these processes, okaying the actions, state of mind or the

physical condition of modelees is often the consequence of these proces

SeS.

By right of their superior accomplishments and exemplary perfor

mances, ranking modelers during aweing processes judge the actions of

other members of society as acceptable or non-acceptable (okay or non

okay). Persons are judged according to how closely their actions

resemble their modelers' performances. If actions are judged to be un

acceptable, modelers bring these actions in accordance with the

society's model in one of three ways: 1) by correcting the erring per

son until he performs within the society's tolerance limits; 2) by

reinterpreting the performance in terms of the value system, or as a
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last resort; 3) by altering the value system to accommodate the formerly

"non-okay" action. For example, let us assume that society members

share the importance that food should not be spilled. If a child

spills food, he may be shown how to hold a spoon so that the food

doesn't spill (correcting). Alternatively, his modelers may say that

he spilled his food because he is "too young" to hold his spoon proper

ly (reinterpreting). If the child continues to spill food (perhaps

while he is eating spaghetti), modelers may alter their general impor

tance concerning spilling food by saying that in this condition it is

acceptable (altering model). In our data, society tolerance limits are

rather narrow because, at least, there are fewer alternative "right-way"

importances. In the modal instance, erring persons are corrected until

their performances conform to group expectations. Rarely do modelers

alter their value system.

During aweing processes modelers show off their superior knowledge.

They demonstrate their talent to perform "okay actions" in all circum

stances to an audience of other members of society. When another does

not know the actions which are appropriate in a situation which is new

for him, he may go to an experienced modeler who can teach him the

"right way" to act.

A long life has provided modelers with experience in copying with

a variety of potentially harmful conditions which seem unpredictable

and are thus feared by other group members. In some instances their

experience allows modelers to "reassure" other members of society that

a condition which looks bad is really not as dangerous as it seems.

Oldtime Californians, for instance, reassured their neighbors after two

years of drought (1977) that the next year would bring plenty of rain.
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Having experienced drought in the past, they knew a third year would

not occur. In other instances, lifetime experiences have granted

modelers the aweing talent of actually effecting conditions which are

"beyond the control" of other society members. They use their talent

to protect others either after trouble has occurred (e.g., they cure

illness) or as a precautionary measure (e.g., they bless babies). In

either instance, modelers act to ensure "okay" conditions for other

society members so they can proceed at an ordinary rate through the

modeling labyrinth, and follow a path leading to success.

I will end this discussion of aweing processes in general by noting

that a prerequisite for their effectiveness is that modelees want to

be okayed by those who evaluate them. The aging judges are in control

of all that is valued in society, and modelees realize that they need

the approval of their modelers if they are to achieve even a minimum of

Social control for themselves.

We now move to a discussion of categories of aweing/okaying proces

ses. In the following pages I will present three such categories. While

awe is a property of each process, each category emphasizes a different

"okaying dimension:"

1. Sanctifying Processes, performances by modelers which

attempt to ensure "okay conditions" for other society

members; protection is a property of sanctifying pro

cesses as modelers' acts prevent bad luck, ensure good

luck and profane model violators.

2. Ritual Certifying Processes, processes in which

modelers certify other members of society as "okay

copy" of their model's importances; these processes
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simultaneously certify the model itself.

3. Magical Mystery Tours, modelers guiding the inex

perienced in "okay actions" in fearful situations.

Sanctifying Processes

Sanctifying Okays: Properties of Sanctifiers

Let us consider the properties of sanctifiers, the persons who per

form acts which ensure "okay conditions" for the activities of other

members of societies. Who are those persons who can prevent bad luck,

encourage good luck, and who have the authority to degrade others?

Sanctifiers are performing in behalf of their modelees who have mastered

varying amounts of their society's model. Who in the societies that we

have examined are talented enough to purify modelees and protect them

from harm?

Earlier we discussed "sanctified keepers" who are chosen to protect

group property because their actions exemplify the values shared by the

group as a whole. Sanctifiers who protect group initiates are also

exemplary individuals. Not all modelers can be sanctifiers. Just as

only a few persons are chosen to protect model property, a limited

number of individuals are talented enough to protect other society mem

bers. Many sanctifiers received their sanctifying talent through

divine intervention. In addition, some sanctifying positions are

associated with acquiring important political positions:

Possession of a title by a man grants him to

a kind of respect that approximates awe. ... A title

imbues a man with some supernatural potency. ... It

was incumbent upon him to make offerings to the
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ancestral spirits and to otherwise mediate

between the gods and his own kinship group....

In short, a chief was a semi-sacred individual,

and as such his opinions, judgments, and his

person were treated as inviolable by lesser

men (Barnett 1960: 168 [Palauans], Micronesia).

Among the Tallensi (Africa), the office

of the chief is sacred. ... Imposing on him obser

vances and taboos... symbolizing his mystical

powers and responsibilities. He is the guardian

of the community, responsible for the organiza

tion of and major contributions towards sacri

fices made by it to preserve the beneficence

of the ancestors and for the conduct of the

annual ceremonies of the Great Festivals. He

is the custodian of the sacred objects....When

a natural calamity threatens, the elders appeal

to him for intercession with the ancestors.

Most important is his power to regulate the rain

fall (Fortes 1940: 259).

The above examples emphasize the many responsibilities associated

with sanctifying positions. Perhaps only a few serve as sanctifiers

because not everyone is willing to assume these responsibilities. Here

is an instance of a Gros Wentre boy (Montana) whose father felt he

should decline such an opportunity:

The boy dreamed several times that the

Sacred Flat Pipe wanted him to be its Keeper....
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I worried about the dreams, so I told my father

who was still alive then. . . . After awhile he

said to me: 'I have decided that it is best

for you to be Keeper. You are young, entering

the prime of life.' My father did not think that

I should throw my life away, in view of the restric

tions imposed upon the Keeper (Cooper 1956:41).

In some societies, an echelon of persons serves as the group's

sanctifiers. In these cases, a biological dimension operates affecting

the choice of sanctifiers. As the physical capabilities of persons in

these groups wane, greater sanctifying skills are attributed to them.

Descriptions of older women who are past childbearing age and of older

men who no longer do hard work accompany accounts of sanctifying activi

ties. Consider the Amhara (Ethiopia) examples from Messing's ethnography

(1957):

Elders are respected and do no hard work

(p. 173).

With advancing age, past menopause, the

social positions of the commoner woman steadily

improves. She now holds it over the younger

women in the household who have taken Over

menial tasks (p. 421).

There is great prestige in being admitted

to a religious sodality of older persons, partly

because of the honor of association with respected

elders... (p. 397).
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During the first and holy day of the year,

elders and old women who have turned into nuns

bless visiting kinsmen with the formula... (p. 365).

Pious elders take a brand from the lit bon

fire and rekindle their home hearths in the hope

of transferring the blessing of the true cross to

their homes (p. 366).

Other descriptions of the persons chosen as sanctifiers have led me to

believe that the elderly are most likely to serve as an echelon (age

grade) of sanctifiers under two conditions:

1. When the society appears to be "solid," i.e., group members

share a common definition of situational control and at the same time,

all group members are expected to contribute to attaining/maintaining

control of the group's situation. (This definition of solidarity is

consistent with Young and Bacdayan [1965]). Such societies have rela

tively stable models of situational control and fences which are diffi

cult to penetrate. This condition is concerned with model axioms,

particularly an emphasis on "communal" as opposed to "individualistic"

importances.

2. When the physical limitation of an individual is not a threat

to group survival.

If the above two conditions are met, most or all older people may

serve as sanctifiers in recognition of a lifetime of living up to model

expectations. They may be seen as controllers of society importances

whose presence is symbolic of the values the group wishes to maintain.

They may be defined as good examples for all to copy. The elderly may

be associated symbolically with maintaining situational control.
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On the other hand, in the absence of a society whose axioms tell

members all age-groups must contribute to the general good, individual

sanctifiers may be elderly, but sanctifying skills probably will not be

associated with an aged echelon. Furthermore, where physical strength

of all group members is required for group control of their situation,

i.e., where a nomadic group of hunters is endangered if they cannot

move quickly, older people are most likely to be associated with the

loss of situational control, if they are labeled as a group. They may

be defined as "has-been" modelers who have to be tolerated when they

cannot be ignored. Sometimes older persons in these societies are

defined as dangerous. Supernatural powers when attributed to them are

negative, e.g., "older people are feared as sorcerers." To the extent

that sanctifiers are present in societies which strongly value physical

prowess, sanctifying skills are likely to be associated with political

positions which are reassigned at the first hint of diminished capabili

ties. Positions in general are tenuous in these societies. Sanctifiers

are replaced along with anyone else whose performance doesn't measure

up to group expectations.

Sanctifying Strategies

A variety of strategies are used in sanctifying processes. For

instance, "sanctifying by association" involves bringing group members

near sacred objects. On Sundays throughout the year in Mexico, elderly

Popoluca women, many of them widows, carry around from house to house a

sacred image. The process which is called "collecting with a saint,"

is supposed to protect the occupants of each home from harm (Foster

1942:66).
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Sanctified modelers may themselves associate with others and

thereby bring them good fortune. Although "presencing" is not a fre

quently encountered sanctifying strategy, among the Pawnee (Plains

Indians), the efficacy of a buffalo hunt depended on the presence of

an aged "hand waiver." Hunters waited impatiently for the old man's

arrival. Occasionally, he would also say a prayer for success (Weltfish

1965:247–248). Naming an individual after another is also sanctifying

by association when the person receiving the name is believed to assume

the positive characteristics of the person whose name he has been given.

One aged Gros Wentre man gave his name to a younger man "telling him,

'I give you my name in order that you may have as long a life as I'"

(Kroeber 1907:182). (More commonly, individuals are named after

deceased ancestors for similar purposes.)

By nature of their supernatural powers, some sanctifiers are able

to help others by acting as intermediaries between those who need aid

and divine beings. In the Palauan and Tallensi examples presented on

page 101, sanctifiers were expected to perform in this capacity.

Modelers who are able to communicate with deceased ancestors may then

be able to intervene in behalf of their descendants. Among the Tamala

(Malagasy), the belief in ancestors aiding the living is so great that,

while they are still alive, the elderly can "sell" their power as

ancestors, to do things for the living (Linton 1939:269).

Sometimes there are special prayers and/or magical rites known

only to the sanctifiers which may be used at the sanctifiers' discre

tion in aid of other group members. Older Trobrianders "murmur magical

formulae over the leaves and other substances....This is done upon

landing while on a trading expedition to bring good luck and to keep
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away danger" (Malinowski 1966:335). Modelers may similarly murmur

prayers over other group members, in the hope of blessing them with

good fortune. The Granman (chief) of the Saramacca, Bush Negroes of

the Caribbean, travels far up river to be blessed "before making his

annual visit to Paramaribo.... He receives absolution from the Dahomey

medicine men in preparation for his sojourn among the bohkras (white

men)" (Kahn 1931: 157-158). In each of the above examples, purification

is attempted in anticipation of travelling "outside the fence." It is

hoped that men and objects, in a state of divine purity, will be pro

tected from foreign dangers.

When the modelers themselves are recognized as "sacred objects"--

when their powers are partially attributable to divine intervention--

sanctifying by touch ("laying on of the hands"), may be applied along

with other sanctifying strategies. Elderly Gros Wentre women slap

children on the hand and back in order to make them big and strong

(Flannery 1953:145).

At a feast held by the Ajie (Melanesia) to celebrate the birth of

a child, the men of the clan, "molested by clanswomen who wanted their

ornaments, take refuge in the big house....They are forced out by the

old women of the village who, having climbed on the roof and made

openings through the hatch, were dispensing on them a rain of urine."

The ethnographer went on to say that this practice was common and that

it was considered a "blessing" for an old woman to urinate in the big

house (Leenhardt 1930:82).

In a slightly less dramatic performance, an elderly Egyptian

woman washes the private parts of a woman wishing to become pregnant

(Ammar 1954:89). Lest the reader get the wrong idea, exotic sanctifying
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processes are not only performed by old women. In some cases, even

a corpse can sanctify by touch, if the body belongs to one who possessed

supernatural powers. Haida (Canadian Northwest Coast) shamans, for

instance, become stronger after death than other Haida persons. The

Haida "were not afraid of a dead shaman as they were of other dead

people, but wanted to handle his things..." (Swanton 1909:53).

When sanctifying processes are successful , i.e., when it is clear

that everything is okay, they generally end with "recognition displays"

in which sanctifiers or their divine contacts are thanked for their

support. Recognition can be in the form of a cash payment, a verbal

recitation of model importances, or perhaps with the presentation of

some symbolic gift to those who have aided in bringing about good

fortune. Occasionally songs are sung and/or dances performed. Elderly

modelers are often chosen to lead recognition displays.

When the camp broke up and moved to another

place which meant transporting the people and the

sacred Flat Pipe across a big river (such as the

Missouri) there was much ritual involved and when

all were across including the Pipe, the old women

had a victory dance and sang for the crossing

(Cooper 1956: 127 [Gros Wentre]).

As a consequence of performing the last stage of sanctifying processes,

group members share in the experience of success. It is also arguable

that they derive a sense of security from sharing the "good news."

But sanctifying processes are not always successful. A Gros

Wentre grandmother gave each of her granddaughters beads to bury while

saying a prayer for her health. One granddaughter described what
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followed:

Grandmother said, 'I give you this so that

I will not get the sickness smallpox and so that

I will live a good old age. You both pray.' So

I did as I was told. But my cousin got to giggling

and laughing, although I was sincere and meant

every word I said.

cousin's behavior.

... I told my grandmother of my

The old woman said: 'Oh, she

should not have done that. I told you both to

pray. Now you have spoiled everything. Always

be sincere in your prayers. Mean every word you

say.' So my cousin got smallpox and died from it.

But I am still on earth (Cooper 1956:371).

Note, that although this sanctifying ritual was performed to pro

tect the grandmother, it is the cousin who was harmed by not performing

the ritual correctly. The granddaughter telling the story explains the

incident in terms of a violation of "right-way values" and "sanctified

retribution." She believes

not sincerely, and that her

of her death. Although the

those involved were able to

importances. It seems that

group importances even when

Resanctifying

that her cousin performed the ritual, but

improper performance was the direct cause

sanctifying process failed in this instance,

explain the situation in terms of their own

sanctifying processes may reinforce these

they are not successful.

All the care and blessings in the world cannot prevent some society

members from losing control on occasion. Resanctifying processes are
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performed in behalf of persons who may be discredited when something

has gone wrong. Property can also be resanctified if it has become

contaminated by persons/objects which are not under group control,

i.e., "those outside the fence." Resanctifying processes are performed

to make everything okay again and as such they include "curing rites."

The following is an example from the Trobrianders. A man became ill

after violating exogamy rules:

He went off to his native village of

Sinaketa where he grew worse and worse, until

he was helped by an old man, a friend of his

father's, who knew a very powerful magic

against such a disease. The old man chanted

spells over some herbs and some water, and

after the application of this remedy, (the

man) got gradually better (Malinowski 1929:

5ll).

In this instance, a man was resanctified after having violated a model

importance. Often in such instances, requests for resanctification may

be made privately between an individual or his spokesman and a sancti

fier. In such instances, the sanctifier is paid for his/her services.

When a person is sick they send to the

Shaman, asking him to heal him. ... At the

time they ask him they give him presents in

order to secure his good will....Then the

shaman takes his rattle and bone tube,

through which he blows on the affected part

of the body (Swanton 1909: 42 [Haida, North
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west Coast]).

In the context of known model violations, i.e., when the community

is aware that an individual or a subgroup has violated one of its impor

tances, resanctifying processes may be performed during the last stage

of the validating process (See Chapter II). In order to be reaccepted

by group members, an individual is first resanctified. In this condi

tion, resanctifying processes, like ordinary sanctifying processes, are

performed for the benefit of society at large. If model violators were

not resanctified, the value system of the entire group would be

threatened. In contrast, resanctifying processes reinforce group impor

tances and intensify the relationships between group members.

Resanctifying may involve three distinct stages: 1) Diagnosing,

2) Mediating, and 3) Purifying.

During the diagnostic stage, a modeler is consulted to determine

the "cause" of what has gone wrong. Of course, no diagnostic stage is

necessary if a model violation has been brought to the community's

attention. If the cause is not immediately discernible, a modeler may

resort to divination to determine the nature of the problem. According

to Kroeber, Yurok Indian shamans diagnose patients while "in a condition

of clairvoyance" (Kroeber 1925:66). In Africa, among the Thonga,

medicine men have a set of divinatory bones to help them in their diag

noses (Junod 1962:451-452).

One property of sanctifying processes is most apparent in the

intermediating stage of resanctifying processes. That is, they always

come from above." Sanctifiers rank higher than most people. Group

members look up to them for protection and seek their aid when some

thing goes wrong. Sanctifiers may also request aid from a higher
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Source. They may contact divine beings, ancestors, for example, and

may act as intermediaries between the ancestors and someone with a

problem. Sanctifiers ask their deceased modelers for the solutions to

problems so they may resanctify living members of the community. Thonga

sanctifiers pray to the ancestor gods who submitted their charms to them

and they ask for help in throwing and interpreting the divinatory bones

(Junod 1962:451–452).

Purifying strategies are similar to the strategies used in other

sanctifying processes, but they are chosen in relation to the resancti

fying diagnosis: If, for instance, the diagnoses indicates model viola

tions, violators must demonstrate their loyalty to group importances

before they can be resanctified. Resanctification must be earned!

Sanctifiers may encourage violators to perform penances or perhaps

to propitiate some symbol of the group's model to purify themselves.

Those who have violated the importances may decide on their own to

perform "acts of contrition" to impress others with the fact that they

wish resanctification. Penances need not be severe as long as they call

attention to the importance of conforming to group values. Only a

sanctifier may determine if an individual deserves revalidation. A

society's sanctifiers are its judges. They authorize a redefinition of

the situation as one in which everything is again okay during resancti -

fication processes. Consider another example from the African Thonga.

It is a grandfather's prayer to ancestral gods involved in removing a

taboo relationship between a couple who wished to marry:

So be it! They have decided to marry

each other; you gods of the boy and of the
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girl, unite them together so that they do not

hate each other; let them not remind each other

they are brother and sister; let their union

not be spoilt by such remembrances... (Junod

1962:259).

In this example the prayer alone was enough to resanctify the taboo

couple. After the prayer was recited, the community defined the couple's

marriage as acceptable (Junod 1962:259).

Contamination in a variety of circumstances often necessitates

resanctification. In one condition, individuals have become ill

through contact with contaminants. A sanctifier may then touch the

afflicted person and draw out the contaminant. The okaying power of

sanctifiers is so strong that in touching contaminated persons, they are

able to transfer healing strength to the one who is ill. Yurok Indian

shamans purify their patients by "sucking out their pain" (Kroeber 1925:

66). An Abkhaz "pure old woman" cures a sick child by touching an

object belonging to the child, pouring water on it, and then insisting

that the sickness leave the child just as the water did (Dzanastnil

1894:47–48).

When an individual is resanctified after contact with "those out

side the fence," he is being purified in order to return to the group.

Just as he needed protection to leave, the community needs to be pro

tected from contaminants when he returns.

In most Guaicuruan-speaking tribes, when

Some member of the band or a visitor was about

to set out on a journey, an old woman would

dance a few steps and chant a magic formula to
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bless him. ... A returning traveler or a guest

was often received in the same manner

(Metraux 1964:312 [Abipon, Argentina]).

It seems logical that resanctifying processes such as these should

dramatize the importance of fences in controlling a group's situation.

But, although there are many societies like the Abipon described above

who feel that purification is necessary to remove contamination caused

by outside travel, most do not link purifying processes with the neces

sity of "fencing in" group members on a daily basis.

0ccasionally a problem is diagnosed which necessitates the resanc

tification of all society members. This occurs under two conditions:

when the responsibility for causing a problem is shared by the commu

nity, or alternatively, when the identity of the person responsible for

a problem cannot be determined.

The first condition is empirically associated with floods, lack of

rain, and other unpredictable disasters commonly defined as "acts of

God." In this condition a belief in imminent justice leads group mem

bers to believe that the tragedy is the result of their having offended

their god. Resanctification may involve pledges of loyalty, recitation

of group importances, prayer, or sacrifice to the divine sanctifier.

The second condition occurs when the community knows it is con

taminated by a model violator, but the violator cannot be singled out

and identified. If a murder was committed and the Ancient Hebrews

couldn't learn who the murderer was, the elders performed a purification

ritual to absolve themselves of the guilt for not avenging the murder

(DeVaux 1961:157).
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Profaning

Profaning processes are performed to punish group members for vio

lating model importances. They are performed under two conditions,

public and private, which are governed by the goals of those ordering

profaning processes. In the public condition modelers profane non-okay

individuals hoping that they will once again conform to group expecta

tions. If the individual continues to behave in a manner outside the

group's tolerance limits, profaning processes may continue indefinitely.

In the private condition profaning processes are performed to eliminate

competition between model violators and modelers who may feel that their

control of the situation is threatened.

The properties of profaning processes are quite different under

these two conditions. (See Table I.)

In the first condition there is consensus concerning group values.

The group is not threatened by the violation. Everyone knows that the

violator has done something "wrong" and that group members are "right"

to punish him. Profaning processes are performed by those who exempli

fy the values the group wishes the violator would conform to. These

persons are likely to be sanctifiers or minimally older modelers. If

the violator is unable to conform, the group may have something to gain.

By labeling the violator as a bad example, the group continues the pro

faning process and dramatically defines the limits of acceptable

behavior. If the individual does conform, he may eventually be resanc

tified.

Profaning strategies aimed at conformity are "showy." The offen

der's pride is hurt along with his body. He may be publically beaten,

insulted and in serious cases disinherited. It is unlikely that the
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TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF PROFANING CONDITIONS”

Properties Public Private

Publicity Showy, all know Quiet and private

Profaners Sanctifiers, good Hired hands, sorcerers
examples

Punishment Corrective, situational Severe and permanent

Goal Conformity or ostracism Eliminating competi
tion

Tactics Beating, censure, Death, banishment,
sarcasm, etc. bad luck

Violators Rule breakers Control seekers

Consequences Group importances Competition eliminated
dramatized
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group will cast these offenders outside the fence. Even if they can't

get violators to conform, it seems as if the group needs them around

to present as bad examples. Erikson describes such profaning processes

among Puritan settlers in a Massachusetts community (Erikson 1966).

Here is an example from our own data on the Tiwi of north Australia:

When a young man is thought to have had

an affair with an old man's wife, he is ver

bally reprimanded in front of the band....At

one end stood the old man in white paint...

at the opposite stood the defendant with little

or no paint...perhaps entirely weaponless (a

sign of proper humility and the deference to

his seniors that all bachelors ought to show in

such situations)...0ld man threw spears while

the young man dodged. So the young man having

for five or ten minutes demonstrated his physi

cal ability to avoid being hit, then showed pro

per moral attitude by allowing himself to be

hit.... If a youth in any way did not conform to

this method and attempted to resist, he was soon

forced by four or five old men and it was impos

sible to dodge spears and it also reduced his

chances of ever becoming influential (Hart 1960:

81–83 [Tiwil; see Weniaminov 1840:26-27 [Aleut];

Herskovits 1937: 127 [Haitians]; Swanton 1928:

354, 407 [Creek], for further examples).
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Public profaning processes are reminiscent of what Garfinkel has called

"degradation ceremonies," used to define appropriate and inappropriate

activities (1956:420-424).

In contrast to the situation described above, under private condi

tion, modelers threatened by violators "trespassing on their authority"

may quietly hire others to do away with the troublemaker. Malinowski

tells us how the Trobriander chief takes care of the situation:

Power implies not only the possibility of

rewarding, but also the means of punishing.

This in the Trobriands is as a rule done in

directly by means of sorcery. The chief has

the best sorcerers of the district always at

his beck and call and if anyone offends him,

or trespasses upon his authority, the chief

summons the sorcerer and orders that the cul

prit shall die by black magic....Only in

extreme cases does a chief inflict direct

punishment on a culprit. He has one or two

hereditary henchmen whose duty it is to kill

the man who so deeply offended him, that death

is the only sufficient punishment (Malinowski

1966:64–65; see for instance Stevenson 1970:

402, 405 [Zunil; Whitehead 1924:173 [Nicobarese],

for further examples).

Hired hands who kill or otherwise harm model violators, even at

the request of group leaders, cannot assume that their behavior will be

defined as acceptable by the community at large. People who do "evil"
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are generally feared, even if they are known to produce "good" on other

occasions. Thus, although old Riffian (Morocco) women perform magic to

stop or produce rain when needed (Coon 1931:162), they are feared as

witches and considered to be "worse than the devil" (Westermarck 1926:

7).

Should non-sanctified profaners decide to harm people on their own

without the support of their modelers, or alternatively, should a

private profaning process become public, these people run the risk of

having profaning processes directed against themselves.

The Power of Sanctifiers

Sanctifiers have the power over life and death, defining good and

evil, and the authority to save or profane the souls of their fellow

group members. Needless to say, that with this power they can, should

they choose to do so, exert control over many aspects of others' lives.

Most sanctifiers are chosen because they exemplify group importances,

and most place the value of their group above their own interests.

For this reason and others, few sanctifiers abuse their power. In a

recent article in Man, Bourdillon discussed the constraints on some

contemporary oracles (sanctifiers) to impose their will on others:

In spite of their supposed authority, con

straints act on contemporary Shona (Africa)

oracles inhibiting any divergence from what the

people wish or expect to hear; this is not to

deny that spirit mediums and saints can enforce

their will with the support of magical threats....

But, the expectations of their clientele do con
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strain their oracle sayings to the extent that

not even the invocation of magical sanctions

can enable the religious figures to dominate

politically powerful groups. The credibility

of wisdom is defined by the beliefs and

opinions of those to whom it must appear as

wisdom (Bourdillon 1977:125-126).

Nevertheless, there are those who circumvent constraints. Such an idea

provided the plot for the recent film The Man Who Would Be King. The

film showed how an intelligent outsider with a little bit of luck and

a lot of nerve could take advantage of the belief system of "savages."

In at least one of the societies which we are studying, there is

a thin line between economic gain for services rendered and economic

manipulation. Consider the situation observed by Foster among the

Popoluca (Mexico):

Witchdoctors possess real economic power

in their supposed ability to cause illness...

an interesting example... is afforded by the

case of a little old man of Soteapan, now dead,

who was reputed to be a rainmaker.... He col

lected tribute from most of the town's inhabi

tants by threatening to turn into a rayo a

destructive force which would destroy crops

(Foster 1942:86).

This example and others like it demonstrate that the same persons

who help people also have the potential to do harm. Witchdoctors cure

illness, but they also cause misfortune. Those few sanctifiers who
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abuse their power do so by threatening to harm others. (See for

instance, Mead 1966:283–284 [Manus, Admiralty Islands]; Bohannan and

Bohannan 1953:34 [Tiv], for further examples.)

Sanctifying, Power, and Social Order

Sanctifying processes usually involve the use of a modeler's power

to attain, maintain, or regain situational control for fellow group

members. When the same small group of sanctifiers repeatedly perform

these processes, I assume modelees grow up associating sanctifiers with

security, protection, and general good fortune. Most often, sancti

fiers embody their group's importances. Those who depend on sancti –

fiers for protection want to maintain these importances and thus not

offend their protectors.

Group members admire sanctifiers who have helped them in the past.

They are indebted to them for the aid they expect to receive in the

future. But, sanctifiers are continually judging other group members.

They are feared because of their potential to destroy situational con

trol should they be offended. In the Judeo-Christian tradition,

believers stand before their sanctifier God, "with trembling feet,"

for although God is the savior who makes everything okay, God is also

the supreme judge of all man's acts. Admiration and fear of those who

guarantee the future are properties which help to stabilize model

importances.

Ritual Certifying Processes

The analysis of ritual symbolism cannot begin until
we recognize ritual as an attempt to create and
maintain a particular set of assumptions by which
experience is controlled....The rituals enact the
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form of social relations and in giving these
relations visible expression they enable people
to know their own society (Douglas 1970: 153).

Properties of Ritual Celebrations

Ritual celebrations, whether they involve okaying or some other

social process, are formal and scheduled. They involve a routinized

set of events. Very often these events are supernaturally sanctioned.

Important from our current perspective, rituals are attended by a large

multigenerational audience. The ritual context thus provides an arena

for experienced modelers to recite portions of their model to an

audience obliged to listen to them. Model importances which have been

reified by past repetitions are repeated again in a prescribed manner.

Having been agreed upon in the past, model importances are not in ques

tion. Reciting them dramatized the order shared by those in attendance;

rituals foster solidarity, a common definition of the situation (Young

and Bacdayan 1965). The ritual context provides an excellent opportunity

for teaching. One Mapuche (Chile) ethnographer reported that the

funeral rites in that society might as well have been classrooms, "where

male elders impart detailed comments on male values" (Faron 1968:98).

The African Tallensi also valued the ritual context for teaching pur

poses. According to Fortes:

Tallensi always stress the importance of

passing on to their descendants the way of life

bequeathed to them by their forefathers. At

ceremonies... it is not uncommon to hear the old

men praise the young men who attend. 'Thus, '

the old men say, 'they (the young men) will
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learn the customs (yela) of our ancestors'

(Fortes 1969:25).

Ritual Certifying Celebrations

Many rituals are related to the modeling process. These are tem

porally ordered. They celebrate the progress of modelees in the

modeling labyrinth, emphasizing the specific achievements of modelees

as they reach mileposts in the labyrinth. During these rituals,

ranking modelers judge the progress of modelees to be "okay." They

publically, before an audience of proud and interested society members,

declare the performances of their modelees to be acceptable. Generally,

"ritual okaying ceremonies" occur after novices learn new portions of

their society's model. Subgroups may have their own okaying ceremonies.

Subgroup okaying rituals include graduation ceremonies, initiation into

labor guilds, ordaining in priesthood, and the like.

Progress through the modeling labyrinth is often scheduled to coin

cide with specific stages of the life cycle. Status passage celebra

tions, including those which occur at birth, puberty, adulthood and

death, celebrate points in the life cycle as well as progress and transi–

tion points in the modeling labyrinth. Status passages celebrate

actions which all society members copy at the same stage of life.

Other okaying rituals celebrate a society's accomplishments at various

stages of a work cycle. These are often ordered seasonally. Workers

will "okay" one another in the fall for a successful harvest and later

in the year will validate each other's performances in storing food for

the winter months. It is also possible for okaying ceremonies to com

bine both life cycle and work cycle temporal ordering. For example,
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a ceremony may be held for boys who master certain skills by the time

they reach puberty. "Work status passage rituals" may occur yearly at

the stage of the work cycle which corresponds to the skills mastered

by novices of a certain age in the modeling labyrinth. Thus boys who

have mastered hunting techniques and who have reached puberty may be

certified as "okay hunters" during a ceremony recognizing the opening

of the hunting season.

When status passage celebrations are held to celebrate the mastery

of skills which only a few community members ever learn, the time

between celebrations is irregular. Training cycles are related to time

particular persons remain in their positions. For instance, in some

societies, shamans and craft specialists train and certify replacements

when they are about to retire. Alternatively, replacements are trained

by other shamans and craft specialists after a death has occurred. In

some instances no replacement may be trained for a while. It may be

temporarily inconvenient to train replacements or perhaps existing

specialists are willing to take on more work to eliminate competitors

for control of their subgroup model. The data are not sufficiently dense

to indicate all the conditions antecedent to delaying the training and

certification of others.

Society Mileposts and Ritual Okaying Ceremonies

Ritual okaying may occur after the mastery of any portion of the

modeling labyrinth. Upon reaching mileposts modelees are rewarded with

certification, as in Bar Mitzvah or Confirmation. Ceremonies dramatize

the mileposts and the progress already made by modelees.
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MODELING LIFE: THE DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

ELDER MODELERS AND THEIR PROTEGES

(For Pagination Purposes)
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To many people who participate in ritual okaying ceremonies, the

ceremony assumes a greater importance than the learning process which

always precedes it. Some modelees interpret their experience in terms

of training for ceremonial certification rather than acquiring skills

needed in later life stages. This is most likely to occur in the con

text of those ritual okaying ceremonies which celebrate mileposts which

all society members are expected to achieve. Modelees feel that the

ceremonies are important because through them they receive public recog

nition for their accomplishments. The modelers place great importance

on the ceremonies because the ceremonies are an indication that the

modeling process is proceeding okay: individuals being certified for

mastering society importances are an indication that modelees will

eventually learn enough to take over the responsibility of perpetuating

their society's model. (Some okaying ceremonies actually involve the

transfer of control.) Because these ceremonies are dramatically perfor

med and widely attended, visitors watching the ceremonies are also

likely to be impressed with their importance.” As the ceremonies indi

cate the durability of a society's model, modelers are proud of them.

They may even encourage ethnographers to witness them. Earlier stages

of the ritual okaying processes, i.e., the training periods, are much

less visible because of the modelers' desire to limit access to the

society model.

A few additional points should be made about the relationship

between mileposts and ritual okaying celebrations. Mileposts reached

by everyone in society provide excellent opportunities to focus on

the responsibilities expected of all. Many such mileposts reflect

stages of the life cycle. Okaying ceremonies celebrated at birth,
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puberty, marriage, or death emphasize continuity. Marriage especially

dramatizes continuity because it is associated with parenting and the

anticipated birth of the next generation of community members. At

death, there is a chance to look at an entire lifetime according to

Society importances. The deceased may be eulogized as a good example

of conformity which surviving society members may copy.

For any given individual, ritual okaying processes may be stretched

out over a lifetime. In some societies instruction may begin shortly

after birth, and revalidation may continue at mileposts until death

intervenes to prevent it. Stable societies celebrate at least one

okaying ceremony which is recognized by all members of the community.

In the modal pattern, at least one ceremony is associated with life

cycle mileposts which then provide the focal points of okaying cere

monies. As modelers certify individuals for copying importances during

these ceremonies, they are recognizing individual achievements and

simultaneously celebrating the continuity of their way of life.

Please refer to Table II which lists some of the elements of

ritual okaying processes.

It should be noted that we are discussing okaying ceremonies occur

ring at mileposts which are celebrated by all the members of a community.

These elements tend to characterize the majority of ritual certifying

processes, although the importance assigned to each element varies of

course from ceremony to ceremony. Okaying ceremonies celebrated at

birth, for instance, obviously minimize "instructing the novice" for

his new position and emphasize instead the revalidation of shared impor

tances. And, when the ceremony is limited to small subgroups--shamans,

for instance--its form may be highly specialized and attenuated.
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TABLE II. ELEMENTS OF RITUAL CERTIFYING PROCESSES

Ritual okaying ceremonies occur at mileposts.

Experienced older modelers are ceremonial instructors and okayers.

Modelers have the authority to okay others because they have pre
viously demonstrated mastery of relevant model importances.

Modelers teach modelees what they need to know to assume new posi
tions. Modelers have always achieved milepost and assumed the
position to which modelees aspire.

Modelers perform "copy demonstrations," i.e., they show and tell
modelees how to perform skills associated with new positions.

Modelees demonstrate that they are "good copy"--they are tested
by modelers to see if they are worthy of certification.

The instruction and mastery of model importances are dramatized
in a ceremony.

Modelers certify novices as good copy and publically recognize
their accomplishments.

All certified persons display certification and revalidate their
shared allegiance to model importances.
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There is a rough temporal ordering suggested in the above list of

elements. Instruction generally occurs before certification, for

instance. In the data, however, the elements tend to appear in mixed

orders and no given case fits into an "ideal type." It would, there

fore, be misleading to treat elements of ritual okaying processes as a

set of stages or phases, so no such ordering will be assumed.

Copying and Initiation Ceremonies

The celebrations commonly referred to as "initiation ceremonies"

are okaying ceremonies which especially focus on certification. Novices

are certified as "okay copy" of their society's importances. Certifi

cation, however, is only one element in a series of okaying processes

which prepare novices to assume positions of leadership in their society.

Each ritual okaying process first involves experienced modelers dis

playing acceptable actions to novices. These "copy demonstrations" are

performances by modelers which show and tell novices what they need to

know to conform to model expectations. Novices eventually copy the

demonstrations of their modelers. They are tested to see if they are

good copy. During a ceremony, the copied model importances are

ritually demonstrated by those who are most familiar with them. The

novices are certified. And all certified society members jointly dis

play their certification, revalidating their allegiance to shared

importances.

There are three dimensions of good copy relevant to ritual

okaying processes: presentational , normative, and ideational. Con

cerning the presentational dimension, good copy must "look" a certain

way. Properties of presentational copy include all aspects of
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appearance, grooming, costume, and body language in general. The

normative dimension refers to actions. Okay modelers must embody impor

tances in their performances. They must act like others who share

their position. Ideational copy refers to interpreting others'

actions according to the ideology shared by other society members. Copy

demonstrators must express all three copying dimensions. As they are

performing as models for novices to copy, the performances of demon

strators must conform to society's expectations on each dimension.

Copy dimensions are related to fencing techniques. Displaying "good

copy" means performing within the social borders of one's society.

Copy demonstrations express many boundary-maintaining customs.

Most relevant model importances are taught to initiates long before

a ritual okaying ceremony is scheduled. In fact, model importances

have been overcommunicated before most milepost celebrations. Since

copy demonstrations express continuity, most of the time, persons are

certified in a model which has been sanctified by repetition. The

educational process is a gradual one. Earlier we mentioned that model

importances are repeated on a variety of occasions under a variety of

occasions under a variety of circumstances in order that they not be

forgotten. And other information is learned piece by piece as modelees

are paced in the modeling labyrinth. By the time they are approaching

milepost ceremonies, they already know from witnessing copy demonstra

tions in the past, most of what they will need to know in their new

positions. Nevertheless, copy demonstrations are often intensified

before initiates as the time for the ceremony approaches.

Trainees for initiation okaying ceremonies may be physically

isolated from other members of society. Copy demonstrators may be the
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only persons with whom initiates may speak. Isolating helps initiates

to focus on the problem at hand. They may be asked to concentrate on

those ideas and activities which are related to the ritual okaying

celebration. Copy demonstrators may go over the ceremony with initiates

so that modelees do not embarrass them by failing to conform to model

importances during the ceremony. The intensity of copy demonstrations

at this time reinforces the importance of milepost ceremonies. Copy

demonstrators test the ability of novices to perform according to the

expectations of society during this period. They are also often tested

for loyalty and endurance. Grimble (1921:38-40) describes a two to

five year period of isolation, copy demonstrations, and testing which

preceded initiation of novices as warriors among the Gilbertese.

Modelers may do a variety of things to demonstrate model importances

to initiates. They may make formal arrangements for the ceremony,

instruct initiates in skills related to the positions which they are

assuming, perform themselves during the ceremony by reciting model

importances or simply be singled out by other community members as an

example for the initiate to copy. It really does not matter which or

how many of these things are done by copy demonstrators because all of

them show or tell initiates the model importances which they are

expected to copy.

During okaying ceremonies, model importances are ritually demon

strated. Often both modelers and modelees participate in these demon

strations. During the ceremony, copy demonstrations establish

continuity. Genealogies may be recited, for instance. They delineate

the group membership of the past. When an audience is already familiar

with the histories of past group members, reciting the genealogies may
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provide a link with the past and additionally be an abstract shorthand

way of reciting a society's model. The audience is aware that histori

cal modelers embodied the society's importances. Any individual whom

they recognize in the genealogical recitation may serve as a symbol

of society values. It is not necessary to recite the entire content

of model importances because the group is already quite aware of it, so

initiates and modelers need only demonstrate familiarity with the impor

tances. It is interesting to note that when an intense period of copy

demonstrating does not precede an initiation ceremony, copy demonstra

tions during the ceremony are less abstract. In this condition,

modelers tell stories which demonstrate model importances or otherwise

entertain during the ritual itself.

After all the preparing and the numerous copy demonstrations the

act of certifying novices as okay copy may seem anticlimactic to some,

but to most persons it is the moment that they have been waiting for.

Novices attain public recognition of achievements upon certification

and modelers may congratulate one another having been assured that the

next generation will be able to continue traditions in the future.

(Disillusionment or disappointment comes sometime after the ceremony

if it occurs at all.) Again, the importance of the milepost may be

dramatized with elaborate certifications, but, in any case, the act of

certification is sufficiently dramatic to inform other community members

that novices are "okay copy" and are prepared to assume the responsi–

bilities associated with their new positions. In Yao marriage ceremonies,

for instance, the back of a fowl is broken by the couple's modelers to

signify the end of one stage of life and the beginning of another stage

in which a couple is expected to share certain responsibilities
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(Stannus 1922:234 [Nyasaland, Africa]). In Jewish ceremonies today,

the breaking of a glass can be interpreted similarly. The community

present at such certifications implicitly okays the couple's new

4 The final act of certification often involves some prerelationship.

sentational symbol of "good copy." Having already demonstrated that

they were good copy normatively and ideationally, novices may, for

instance, be circumcised, presented with a feather, or given a sacred

object which symbolizes their new position in society. They then take

on all the attributes of those who certify them.

It should also be pointed out that throughout ritual okaying cere

monies, all those present are participating in okaying the novices.

The presence of modelers who have been previously certified signifies

echelon approval of both the initiates and the importances which are

demonstrated during the ceremonies. In many instances, several

modelers will contribute to planning such ceremonies, making their

approval of the situation explicit. Among the Egyptians, for instance,

all the men of the community must donate something, some corn or a

token amount of cash, to be used in the ceremony in which boys will be

circumcised. Even close relatives are expected to contribute (Ammar

1954: 119). Should someone not contribute, it would be an insult to

the entire community. In stable societies okaying ceremonies drama

tize the fact that most members of the community share the same okay

model. I think that it would be correct to say that in these societies,

many "rites of passage" are also "rites of intensification."

Occasionally another element is added to ritual okaying ceremonies.

This element is "consecrating," the process of simultaneously certi

fying and sanctifying all initiates. When combined with certification,
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sanctifying usually implies protection. As Frank Young mentions,

"initiation does not confer the status of responsible adult. When one

reads the ethnographic reports closely, it is clear that even initiated

youths are still under close supervision" (1965:13). They may still

need protection against encountering possible dangers as they continue

to make progress in the modeling labyrinth. As one might expect, the

consequences of consecrating differ from simple certification. Conse

crating awes the audience who witness the okaying ceremony. Unlike

simple certifying ceremonies, modelees do not become perfect copy of

their certifiers. Sanctified modelers who consecrate initiates remain

of a higher rank than those they certify. Modelees continue to respect

and fear their protectors. Additionally, consecrating may be more

likely to prepare initiates for later paths in the labyrinth. Sancti

fying at least draws attention to the future by implying the need for

protection. And one who is consecrated is okayed by divine hand, which

surely must reinforce the importance of the occasion.

Consecrating suggests the need to briefly mention the relationship

between certifying and sanctifying in general. This is presented in

the form of a 2x2 table (see Table III which follows). Here I will

simply state that sanctifying and certifying can occur independently of

one another, or together as consecrating, or that neither need occur

at all.

We mentioned earlier that many "rites of passage" are also "rites

of intensification." This point brings us to the consequences of

having elderly modelers participate in ritual okaying ceremonies.

First of all we must remember that many of these rituals are concerned

with the life cycle. They are events which dramatize activities which
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TABLE III. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CERTIFYING AND
SANCTIFYING MODELEES

CERTIFYING SANCTIFYING MODELEES

MODELEES

—H
-

Modelees are certified and Modelees are certified only.
Sanctified.

Modelees are consecrated–- Modelees trained and certi

+ trained and certified okay field okay to assume new
with a divine blessing. positions but they are not

protected in the future.
(Divine Right)

Modelees are Sanctified Modelees are not certified or
only. Sanctified.

-
Modelees are purified but Modelees are not being
are stuck in the modeling trained with take over in
labyrinth. mind. The society model is

obsolete, a dying model.
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everyone copies at the same stage of life. By having elderly modelers

act as copy demonstrators for younger, less experienced persons, a sense

of continuity is established. As Whiting tells us in describing Kwoma

(New Guinea) life cycle rituals, there is a basic life process going on

in that community. For any individual the process is not completed

until he has gone through the age-grade ceremony first as an initiate

and then as an initiator (Whiting). Perusing the data on many socie

ties has led me to believe that the Kwoma experience is not unique.

And, at any stage in the modeling process, community members can look

to the elders to identify modelers who embody a set of importances

which can be copied for the rest of one's life.

In the previous chapter I presented some of the means by which a

society model is taught by elders to their juniors. Here I have men

tioned aweing processes which induce respect on the part of modelees

for their teachers. Throughout the emphasis has been on teaching as a

joint process (an interaction) involving consequences to both modelers

and modelees. I have also pointed out that successful modeling

implies continuity. And I have discussed the properties of ritual

certifying ceremonies which constitute the central elements of the

teaching process. since they are the means by which transmission of

the model is signalled. Having discussed the teaching of the model in

this manner, we now move to a more detailed presentation of the expres–

sion of awe by modelees for their teachers.

Magical Mystery Tours

Some situations are routinely associated with a heightened sense

of drama. Danger and fear are properties of these situations Stemming
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from two conditions. First, the outcomes in these situations are

problematic. Second, modelees at least subjectively go through these

experiences alone. Although many group members have experienced simi

lar situations unharmed, each unique experience generates fear and

drama anew.

Magical mystery tours occur when modelees need help in these

situations. Sanctifying and certifying may be consequences of magical

mystery tours. What is unique about this category of aweing/okaying

processes is that an expert must be consulted before okaying can take

place. Modelers familiar with a variety of possible outcomes act as

"tour guides" reassuring others concerning their experience. Modelees

are told before their "tour" what to expect along the way; while in

progress, they are reassured by the tour guides that their experience

falls within the purview of the normal. They are told that everything

is now okay and that everything will remain a-okay in the future.

Modelers reassure initiates that their subjective experience of the

situation is normal. This reassurance doesn't necessarily expose the

initiate to the mystery of the tour, until the impact of the tour is

felt.

In our data, magical mystery tours are most often associated with

two situations: childbirth and vision quests. In times of crises,

modelees search the social arena for an "experienced model" to "guide

them." After looking around, one pregnant Thai woman "decided to

ask her elder Aunt Sai, who was a well-known midwife. Everything was

right about Sai. She had experienced hands, a true desire to help,

and effective magic; and she was a relative..." (Hanks 1963:42).

Those who don't find a guide may experience difficulty. California
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Indian youths seeking shamanistic power by quest often became ill and

would remain so unless they sought "diagnosis and advice by an older

shaman" (Kroeber 1960:498).

There is some evidence that modelers who act as tour guides

"calming" modelees on frightening trips, use fencing strategies to

encourage the drama surrounding these experiences beforehand. A group

of women studying midwifery among a Liberian group found that before

old midwives would talk to them they were:

always led to an isolated spot, either a private

room of the house in which they carefully closed

the doors and shutters, or a quiet corner of the

village. They were very concerned with the pre

servation of a great deal of privacy while we

talked, taking special pains to exclude the

urchins whose curiosity was piqued by our pre

sence, as well as any males who might happen to

intrude (Etzel 1976:26).

In some instances, modelers may encourage the person "tripping" to

have a dramatic experience in order that they can appear more helpful

later on. Karsten describes a Jivaro (Amazon headhunters) ritual for

a novice, the drinking of maikoa, a narcotic beverage:

The drinking of the narcotic generally takes

place in the house, but if the youth wishes, he

may go to the forest. In the first case all Wea

pons, knives, and dangerous objects are removed

so that the youth, in his narcotic condition, may

not do any harm. The oldest man in the family
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prepares the drink, having muttered an incanta

tion over it. The old man also takes care of

him after he has become intoxicated. The

effects are soon visible....The old man tries

to hasten the coming of favourable visions. . . .

Both of them, the old man holding the boy with

his arms from behind, stagger to and fro in the

house, until at last the narcotized boy complete

ly loses consciousness... (Karsten 1935:4-5).

Usually advice during a mystery tour is practical in nature. Gros

ntre grandmothers discuss comfortable positions in childbirth

lannery 1953: 134) and Yurok mentors helping boys on vision quests,

scuss localities "believed to be propitious for particular kinds of

Jirits" (Kroeber 1960:493). Tour guides giving this advice do so

ecause they want to help. Initiates usually listen to those more

xperienced than themselves, although they are not obliged to do so.

xperiences per se need interpreting. The uninitiated cannot interpret

their experiences themselves, or if they try to interpret them they

cannot be sure that their interpretations are correct. Tour guides who

can and will interpret these experiences are often consulted even after

a magical mystery tour has ended. They reassure initiates that their

experience was an acceptable one, and tour guides are thanked for their

help. The modelee never knows if his/her experience would have been

Okay without the help of a tour guide, and is likely to seek help

again, in similar situations.

Tour guiding is a dramatic example of experiential modeling. In

experiential modeling, someone who has "been through it before" helps
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\er to get through a difficult situation by assuring him that his

ective experience is "normal." The modeler's experience must be

lar to that of the person needing help in order to be of any use.

..he example below, an old Omaha Indian who had previously been

Owed, spoke to a young man after the young man's wife had died:

My grandson... It is hard to lose one's

mother, to see one's children die, but the

Sorest trial that can come to a man is to

see his wife lie dead. My grandson, before

she came to you no one was more willing to

bring water to you; now that she is gone you

will miss her care. If you have ever spoken

harshly to her the words will come back to

you and bring you tears. The old men who are

gone have taught us that no one is near, no

one can ever be so dear, as a wife; when she

dies her husband's joy dies with her. I am

old; I have felt these things; I know the

truth of what I say (Fletcher and La Flesche

1911:327, my italics).

The above example is an excellent one in that it clearly implies

the effects of experiential modeling. The experienced modeler defines

an acceptable response in an unfamiliar situation. In this case the

initiate is told that it is okay to be sad; in fact, he is supposed

to be sad.
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FOOTNOTES

It seems that in some eastern religions, individuals can resanctify
themselves without divine intervention or intermediaries. In this
condition, it would seem that resanctification must come from above
(metaphorically). In order to be sanctified (or resanctified) an
individual must raise himself to a higher level of consciousness.

Those who are interested in verifying hypotheses might do an
interesting cross-cultural study testing whether public and private
profaning strategies are associated with particular societies or
particular societal importances.

Frank Young has described a variety of strategies used by partici
pants in initiation ceremonies to dramatize the events. Hazing,
genital operations, fasting, isolation of initiates, and drugs are
examples of dramatizing strategies. Young suggests that these
strategies allow for "dramatic communication" which increases the

* of remembering initiation ceremonies (Young 1965:ll,153).

I should clarify the fact that it is the formal position of ini
tiates, or in the case of marriage, the relationship between the
couple that is being certified in an okaying ceremony. The commu
nity does not relinquish its "right" to renegotiate approval of
initiates in other spheres.

--~ +
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HAPTER W. EXPRESSING AWE AND FADING OUT

Introduction

This chapter is about deference, the expressed feeling of awe by

odelees for their modelers, those persons who control all that is

ear to other members of society. Deference activities are intended

o convey respect or appreciation on the part of one person for

nother. The feeling of awe is explained, by those involved, in

mprecise abstractions such as love, honor, duty, and responsibility.

)eference seems to be related to perceived differences in influence,

skills, or knowledge. It may indicate the relative position of per

sons in terms of the ability to influence others in special situa

tions. Those expressing awe usually feel that they have less

influence or skills than those persons "receiving" deference. De

ference consequently dramatizes and reinforces the relative social

distance between persons. Yet, deference may be context specific.

In other words, the same people may not get deference in all situa

tions. Subgroups such as blacks, Jews, and Gypsies may be the reci

pients of awe by society members in general for certain presumed skills

although in some contexts they may also be shunned as outcasts.

Deference may occur between individuals or groups. That is, it can be

expressed in private relationships, i.e., between a modeler and his

student, or alternatively, it may reflect a social hierarchy between

entire classes of persons within a society. Awe is expressed in a

variety of contexts, some mundane--occurring on a daily basis--and

others, ritual events which happen only infrequently. For example,

younger people may serve the head of the household his meal first every
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, or perhaps they give him a special seat by the fire which other

ily members avoid. Expressions of awe may be formal and programmed.

may be customary, for instance, that younger persons serve copy

nonstrators first during a ritual meal following a ritual okaying

remony.

To the actors involved and to the casual observer, any indivi

lal act of deference may seem insignificant. In the context of

reparing, serving, and eating a meal, serving someone first may get

ittle attention. But over the course of years patterns emerge in

..he expression of awe which tend to perpetuate themselves and the

patterns are quite significant. If being served first is defined as

"good," and the same person (the head of the household) is served

first on a daily basis, others present at meal time may eventually

define the act as symbolic recognition of the household head's

superior position. See Goffman (1956) and Silverman and Maxwell

(1978) for further discussions of deference.

Chapter W is divided into three sections. In the first section

I will discuss the properties of expressions of awe which are asso

ciated with positions of influence and model control. In the second

Section there is a discussion of the conditions leading to a decline

in expressed deference for "fading" modelers whose influence is

diminishing. In the final section I will present the conditions

which permit some sanctified modelers to remain influential forever

and to continue to be honored by other members of society even after

death.

|
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Awe for Influentials: Deference Before Fading

perties of Influential Deference

A number of properties best describe the expressions of awe which

lel ees direct at influentials, modelers who are at the peak of

>ir careers. (See Table I which follows.) Each of the properties

discussed below. The first three are discussed together because

ey are related to one another.

l. Symbolic of achievement, rank, and control of whatever is

alued in society.

2. Given in expectation of continued "good" displays.

3. Revokable. Younger persons express awe for influentials in

^ecognition of their achievements. Hunters and warriors who excel in

their work may be honored because they embody society importances.

Non-influentials, envious of their heroes' good performances and

wishing they could be good enough to copy them, show their modelers

how much they appreciate them. If you were an elderly member of the

Huron Indian Council, you could expect other society members to honor

you by inviting you to all the feasts. And, while you were there,

you would probably be served the best portions of food (Tooker 1964:

45, 47). In addition, you would be given presents on several occa

Sions: after successful battles, at ceremonial naming ceremonies,

and whenever the entire community met to reassert loyalty to a

shared model (Tooker 1964:34). Deference is also a means of giving

symbolic recognition to "good copy" displays of a society's more

abstract walues. In Egypt younger persons give deference to members

of the Council of elders because they are "old," "experienced,"
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TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF INFLUENTIAL DEFERENCE

Symbolic of achievement, rank and control of whatever society

values , i.e., given to those associated with achievers and

control l ers.

Given in expectation of continued "good copy" displays.

Revokable.

Structured normatively.

Exaggerates modelers' expertise.

To some extent, influence and expressed awe are linked in a

circular manner.

and so on.

Influence leads to awe -- influence -- awe...

f
.
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Der ," and known for "hospitality." They may also happen to own

d (Ammar 1954:66).

But deference is given to influentials only as long as they con

\ue to be good copy of their society's importances. Again, in

ypt, the extended family honors the oldest man, but if his abilities

not warrant making him a leader, the position and its associated

estige may go to someone else (Harris 1957:295). In less stable

Scieties awe is revokable if the values within the society change.

n Baganda (Uganda), for instance, many symbolic acts of deference

re no longer performed. Only in the more traditional households do

len "crouch at the threshold of their father's house when they greet

him after an absence and address him kneeling" (Nahemow and Adams

1974:157).

Others are also likely to express awe for persons who are in

close association with achievers, persons of high rank and others who

embody importances. Wives of headmen and their children receive

deference as a way of recognizing the positions of their husbands

and fathers. In Trobriand villages old women who were married to

high ranking men could attract good looking boys as lovers even when

they themselves were quite ugly (Malinowski 1929:293). In our own

society We honor the wives of politicians. And in both modern and

traditional societies modelers may receive deference in association

with the accomplishments of their modelees. Teachers and parents

may be formally thanked or presented with gifts at a student gradua

tion. In these instances deference is also revokable if the

achiever's performance does not measure up to "good copy." A teacher
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ts little or no honor if his/her student fails. If the progress of

good student diminishes, respect shown his teacher is likely to

cline as well.

Awe can also be expressed for entire echelons of persons of high

nk in recognition of their influence and authority. The Trukese

Micronesia) provide a good example of "age-graded" deference. As

h all age-graded deference, expressions of awe in this instance come

rom below. A lower age grade honors a higher, more experienced one.

ounger Trukese age groups are supposed to show respect to older ones

m proportion to the distance between them. If a gang of men is

forking together, the members of the younger age groups start the

work out of respect for the older men. The older age group always

2xpects the men in the youngest group to run errands as well when they

are away from home (Goodenough 1967:146).

4. Expressions of ave for influentials are structured. Expres

sions of awe for influentials tend to be obligatory. They are struc

tured by customs and laws. In describing expressions of respect which

Trukese display before their elders, Goodenough used terms like

"custom required," "the youngest is obligated," "the oldest must be

consulted," and the like (Goodenough 1967:74, 75, 145). The customs

and laws associated with expressions of deference usually reflect the

distance between ranking individuals in society. The normative

structure may thus reflect the pacing of modelees in the modeling

labyrinth. In any event, there are rules followed by custom which

are associated with the expression of influential deference. Most or

all persons in the community are familiar with them. The coffeehouse
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the center of activity in many Egyptian villages. Marriages are

ranged there, news is disseminated, commercial transactions are made

ere and the like. Probably all social affairs and intricacies of

ll age politics are discussed in the coffeehouse.

The oldest and most valued customer is in

effect chairman, and he is surrounded by others

whose seniority and personal force have given º

them the prestige to take their place as leaders i
and judges in the coffeehouse area. These men

regularly occupy the same seats--which according

to custom are strictly reserved for them--and

should one of these seats be the only empty

chair in the house no stranger or comparative

newcomer would be allowed to sit in it (Harris

1957:289; my italics).

Expressions of deference for influentials involve the fear of

negative sanctions for model violators. Malimowski has written of

the Trobrianders that "when a chief is present, no commoner dares to

remain in a physically higher position; he has to bend his body or

squat. Similarly, when a chief sits down, no one would dare to stand"

(Malinowski 1966:52; see also Whitehead 1924:222 [Nicobarese]; Good

enough 1967:145 [Trukese]; and Latta 1949:75 [Yokuts, California

Indians]). Structured rank also enables some influentials to request

or order their own expressions of awe. Trobriand chiefs can ask their

subjects even beyond their own villages to work for them when they

Want something done (Malinowski 1966:63). Tallensi chiefs similarly
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expected special portions of food from any animal found dead or slain.

If they didn't get their lot, there were stringent ritual sanctions

applied to would-be violators (Fortes 1940:258).

Even when structured expressions of awe are not requested they

tend to occur routinely and without spontaneity. Some are so obvious

that outsiders can readily learn the relative social position of a

group of society members after watching deference expressions for only

In the village of

At

a few days. Such would be possible in Rural Japan.

Niiike, there is a limited amount of water available for bathing.

the end of the day Japanese families all over the village line up by

their respective homes to bathe. The members of each family have to

share their bath water with other family members. The order of

bathing is rigidly adhered to. Of course, old men, the heads of

households, always bathe first (Beardsley, Hall and Ward 1959:88).

5. Exaggerates modelers' influence. Expressions of awe for

influential modelers may exaggerate the modelers' influence. Feelings

of awe occasionally blind people. Society members may not notice the

limitations of their modelers who are associated with "good perfor

nances."

Aged Aleut modelers occasionally become senile. As they gavehem.

dvice to their students or told them about society legends "sometimes

ailing memory would cause the old preceptors to repeat over and over

gain the same advice or legend in the course of a lecture. The res

Or if they do notice them, they would not dare to acknowledge

act of the children, however, never allowed or occasioned an interrup

on" (Elliott 1886: 170-171). Because modelers are influential in so

ny situations, society members may come to respond to them as if

ey were superior in all realms. A Russian child may therefore ask
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her grandparents' opinion about what type of hair ribbon she should

wear and then will defer to their judgment. The child knows that

grandparents give the best advice (McKain 1972:155). Less influential

members of society may also let modelers "get away with things" that

would be unacceptable if attributed to other members of society. In

Russia, for instance, younger persons are not allowed to criticize the

state. But older people who are seen as exemplary citizens are per

mitted to "speak quite frankly about the shortcomings of the socialist

state." They are also given other liberties (McKain 1972:164). Influ

entials can take advantage of this "blown up" deference given by

modelees who feel their modelers are "too good" to work. They may

encourage or at least come to expect less influential people to do

their work for them.

The diffuse belief that modelers know everything increases their

ability to influence others. In some instances it grants them the

ability to adopt new model importances. Consider the example of

Queen Victoria and the telephone. For years the telephone was con

sidered a toy and was not used by the masses. When Queen Victoria

installed one in her palace the attitude of the public changed.

People felt that if the telephone was good enough for their modeler,

the Queen, then it must be good enough for them.

6. Influence and awe and linked in a circular manner. Modelers

are influential people because they are in control of all that is

valued in their respective societies. Less influential society mem

bers express awe because of their modelers' expertise, knowledge,

and authority. Younger persons reward modelers for their good copy

demonstrations. A good hunter, for instance, may become Chief. His
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hunting reputation may then attract members to his group. Successful

hunting breeds recognition in the form of other tribesmen who are

anxious to join a chief's hunting group. In addition, others may

give gifts to the chiefs. Property and a large hunting group may

then add to a chief's influence. In simple terms, he may influence

more people with his increased wealth. This is the case with Haida

chiefs of the Northwest coast. They become chiefs because of their

superior performances as hunters and warriors. Later, other Haida

gave them gifts in recognition of their accomplishments. Each man

had to give the chief one slave captured by a war party. The actual

influence among Haida chiefs varied with the amount of property at

their disposal (Swanton 1904:55, 69). The Kaska Indians also chose

headmen for their good performances as hunters. Like the Haida

chiefs, they consequently accumulated wealth and prestige. In order

to further awe Kaska tribesmen with his influence, a Kaska headman

will give away some of his wealth to other members of the tribe

(Honigmann 1954:84–85). Kaska headmen, like many leaders of Northwest

Coast Indian groups, demonstrate their influence by displaying their

ability to give property away and help others.

Controlling Model Property and Deference

I have already mentioned that modelers awe other members of

society by controlling things that are valued by others. Model pro

perty is often "owned" or controlled by modelers who then receive

deference because of this control. Although modelers receive some

expressions of awe whenever they are in control of valuable property,

the expressions vary according to how other community members define
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the property that is controlled by the modelers. Property definitions

are related to how readily control over property changes hands. That

is to say, when a modeler controls property and that control will

eventually pass on to someone else with nominal effort or no effort

at all, deference for the current property owner will be defined

differently than when the controller's property may never, in fact, be

transferred to other community members. There seem to be four pat

terms of property control and transfer which are related to the

modeling process and particularly to the way community members define

expressions of awe. They are listed in order of decreasing con

straints on the willfulness of the modeler:

l. Model property is symbolic of model importances shared by

the community as a whole. The property is controlled by a sanctified

keeper who embodies the importances the property represents. Sancti"

fied keepers may control such property for life or until such time

that they no longer may be defined as good copy of their society's

importances. Modelers who control such property receive deference

from other community members who are as much in awe of their own sys

tem of importances as they are of the sanctified keeper who takes

care of the property for them. Deference performed for sanctified

keepers is related to fences. All members of society who share the

importances represented by the property honor their keeper by giving

him/her special portions of food, giving him/her special seats at

community gatherings, and quite often by excusing sanctified keepers

from adhering to taboos which are observed by others "inside the

fence." Deference in this condition honors model importances (i.e.,
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serves the community rather than an individual), and it is sometimes

difficult to determine whether it is initiated by other society mem

bers or the modelers themselves.

2. Model property is symbolic of the relationships between a

modeler and his modelees. The property represents shared importances.

It is held "in trust" for the modelees. That is, the modelee ordi

marily receives it automatically. Other community members know who * *

will eventually inherit the property and they expect the property |
transfer to occur. Property transfers are normatively structured.

In this condition deference may be private, that is, between a

modeler and his modelee. A modelee honors his mentor who together

with his property represents the personal control that the modelee

will one day assume. If the modelee abides by model importances,

little will interfere with his success in gaining control. He may be

certified to take over control of the property at a prearranged time

and truly appreciates his modeler for making things so easy for him.

With this pattern of property transfer there are also some public

expressions of awe between modelee and modeler. For example, if a

family head and his son appear at a village council, a son may express

awe for his father as a way of demonstrating loyalty to his family

model. Modelers may also work for their modelers to express their

appreciation. Such arrangements are private between a modeler and

the person who will eventually inherit his property. But, should the

demands of modelers be excessive, that is, should they violate the

structured norms for property succession, other community members

may step in to correct the relationship.
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3. Property is symbolic of model importances which a modelee

shares with a modeler or a potential modeler. The modeler exercises

considerable control over the passing on of property. The property

is not held in trust for the modelee. The modelee may earn the

modeler's affection and thus gain control over some of the property,

but such a result is in no way guaranteed. The modelee emulates the

modeler in this condition. He desires the certification of his role

model and attempts to earn such certification with expressions of awe.

Modelees express awe of their modelers both in private and in public.

Publically, modelees attempt to gain public certification of the

relationship between modeler and modelee. Occasionally there is some

structure to property transfer in this condition. For instance, a

would-be bridegroom may work for his potential father-in-law in the

hope of winning his daughter and a piece of the father's property.

4. Property is a symbol of the distance between classes of

society members. The property is a symbol of the importances shared

by a "privileged" class and is controlled by a member of that class.

Transfer of property to someone of a "lower" class is quite rare and

is solely at the discretion of the current controller. In this

condition, deference may be coercive. Modelees learn the importances

of their modelers by force. They "honor" and serve their modelers in

order to maintain at least their current positions. This pattern is

characteristic of the relationship between master and slave. Among

the Gilbertese is was customary for the aristocrats to request the

use of one or two plots of coconut land from the Elder of the commoner

ramage (Lambert 1963:265). Usually the aristocrats were obliged. I
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do not wish to give the impression that modelees of lower classes never

truly "respect" their higher class modelers. This is certainly not

the case. I just wish to imply that there is always some element of

coercion in these modeler/modelee relationships.

Fading Out

I will now discuss the conditions under which a modeler's

influence is changed, and expressions of awe are lessened and perhaps

cease all together, a process of "fading out." Fading is a process

in which the power and influence of modelers is gradually neutralized.

Fading, we shall see, occurs when the model itself is devalued (i.e.,

when a society experiences an obvious period of social change) or

when the performances of former modelers are devalued. I will also

discuss some of the reasons that society members give for devaluing

modelers, directing attention both to the substance of the content

and to its structure, as revealed in a multiple regression analysis.

Next I will assume a developmental perspective and view the process

of fading from the point of view of an individual who is, first as a

child, in awe of his modelers (as who would not be in awe of persons

wielding so much influence), then a more or less eager copier of his

modelers, and finally as someone who has in some sense equal led them

or--worst of all--"outgrown" them. Finally, I will discuss the

relationship between the variable contents of model values on the one

hand and the process of fading out on the other. It should become

clear that certain values promote the display of deference towards

aging persons regardless of the amount of awe they generate in an

audience of juniors. For instance, deference towards the aged, even--
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or perhaps especially--the socially bankrupt aged, provides younger

adults with an opportunity to display how "good" they are by treating

the helpless with consideration. Paradoxically, some model contents

encourage an attitude of contempt towards the elderly although, by

definition, this means that those who adhere to the model will someday

be treated contemptuously themselves.

Devaluing the Model

If fencing strategies were working perfectly it would be unlikely

that a society's model would be devalued. In stable societies (i.e.,

Societies not experiencing "change"), most models remain relatively

stable. Small changes are accepted with varying degrees of difficulty

and most members of society believe that the traditional way of doing

things is the best way. This relatively stable state is typical of

Small communities, so I have little data on model devaluation because

most of the societies studied were not undergoing great change at the

time ethnographers studied them. But models tend to be devaluated,

or at least some of the content is devaluated when "presencing

barriers" prove ineffective. Change comes when gaps in the fence

permit the society's members a gradual exposure to other models.

Often the first exposure to other value systems is through the

visit of missionaries who bring Bibles into the community. In other

instances, itinerant specialists arrive who bring to the community

news from the outside. Little by little modelees recognize alterna

tive ways of life and varying paths which seem to lead to success.

Options that heretofore had not existed within the community enter the

realm of possibility. Modelees may begin to see themselves as "fenced"

}
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in." Perhaps they try to seek more information--maybe search for

modelers who will take them on "magical mystery tours" on which they

may learn about life outside the boundaries of their own communities.

Maybe some society members will themselves become itinerant specialists

gaining exposure to other models. Much of this is speculative, as

movement from traditional stable societies to slightly less stable

and more modern ones was not the focus of this research.

The data do seem to indicate that at least initially elements

gleaned from foreign models are blended with or reinterpreted through

traditional value systems wherever appropriate. The traditional

model importances do not disappear immediately to be replaced with

others as the information becomes available. Barriers to change are

much too strong for this. The traditional way of doing things has

proved workable for far too long. Instead, those elements of other

models which may support a society's values are first incorporated

into the traditional model. Only repeated exposure leads to one set

of traditional values fading out and the adoption of other values

that prove to "work" better or offer a community new options. Harris

reports that an Egyptian peasant is able to "mingle the articles of

his Moslem faith with the far more ancient belief in the Evil Eye,

and the good or bad spirits called jinns. ... Protection from evil is

provided by amulets not part of the Moslem faith, consisting of little

scrolls on which a verse or two of the Koran has been written" (1957:

332). This process, the blending of an internal model with one or

more outside models has been called syncretism. Fortes describes

syncretism among the Tallensi with an almost unbelievable sense of

optimism. He says:
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By simple compromise they make the best of

both worlds, the old world of strictly defined

local, genealogical, and politico-ritual exclu

siveness and the new world of free movement,

unrestricted Social intercourse with all and

sundry, and cheaper clothes. They wear the

ancient prescribed garb of a skin and a loin

cloth on ritual occasions, especially during

the Great Festivals, when they take a pride

in advertising their politico-ritual status.

This change of custom does not cut athwart

the basic values and principles of Tale social

organization... (Fortes 1969:25).

I remain unconvinced that members of society universally "make

the best of two worlds." Moreover, there are certain consequences of

"syncretism" which are not beneficial to modelers who remain "fenced

in" or loyal to the traditional way of doing things. These modelers

may be devalued in their societies by younger people who are anxious

to move on to new things. Has-been modelers may be labelled "old

fashioned."

In 1972 Donald Cowgill and Lowell D. Holmes published their theory

on "modernization" and the status of the aged. Researchers before

them (Bendix 1968) and (Dore 1969) had defined modernization in terms

of modeling, one country copying the model of another country which

was usually "more advanced." The research of Cowgill and Holmes was

based on a comparative study of aging in 15 countries at varying
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stages of modernization. Cowgill and Holmes concluded that the status

of the aged declined considerably with the degree of modernization.

In their book and in a later revision of the theory published by Cow

gill (1974), modernization was defined in terms of social change,

mobility, urbanization, technological development, and the like.

Without really examining the content and change of societal

values, Cowgill and Holmes noticed the ultimate consequences of this

"melange of developments" for older people. Cowgill commented parti

cularly on "the emergence of many new specialized occupations:"

One of the most firmly established prin

ciples of demography is that the most mobile

members of a society are its youth. It is

they who are attracted by new frontiers

including the job frontiers of the city. It

is they who take the new jobs and acquire the

training to fill them, leaving their parents

behind both geographically and socially.

Generally speaking, the new occupations carry

greater rewards in both money and status.

Consequently there is an inversion of status,

with children achieving higher status than

their parents instead of merely moving up

to the status of their parents as in most pre

modern societies. This not only leaves the

parents in older, less prestigious, perhaps

static and sometimes obsolete positions, it
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also deprives them of one of the most tra

ditional roles for older people--that of

providing vocational guidance and instruc

tion to their children (Cowgill 1974:131).

With the process of modernization, almost by definition, comes

great change in the content of model importances. The change comes

gradually as new information is accumulated. The best way of doing

everything is no longer the traditional way. The aging members of

society are no longer guaranteed positions as influentials. Some

aged persons are influential--others are not. Influence is still

largely associated with control over model property and importances

which, in turn, is associated with experience. But the experience of

the elderly is now not more likely to be relevant than that of younger

people. If the position occupied by an older person is devalued

because of changing model values, or he is replaced in the work force

by a younger person who is more amenable to change, "whatever prestige

and honor (psychic income) was ascribed to (his former position

fades" (Cowgill 1974: 130). Under these circumstances, "there can be

no reverance deriving from superior power" (Cowgill 1974:136).

As a whole, generally older people make out better in traditional,

non-modern, stable societies because many do retain superior knowledge

and expressions of awe based on the recognition of their superior

power. Nevertheless, the positions of most modelers also fade along

with their influence, as younger members of society learn to copy

them and take over as society leaders. We will now take a look at

the process of fading out in traditional societies.
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Fading Modelers

Fading in stable traditional societies is a process in which the

influence of aging modelers is gradually diminished, recast, and

ultimately neutralized. As modelers fade, others alter the expres

sions of awe performed in their behalf.

The diminishing of influence occurs along several dimensions, of

which four are particularly important. One dimension is physical,

having to do with the modeler's body, and involves a gradual loss of

strength, of virility, and of fertility. A second dimension has to do

with physical appearance, a third with the ability to communicate

effectively with others, and a fourth with the loss of such resources

as Wealth, kinsmen, and information.

It should also be noted that many performances by modelers are

public copy demonstrations subject to judgment by others. As promi

nent as these performances are in the life of the community, signs of

fading on any of the four dimensions are likely to be noticed.

Fading itself generally seems to begin with a performance that is not

up to the society's standards for its modelers, more often than not

precipitated by a decline in physical strength.

These dimensions, of course, are dynamically related to one

another, and they proceed at uneven rates. Commonly, a decline in

good copy occurs in the physical aspect of a modeler's performance.

He can no longer do his job so well. When this occurs, his appearance,

which may be grizzled, and his grooming, which may be out of date,

may be remarked upon, whereas they may have been overlooked had he

been able to continue doing his job. Sometimes he becomes bad copy
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in his ability to communicate with others. His voice grows feeble

and quavering and ultimately his ability to reason may decline. The

elderly modeler, then, loses his ability to do his job, his capacity

for looking good to others, and then even his ability to tell stories

about what he used to do. The fourth dimension, his control over

resources, may mitigate the rate at which his fading occurs.

Ordinarily, modelers control varying amounts of resources. These

become important as the modelers themselves begin to fade out. In

order to maintain their current levels of influence, modelers put

their resources to work for them. These resources, controlled all

along, are now deployed and exchanged for services and other expres–

sions of awe. For instance, if an elderly man owns land, he may give

some of it up to another in order to continue pacing (exercising

influence over) him, the process being similar to that of a hand of

bridge in which, as the game draws to a close, the elderly modeler

begins to play his highest trump cards which have been carefully held

in reserve. Of course, there only are so many trumps in a deck of

cards. And as the elderly modeler continues to give up his control

over resources--selling his property, giving away information on

secret hunting grounds--his resources are gradually depleted.

Most often, however, modelers do not live long enough to lose

everything they "own." It has been noted that kinsmen serve as a

resource, for example, and one's children generally outlive him, so

that, throughout his decline in later life, he can depend to some

extent upon his kinsmen to serve at least as a semblance of objects

for influence. The correlary to this, of course, is that-–to the
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extent that you lack such close kinsmen as offspring--you may be in

trouble.

Among the Tiv, "old people are often cared for in their senility

by children, usually their grandchildren or great-grandchildren...

young men who show extraordinary knowledge of Tiv life... spent

several years of their youth caring for a grandfather" (Bohannan and

Bohannan 1966:447).

A few additional notes should be made on control over resources

which may serve as a buffer against the loss of influence and expres–

sions of deference. The first is that some of the resources already

mentioned such as money, land, and children, are rather obvious, in

that a person who exercises control over such resources-—that is, a

person who is rich or who comes from a large family--will (other

things being equal) fade at a slower rate. For example:

An old (Russian) mother lived with her son

part of the time and gave the family the use of

her land allotment. The addition of the mother

in-law's allotment increased the land available

to the family by more than 50 percent, whereas

it would seem that her presence during the

winter did not increase its consumption of food

by anything like that amount (Dunn and Dunn

1967:53).

And similarly, in the case of the Trukese of Micronesia:

The practice is to make (a gift) of most

of one's property to one's children.... As a
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man gets older and is no longer vigorous he

continues to receive his share of the pro

duce while the responsibility for working

and maintaining the property rests with his

children. (The gift) thus constitutes a

sort of old age insurance and gives legal

sanction to the dependence of the aged on

their children (Goodenough 1967:46).

Putting this rather bluntly, of course, wealth "buys" influence

both at home and in the political arena. Among the Somali (Northeast

Africa), "a rich elder does not lack a friendly hearing for his

opinions from his less well-off kinsmen, and can usually rely on

their support for his views in lineage affairs" (Lewis 1961:197).

However, as we have suggested, information which is personally

controlled by the modeler may also serve as a buffer against fading.

An aged person may forget certain things, in which case the information

is lost to himself and to anyone else. But he may also "lose" some

information by giving it to someone else. For example, if an aged

Tlingit tells someone where the best berry patch is to be found, two

persons will then know where to find the berries. One loses some of

the control over resources which are made accessible to others. The

personal control of secret information such as this in Tlingit life is

not to be underestimated. Here, as in other societies which have

until recently been without written archives, what is remembered is

capable of being shared, and is more or less valuable.

A second point is that resources are not always worth what they

appear to be worth. A great deal depends upon the way others rate
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one's resources. It may be customary that a son in a particular

society values the land his father owns. A father may thus expect

his son to appreciate his land being turned over to him. But if

circumstances lead the son to feel differently, the old man may not

be able to effectively use his land as a resource, something which

leads to variations in fading out within a community in which elders

all seem to control similar resources. Among the Gilbertese, for

instance:

It is customary for an old man or woman

to leave rights to a plot of land or cryto

sperma pit to a distant kinsman who nursed

him or her. This rule does not always work

to the advantage of the elderly and neglected

parent, since outsiders may be reluctant to

bring him food lest they be regarded as land

grabbers (Lambert 1963:172).

And, of course, when the loss of control over resources such as

children combines with fading along any of the other dimensions, such

as physical health, the results may be devastating. Here, differences

within communities in the rates of fading may depend partly upon the

luck of the draw, as among the Lepcha, who live in communities in the

Himalaya:

As a man's sons grow up and become capable

adults in their turn he is able to withdraw

somewhat from work; if he is intelligent he is

a yuem-bu--a man who knows--and as such will
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often be asked for his advice by the Mandal

and his juniors. If he retains health and

prosperity as he grows older, and if his

children and grandchildren are still alive

he acquires a sort of talismanic virtue:

younger men will take valuable presents to

so fortunate an old man in order to get in

return either his drinking cup or his rosary

and to share a meal of rice with him, in

order to acquire the desirable qualities in

this prosperous great-grandfather. But if

an old man survives his children and loses

his capacity for work his position is an

uneviable one; he too, like the child, con

sumes more than he produces; he is a nuisance,

not respected or listened to... (Gorer 1938:

280).

What happens ultimately, when all control of resources has been

lost, and when fading has reached its null point along the other

three dimensions, is that the unfortunate modeler trades the only

thing he has left--his inherent dignity--in return for simple custo

dial care.

If a modeler feels that his or her strength is weakening or that

it will be otherwise difficult to perform, the modeler may elect to

certify a successor to take over more strenuous tasks. Succession to

the position of "head of the household" is frequently achieved this
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way. Among the Trukese, a provisional title holder who feels that he

is unable to continue working his property, may state that he is

through with it and then it is reallocated to someone else (Goodenough

1967: 42).

This process of yielding positions of influence need not be

abrupt. Usually when a modeler begins to lose the capacity to perform

adequately, other members of the community will assume some of the

person's tasks. This may at first be on a temporary or part-time

basis. Someone may substitute for another who is ill--or who just

doesn't want to work so strenuously. Insensibly, and with the passage

of time, the modeler gives up these duties entirely. This is the pro

cess as it appears among the Kaska of Western Canada (Honigmann 1949:

59). If the elderly modeler shows reluctance to recognize his dis

ability or, recognizing it, refuses to yield his position, the process

of replacing him in his tasks with others may be initiated by other

members of the community. Characteristically, when a modeler has had

influence in a variety of spheres, including certifying others, his

capacity for certifying others is one of the last to be lost. But as

the process of loss continues, his sphere of influence is continually

diminished, he becomes dependent on others, and his sense of "inde

pendence," which may or may not have been strong in the first place,

is weakened.

It may be worth mentioning that this diminuition of influence is,

in any case, different from the sort of role loss characteristic of

"disengagement" (Cummings and Henry 1961) in that it involves a

specialization of influence rather than a cutting off of irreplaceable

social ties. That is, although we have discussed fading so far as if
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it were nothing more than a loss of already existing influences,

what seems to be happening in effect is that influence is being in a

sense refocused, a point to which we shall return in a moment. At the

same time, however, fading out does have in common with disengagement

the fact that it can be partly self-initiated, since fading modelers

often voluntarily give up the burden of their responsibilities.

As I have suggested, there are dual changes occurring to a

modeler's influence over others and over the course of his own

affairs: a more or less gradual diminuition, on the one hand, and a

refocusing or recasting of influence, on the other. So far I have

discussed some of the ways in which a modeler's influence is diminished.

Now I will turn to an examination of the ways in which remaining

influence is recast.

It should be noted, first of all, that fading modelers do not

"retire." They tend to stay very much involved in community and house

hold affairs, although their activities necessarily become limited by

the extent of their physical strength and other capabilities. Among

the Fon of Dahomey, for instance, "the elderly members of a village

can usually be found helping the younger robust fellows by doing such

tasks as their strength permits" (Herskovits 1938:63).

And if an elderly Tiv does not wish to assume all of the respon

sibilities of a leadership position he may turn the compound headship

or a government positionover to a son or brother, who then performs

most of the tasks. The elderly person may actually keep the title to

the formal position, however, and on important ritual occasions, he

may resume his duties, during which time his "successor" must follow

his instructions (Bohannan and Bohannan 1966:447). Similarly, the
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head of a Japanese family will turn over the running of his farm to

his son. The son will receive the title of household head, but the

father remains actively involved in the day-to-day running of the

farm. And his son always consults him before decisions are made

(Beardsley et al 1959:220). Among the Japanese, as elsewhere, elderly

modelers move gradually from positions as "doers" to positions as

"advisors." There is a change in the nature of the elderly modeler's

copy demonstrations, related to the change from performers into

advisors and consultees. This change consists in their no longer

performing but, instead, talking about performing, and correcting

the performances others give. This behavior may range in importance

from the very significant and formal to a more or less continual

grumbling about how ill-mannered today's youth are.

In addition to these things, elderly modelers continue to con

tribute the resources over which they have control --wealth, wisdom,

subordinate kinsmen for labor, and the like--something we have discus

sed before as a result of lessening influence but which can be seen

equally well as a recasting of influence, as a shift from doing to

providing.

In summary, then, elderly modelers do not retire in any formal

sense. Instead, they help with tasks as long as their strength permits.

They give up responsibilities but keep their formal titles, move into

advisory positions, and contribute what resources they can, all of

which recasts their influence but maintains strong continuity with

their past positions.

One common indication that the fading process is taking place is

that the position of a modeler becomes ambivalent. On the one hand,
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the modeler's new responsibilities seem to be "dirty" or at least

unattractive. On the other, there is usually something inherently

"good" about the task, good in the sense that the task at least

symbolically demonstrates loyalty (perhaps even submission) to the

model of the society. And it may be that fading modelers whose posi

tions are in question have to go out of their way to seem useful in

order to maintain some degree of influence. Ambivalence is a property

characteristic of all positions which are marginal in terms of

status. Women, incidentally, seem to occupy more marginal positions

than men, particularly in the community itself which, unlike the

household, is less frequently their natural arena. Perhaps it is for

this reason that they are less commonly involved in community-wide

public disputes, standing instead for such virtues as faith, loyalty,

and stability, going out of their way, so to speak, to stand for

such virtues. An example comes from the Havasupai, a small Indian

group who live at the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Once a year the

villages have a rain dance. Almost everyone runs out to the center

of the village and most who go seem to enjoy themselves. But a few

of the old women stay at home and tend the sick. "Tending" is really

little more than enhancing the patients' comfort--fanning, shading,

and so on (Spier 1928:261). It is not clear that the Havasupai view

"tending" as dirty, nor do the data indicate that the elderly women

are assigned the task of babysitters simply to exclude them from the

dance. Still, it seems interesting that no one else volunteers to

miss the dance. In other societies, women perform acts which are not

only dirty but dangerous as well. Among the Yanomamo of South
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America, for instance, Women are sent to the battlefield to retrieve

the decaying bodies of slain warriors. The women are believed to be

immune from contamination that would affect other community members if

they came in contact with the enemy of the dead (Chagnon 1968).

This immunity from contamination is related to another point

about fading modelers, namely that they may be endowed with certain

ill-defined spiritual qualities. As their influence is recast, elder

ly modelers may come more and more to represent sacred beings. But

although spiritual attributes allow one to help others--as many

modelers become sanctifiers late in life--the new positions are

acquired when one loses one's physical prowess. The change is associa

ted with a loss of virility and fertility, as has been discussed in

the previous chapter. Additionally, it follows that with this

enhanced spirituality, they may be feared for their capacity to do

evil, as well. An example of the spiritual properties of elderly

modelers is found among the Zuni of the American Southwest:

The mother's hot drinks have been prepared

by the baby's paternal grandmother. She, too,

has kept the sand-bed hot, as well as the stone

pressed to the mother's abdomen, and she has

given the baby a daily bath. In return for

these services (she) will receive meat and

bread and he'paluke, wheat meal cooked in corn

husk. On the morning of the 8th day, before

sunrise, (she) comes to take mother and child

outdoors to present the child to the sun. The
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grandmother sprinkles meal on the ground and

prays (to the sun) (Parsons 1919:169).

The recasting of influence differs for men and women. This, of

course, reflects the original difference in their spheres of influence.

Male modeling influence is more likely to be found at the community

level; women modelers are more likely to be influential within the

household. Modeling influences thus correspond to the basic divisions

within the society by sex and labor.

During fading, men change in that they become more influential in

the household and less influential in the community. In the commu

nity, they may shift from doers to advisors. At home, perhaps because

they now spend more time there, they exert their authority as house

hold heads, much to the occasional annoyance of the women.

On the other hand, female influence fades at the household level

and may actually increase at the level of the community. Women may

begin to assume positions in the community, though these positions

may be ambivalent ones. Their influence at home fades as they are

replaced by younger women. There, they may become advisors rather

than doers.

The changes in respective spheres of influence for men and

Women are related to the care of children. Older men, more active at

home, having given up some of their activities in the community, are

less busy than before and they therefore have more time to spend with

children. Older women, too, may have more time to spend with

children as their heavier household chores are assumed by younger

women. Since both men and women now spend more time with young
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children, they are likely to become more influential over them, a

process which probably lends added stability and continuity to social

life.

In Korea, for instance, "As she becomes a grandmother her situa

tion eases. She shifts off responsibilities and duties on to her

daughter-in-law and does less work about the house, even before her

strength begins to fail. She often takes up smoking and spends hours

with the babies" (Rutt 1964:185).

Consequently, a kind of generation gap occurs. The offspring of

elderly modelers are losing some of their awe of their parent's

generation, as they see that they can assume their positions. But

the third generation, the children who are currently being influenced

by elderly modelers, continues to be in awe of their elders, appre

ciative for all of the information given to them by their grandparents.

And they are closer to their grandparents, who seem willing to teach

them, while their own parents may be too busy. In some cases, no

doubt, these alternate generations are drawn to one another by the

presence of a common enemy. The gap between generations may occur

partly because the children are taught the values of their grand

parents, not the values of their parents. This importance of grand

parents is well illustrated in the data from Russia:

The grandmother is the pillar of Soviet

society; she does the time-consuming shopping,

acts as cook (with the man and wife of the

family away at work), she baby sits, and her

monthly pension contributes to the family in
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come. If the parent is cross or uncomprehen

ding, it is the granny who comforts the child

and explains to it why parents must sometimes

be so. And especially it is the granny who

tells the fairy stories....Today in the Soviet

family, she has become an institution, perfor

ming desperately needed functions in young

households where both parents are working....

She will lavish her love upon the children,

regard it as her duty and privilege to

instruct them in the lore and legends of her

culture and if possible try to kindle in their

hearts a small undying spark of religious

faith (Mace and Mace 1963:262-263).

Elsewhere, we learn that:

Obedience and esteem for the aged are

taught very early in life. Grandparents are

a fixture in most homes and often look after

the children while their parents are at work.

The earliest readers in grammar school in

variably contain stories that illustrate the

importance of respect for older persons.

Along with respect... goes love, for grand

parents and other older persons are able to

devote huge blocks of time to youngsters

(McKain 1972:154).
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We have observed that the influence of fading modelers can be

seen as a dual process, one in which influence lessens in an overall

sense, and at the same time is recast so that it takes a different

form. We have viewed the processes rather strictly from the point of

view of the activities of the elderly modeler. Here, we will turn to

an examination of the same processes seen from the perspective of the

other members of society. We will see not so much the change in

influence, but the change in deference which accompanies it. Changes

in deference involve the same dual process: deference is lessened

Overall, and at the same time it is recast into other forms.

First we will discuss diminished deference, which may occur in

its simplest form when modelers are ignored and their influence is

neutralized. This process of ignoring elders is to some extent inevi

table as they assume more passive roles in the community, but they are

by no means entirely disregarded in any given community. They are

always paid some modicum of attention.

Generally speaking, however, as the contributions of elderly

modelers to social life diminish, so does the awe in which they are

held. This is particularly true with respect to their current contri

butions; the contributions which they have made in the past may be

weighty indeed, and the deference they receive for past deeds may

compensate to some degree for their current diminished status. This

remains true even though the elderly themselves may be considered

nuisances.

And they may become nuisances. However, this seldom happens

because most elderly modelers either do not live so long or else they

continue to retain enough control over some model resources to exert
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at least some minimal influence over others. But as their physical

stamina wanes, the children of fading modelers may begin to weigh the

contributions of their parents--both past and present--against the

effort it now takes to care for them. Older persons may need to

remind younger people, perhaps using guilt trips, of all the past

contributions made in the hope of tipping the scales in their own

favor. This reminding becomes increasingly important as their

resources wane. Ultimately, as we have already mentioned, in return

for simple custodial care, the fading modeler who is otherwise without

resources may be forced to exchange his inherent dignity, a point

which is reached in the almost total loss of power to awe others.

To the extent that fading modelers can contribute to the well

being of the community, they will continue to be recognized for their

contributions. But should a time come when they have little or

nothing to contribute, when the scales say that they have become a

burden, they may find themselves the recipients of expressions of

contempt, replacing the displays of awe "laid on them" in the past.

Junod describes what can happen to an aged Thongan (South African

tribe) who has become a "bad example:"

The man however grows older, older. His

hair and his beard turn white, the Wrinkles

deepen on his face. He stoops. His skin no

longer shines with health and corpulence. His

wives die and his glory fade. His crown loses

the lustre of bygone times. If a branch

scratches it, if a knock spoils it, he has not
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a shilling to pay the repairer! He is forsaken.

He is less respected and often only a burden

unwillingly supported. The children laugh at

him. If the cook sends them to carry to lonely

grandfather his share of food in his leaky old

hut, the young rascals are capable of eating it

on the way and of depriving the old man of his

meal, afterwards pretending that they have done

what they were told! And when, between two

huts, under the shelter of the hedge of reeds...

huddled there, quite weighed down by his years,

lost in some senile dream, they point to the

decrepit form and say to each other: 'Het

Shikhunkununu!--It is the bogeyman, the ogre'

(Junod 1962:132).

Explanations for Expressed Contempt

The tremendous amount of data accumulated during this study allows

us to shift gears temporarily and examine quantitatively the reasons

given by members of a society for expressing contempt for fading

modelers. Eight patterned explanations of contempt emerged from the

ethnographies. Some of the explanations, you will see, correspond to

the "loss of resources" discussed in the previous pages. The explana

tions and their frequency of occurrence follow: lack of physical

skill and stamina (presented as a reason for expressing contempt of

fading modelers in 23 of the 92 societies which we studied); acquiring

an unpleasant physical appearance (15 cases); senility or lacking
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communicational skills (12 cases); acquiring "bad" or frightening

properties, such as the ability to profane others or perform sorcery

(10 cases); lack of children or family support system (9 cases);

possessing obsolete skills (5 cases); lack of material wealth (1 case);

and the hoarding of valuable property (l case).

Realizing that there are a number of different explanations given

for treating fading modelers with contempt, I wanted to learn how much

each given explanation contributed to the amount of contempt actually

shown to fading modelers. In an attempt to estimate the relative

importance of each explanation of contempt in regards to displays of

contempt witnessed by ethnographers, a multiple regression was per

formed on the data. This procedure constructs an equation which adds

the explanations for contempt cumulatively; each explanation is

entered into the equation as a single independent variable. Each,

in turn, is compared to the dependent variable (acts of contempt).

The equation produced explains how much variance in the dependent

variable each explanation of contempt contributes, after the effects

of the previous variables (explanations) have been controlled for.

This is called "forward stepwise regression." The explanation which

statistically accounts for the most variation in the dependent

variable is entered into the equation first. Each subsequent

variable is then entered according to the amount of variance it can

explain.

The results of the multiple regression are summarized in Table II.

They show several interesting relationships between explanations

given for contempt and the amount of contempt displayed to elderly
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TABLE II. EXPLANATIONS OF CONTEMPT FOR FADING MODELERS

Lack of children or family
support

Acquiring unpleasant physical
appearance

Lack of physical strength and
Stamina

Acquiring evil characteristics

Senile

Possession of obsolete skills

Cumulative R Change in R

.46
- -

.59 . 13

. 70 ..] I

. 73 .03

.75 .02

.77 .02
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modelers. We see that the explanation with the strongest predictive

power (highest correlation with the dependent variable, "expressions

of contempt") is "lack of children or family support system," with a

correlation of .46 (explaining 46 percent of variance). "Unpleasant

physical appearance" explained the next largest amount of variation,

adding . 13 (13 percent) predictive power to that of the first

variable. The third explanation, "lack of physical strength"

explained .ll (ll percent) of the remaining variance. (Note this

Variable did not explain the greatest portion of variation in the

data although it accounted for the highest frequency.) None of the

other explanations contributed more than .03 (3 percent) to the

Variance in expressing contempt. In fact, two of the explanations--

"lack of material wealth" and "hoarding valuable property"——were

eliminated from the quantitative analysis because of their very low

predictive value, indicated either because the variation in these

Variables could have occurred by chance, or at the variation in these

variables was accounted for in other variables in the equation.

The results suggest that kinship systems, and especially

children, are extremely important sources of prestige and power in

non-industrialized societies and that, for elderly modelers, they pro

wide the last line of defense against fading out entirely." Secondly,

We find that loss of physical beauty and strength are rather important

determinants in expressions of contempt. This is interesting in that

these losses become noticed only after a modeler has begun to fade.

It is most interesting that senility and obsolescence are not impor

tant determinants of contempt. As we shall see in the third section of
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this chapter, one can become senile and still be respected for one's

past contributions as a modeler. Certainly, the most important under

standing gleaned from this regression is that a family is extremely

important to the well-being of older persons. A fading modeler needs

to have a family in order to display whatever residual skills remain

with him. He may become enfeebled, lose some of his acuity, or become

to some extent irrelevant, but his family will protect him from

becoming totally contemptible. A family seems to be the ultimate pro

tection against social bankruptcy.

Recast Deference

Next, let's turn to a discussion of how deference is not diminished

but recast. First, we may note that there is a recasting of deference

which accompanies the change in the activities of older modelers in

the direction of an emphasis on certifying others. Those modelers who

formerly engaged in a number of performances, now may be reduced to

certifying; those modelers who never certified others before, now

begin to do so. (The process of certifying, and the awe which it

generates in others, has been extensively dealt with in Chapter IV,

in the section on "Ritual Certifying Ceremonies.")

There is also a change in the definition of deference, from

deference because of influence to deference because of old age. An

elderly modeler may have received many expressions of awe because of

his great influence. But as he fades out, these expressions diminish.

"The admiration of one's strength, skill , wealth gives way to respect

for old age and to being sorry for the old man.... An old man becomes

a member of his son's household, and gradually decreases his status"
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(Honigmann 1949:59).

In addition to changes in deference due to an emphasis on certi

fying and a change in definition, certain changes also occur in the

modality in which it is expressed. There is an increase in ambiva

lence towards the roles played by elderly modelers. The matter of

being excused from taboos that must be observed by others--a commonly

encountered form of deference--provides a good example of this ambi

Valence. It is not always clear that being excused from the obser

Vance of these taboos is an honor. Taboos are sometimes inconvenient

and it may be a favor, not having to conform to them, but it also

seems that by not conforming to rules which everyone else follows,

one is not quite the same model of good copy as one was before. As

we have seen in Chapter II, these sorts of taboos serve as social

fences in that they serve as indications of who is and who is not a

member of the group; it seems paradoxical to honor someone by

weakening his identity.

As I have mentioned, however, these indulgences are common. Among

the Trobriand Islanders, we find:

When such a fish is caught in the nets, they

should cut off the tail, then the old people

might eat it. Of a bunch of coconuts washed on

the beach, they (the young people) must not eat

a single one--it is a taboo. Only old men and old

women may eat them (Malinowski 1929:544).

Among the Nicobar Islanders (Bay of Bengal):
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But older trees are tapped for "toddy"--

a spiritous liquid that older people drink

freely but which otherwise is only offered

to visiting friends (Man 1932:110).

An increase in privacy is a similarly ambiguous honor, there

being more than one possible reason for it, including the desire to

shun someone or to hide him away as a bad example. The Thai, for

instance, provide a "quiet room" for senile modelers. The room is

also used to store valuables. Since space is not too readily

available, one might conclude that the Thai honor the aged by giving

them this limited space. And since the room doubles as a storage

room for valuables, the aged may be seen as valuable too. But it is

also possible to conclude that the elderly who are senile bad

examples are shoved off into a small room, where things are put that

aren't used very often and where they can be forgotten about until

needed.

Another recasting of deference occurs along sex lines. Elderly

women are sometimes treated, for the first time, as if they were men,

or, at least, as desexualized objects. Old Women are then allowed

the privileges of men. They are excused from female taboos and, in

addition, they are now allowed to participate in male activities.

They can go where the men go. And, in Egypt, they no longer need to

cover their faces when men walk by (Ammar 1954:49).

In all of these ways, fading modelers find that the deference

which they receive is recast, and that, although they may continue to

be honored, it is in a different and, in some ways, unsettling

I■ lanner.
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Fading from a Developmental Perspective

We have been discussing the fading process in terms of loss.

Modelers who have controlled everything, gradually relinquish control

to other members of society. Of course, there is another side to the

fading process. As modelers relinquish control, other persons

gradually assume control and move up to higher rungs on the ladder of

influence. Briefly, let's now take a look at this process of gaining

control from the younger generation's point of view. Let's begin by

assuming that sometime during the process of becoming influential,

each generation must watch the preceding generation fade out. Simi

larly, each generation must consider that as they assume authority,

the older generation must relinquish the same.

Children all over the world, when they are very small seem to

live in a state of awe at all times. Everyone around them seems to

be smarter, have more control, and possess more skills than they do.

Most little kids are really anxious to learn. They seem to "say" all

the time, "Gee, you're great. I wish I could do that." They try to

copy bigger (older) people as much as they can. They are truly

amazed that older people have so many answers and can do so much.

0lder people are all seen as sanctifiers to youngsters, people who can

make everything okay. And, in most societies, Mother, of course, is

the greatest sanctifier of all. She truly knows everything and is

omnipotent. Children have often been compared to sponges, eagerly

soaking up everything older people teach them. This seems to be true,

for young children at any rate. What is important here is that the

more they learn, the less magic they see everywhere. Adults are
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magicians as long as what they do seems impossible to children, well

beyond anything that they can accomplish or even try to accomplish.

But when those children learn a few things, they immediately try to

awe their peers with their new-found skills. If their attempts

succeed, the acts lose some of their magical properties. And so, I

would imagine do the older folks who previously awed youngsters with

the same skills. Kids then seem to tell us, "Oh, I can do that.

You're not so great after all." Unless, of course, the elders have

much more in their bag of tricks.

In the early years of life, the modeling labyrinth seems ill imi

table. There are so many paths to conquer. The young are in awe of

those who have travelled the paths. But as a person grows older there

are mileposts along the way. Each of these represents accomplishment.

Each also means the gap is narrowed between those who seemed to know

everything, and themselves, persons who know some things. The point

of all this is that the more one knows (even about the process of

learning) the less magical and the less awe-inspiring are one's

teachers. Those who seemed to be sanctifiers for the most part are

redefined as simple certifiers, who teach young people what they would

eventually learn anyway. There comes a time in the lives of most

young people in which the feeling of awe breaks down. The feeling

may gradually dissolve for some, but for others the process is

quicker, almost sudden, and very painful. For some people do not

realize for quite some time that their modelers are not really gods.

When they discover that their heroes are not infallible and that they

do not have all the answers, the learners are forlorn. Some are just
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disappointed. Others are very angry and they feel they have been let

down, tricked into believing their modelers were so powerful. But

most continue to copy the examples of their elders, realizing if they

Won't learn everything, they will at least gain as much power and

influence as those who went before them. For some, the simple desire

to know is replaced with an even more powerful wish to be as good and

perhaps even surpass their teachers.

We must also remember that there are very few options in the

Societies we have been discussing for young people to do anything but

copy their elders. So copy they do, and the closer they come to

approximating their modelers, the less awe they may feel for them.

When they are certified as good copy, equal to their modelers, young

people find they must redefine their emotional response to their

modelers. One class of society members, those who expect to take over

their teacher's positions, may look at their teacher with respect,

being truly grateful for everything they have learned. The awe they

felt for their modelers is transferred to their model. They are in

awe as adults of a system of beliefs and rewards which has worked well

and allowed them to achieve positions of influence. They may be

described as having "bought into the model;" nor do they reject the

former controllers, their teachers, preferring instead to feel proud,

for the opportunity to occupy the positions held by their teachers.

But for other classes who exceed the accomplishments of their

teachers and go beyond them in the modeling labyrinth, it may not be

so easy. Former modelers become has-beens, irrelevant, and perhaps

even pitiful when they have been outgrown. But although they have
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these feelings, some youth never quite get over the belief that their

modelers are as good as people can be. For some, this belief is what

holds them back, making it difficult for them to achieve the most

influential positions and to adapt to changing conditions. They have

accepted their modelers and the model in its entirety. For these

people, it is truly inconceivable that modelers can be surpassed. If

the performances of modelers fade, they believe that the best which

can be hoped for is that new members of society will try to approxi

mate their predecessors' performances.

In contrast, those society members who become the most influen

tial, who become the leaders of the next generation, usually take

fading as somewhat inevitable. They try as hard as they can to copy

their modelers, and seem to have no fear of outdoing them. They take

it for granted that achievement is expected of them. With pride,

they take over, and with only occasional glances into the future when

they too will fade out. This group excels because they have bought a

successful model and learned what they could from it, and they are not

hampered with the belief that their modelers cannot be outgrown.

Fading and Model Axioms

Heretofore, we have been dealing with certain contingencies inter

nal to society. We now need to shift the level of generality of this

discussion somewhat. This section deals not so much with things that

are obviously attributable to other things, but with ultimate values,

with social axioms. When queried about their activities, people are

frequently able to legitimize them as stemming from some antecedent

set of activities. Ultimately, however, they run out of antecedents
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and answer such queries with simple statements that, "that's the way

it is." Thus, for instance, in our society people cuddle babies.

Why do we cuddle them? Because they are lovable. But why are they

lovable? We don't know; that's just the way they are. Here, we

enter the realm of axiology, the ultimate content of a model's impor

tances.

As we shift to the study of axioms it is incumbent that we

realize that axioms are not disputable. To the people who accept

these beliefs, there is no uncertainty. Axioms are true, beyond the

tiniest shadow of a doubt. I should add that in all societies such

axioms are plentiful. Definitions of "good" and "bad," "right" and

"wrong" are ultimately derived from axioms. Good tends to be defined

in terms of those actions or ideas that support other axioms. Acts or

thoughts which "threaten" axioms are wrong and bad. There is a great

deal of emotion attached to axioms. In the interest of "good,"

people will love, hate, cry and fight. "Good," of course, varies from

one society to another and among subgroup members in the same Society.

People sharing axioms often cannot understand why everyone does

not think as they do. They may try to convert others to their way of

thinking. Although religious groups preach love and truth, for

instance, many religious wars have been fought in the hope of making

one definition of love and truth paramount. People, it seems, will do

just about anything to maintain their fundamental axioms.

With this understanding, I think we are now ready to look at

axioms and their relationship to what ultimately happens to fading

modelers. Put rather succinctly, some axioms are beneficial to the
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care of aging modelers; others are not. Benevolence as a value, for

instance, is good for the aged. Society members may be seen as good

if they care for old people. In contrast, the value of independence

is not so good, because helping others robs them of their independence.

The question which I am asked most frequently by colleagues and

the public in general when they want to know about my study is "what

works? How can old people in our society make out better?" I

generally tell them that if you ask this question of the persons in

societies where old people "make out" well the answer will be,

"because, that is the way it is." If you repeat the question in

societies where old people do less well the answer will be just about

the same, "that's the way it is." Caring for the aged and seeing to

it that they keep their "dignity" is a rather new problem. It is

salient only in well-differentiated societies with extended life

cycles and rapid model change; in other words, in situations where

there are many people fading out and sharing a similar problem. Our

data indicate only that to be revered one has to contribute in some

way to maintaining importances. It must be remembered that in later

years, in the societies which I have studied, it is the family which

is generally responsible for caring for the elderly. It is thus the

family's system of importances to which the fading modeler must

contribute.

I have discussed here the various social acts which constitute

the exercise of influence over others by modelers on the one hand,

and the display of deference by other community members, on the other

hand. But something has been left out, which can only be discussed
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at a much higher level of generality, and which does not lend itself

to analysis. That is the simple fact that people come to care for

one another. Given the proper circumstances--and these are fairly

widespread--people who live together for a long period of time come

to like one another and to suffer when the other suffers. Whether

the sufferer is still able to exercise influence, generate awe,

contribute money, or take care of children is beside the point. The

emotions generated by long-term proximity tend to outlast these

conditions. In the vast majority of societies--perhaps all of them--

old people are to some extent respected and taken care of because of

emotional bonds. Human beings are like that.

Emotional bonds counteract fading in another way. As people age

it may occur to them that they have an abundance of information that

will be lost if it doesn't get passed on to the next generation.

Now this may include technical information to an extent, but I am

really not speaking of this sort of information. Rather, it occurs to

people that they know other people who have lived and died and will

soon be forgotten unless their stories are told to the next generation.

I believe that the desire to tell younger people "how it was" is

related to discovering our own immortality. We want the next genera

tion to know and remember individuals--including ourselves--because

we love them. But what really gets passed on to the next generation

in the stories that we tell are the axioms and importances that the

previous generation stood for. The next generation cannot "love" our

modelers. The "closeness" that comes from proximity in life is simply

not there. But the survivors can relate to axioms, values, and
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moral messages, which can be sanctified.

Some Modelers Never Fade

In every generation modelers come and modelers go. Most indivi

duals are, over a long period of time, forgotten. Every now and then

an individual stands out and his/her performances are remembered.

Usually these are modelers who have been so outstanding that the

class of modelees following them have been unable to copy their per

formances. These modelers either achieved a great deal in a short

period of time, (i.e., no one could copy them in an ordinary lifespan),

or else their entire lives seem to be perfect, without blemish and

they become idolized symbols of a society's values. These modelers

never fade, or perhaps it is more correct to say their influence

persists as long as there are survivors subscribing to their group's

model.

Modelers who do not fade are special. They are stars. They have

in some ways transcended the performances of their ancestors, being so

good that others cannot copy them. Minimally, starring modelers have

been great enough to establish new standards of expertise. Some

become stars because they die at the height of their careers. No one

knows whether they would have faded had they lived long enough. Some

societies choose ancestral stars to perpetuate their current system of

importances. These societies worship ancestors as role models. As

mentioned in an earlier chapter, the belief in ancestral intervention

reinforces the current patterns of interaction, and consequently

establishes a sense of continuity across generations.
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What seems to happen most often is that society members sharing

a model create culture heroes. In some cases historical heroes are

deified to serve as role models in order that society members have

Someone to copy. Prophets, for instance, can be understood to be

deified role modelers. Mythology and folklore may be linked to

documented accomplishments to make those heroes even worthier of

copying. Most societies have such super stars. In some cases these

stars are not humans at all. Some may be referred to as the "divine

creator" and others as master forces which control the universe. But

what these have in common is that always some figure or some force

has been chosen whose greatness may not fade. In essence what I

have suggested is that we create modelers who never fade because we

want them that way. It is nice to have someone to copy.
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FOOTNOTES

The same evidence exists for non-industrial Societies. In her
ethnography on an aged housing complex, Hochschild noted the old
widows received gifts from their children. "Children usually
gave their parents—-through money for a doctor's bill, part of
the rent, a new sofa or a run--slightly more than they got back
(Hochschild 1978:96)."
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ABSTRACT

This article presents "continuous comparative analysis" as a

research method suitable for examining data cross culturally. Com

paring is described as a universal cognitive process and thus basic

to all sociological and anthropological endeavors. The process

involves alternating stages of inductive and deductive reasoning.

The comparative process is presented as it appears in cross

cultural research. It is suggested that differences in anthropologi

cal research strategies appear for two reasons.

First, some researchers are prepared to test hypotheses across

cultures. Others believe that such tests are premature and are

working on defining variables in order to create hypotheses relevant

to several societies. To test hypotheses, researchers must concern

themselves with the comparability of their population units. To

generate hypotheses, investigators question each other about the

comparability of their analytic units.

Second, research goals require varying balance between stages

of induction and deduction. They also vary in how long the process

of alternating between induction and deduction may be maintained.

Continuous comparative analysis is presented as a method most

suitable for cross-cultural research because it enables us to con

tinue the comparative process basic to our discipline throughout the

research task.
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SEARCH AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE:

CONTINU0US COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Introduction

Comparative sociology is not a particular branch
of sociology; it is sociology itself, insofar as it
ceases to be purely descriptive and aspires to account
for facts.

(Durkheim 1964:139)

The "comparative method" has been discussed ad absurdum by social

Scientists. We all compare, as comparisons are the functional pre

requisites of our discipline.

This paper is about the comparative process as it is applied in

"cross-cultural" research. But before we explore the techniques

involved in cross-cultural comparisons, let us take a brief look at

the roots of comparing, to further our understanding of the process

We are working with.

COMPARING, THE PROCESS OF ALTERNATING PHASES
OF INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE INFERENCE

As a symbolic interactionist, I have adopted the perspective sug

gested by the theory of George Herbert Mead and his students. I assume

that all people learn to induce implicit theories of human nature

based on their experiences as social beings. Views of the World come

from learning to take the role of others, those we meet, hearf of, or

read about. We learn to define various situations according to the

behavior we have come to expect from previous experiences in similar

situations. Individuals, consciously or unconsciously, compare each
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situation encountered with expectations developed from past

experiences. Hypotheses about future encounters are also based on

the past. But, theories of human nature are not static. It seems

that as we attempt to apply our theories across social settings, we

must continuously modify and expand them as we encounter new situa

tions which deviate from the expectations we have developed previous

ly. Thus, we are able to absorb new information and develop new

definitions of each situation in which we find ourselves. We do this

by using a cognitive technique which alternates between inductive and

deductive inference.

The inductive/deductive comparative process is expressed by a

Wenn diagram in Figure 1. Example: An individual learns by inducing

principles from her experiences that insulting people tends to make

them hostile when she meets them at a later time. She induces from

these experiences a general rule by which she governs her future

interactions. She then deduces that people will be hostile after she

insults them until that time when she meets someone who is not hos

tile. She discovers a condition in which hostility doesn't follow

insulting, e.g., when the person insulted defines the situation as a

joke, perhaps because the "insulter" was smiling. She then modifies

her original hypothesis and uses it for further deductions about the

future. Her definition of the past which includes an entire library

of past inductions, has also been modified by the new information.

All comparative research also involves a process alternating

between phases of inductive and deductive inference. During deductive

phases we compare phenomena to general rules. We examine empirical
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FIGURE l

DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE INDUCTIVE/DEDUCTIVE

BALANCE IN THEORY DEVELOPMENT
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facts and compare them to one another according to principles

developed in previous comparisons. When the rules or principles of

comparison "don't fit" or explain the phenomena encountered, we induc

tively "discover" new dimensions or principles of explanation. During

inductive phases of the comparative process then, we compare pheno

mena to each other to discover general rules about them. We modify

the original rules and principles of classification for these pheno

mena, so that when we examine new data, we can proceed again deduc

tively.

An illustration is provided by Malinowski's exchange with

Freudian theorists. Freud induced from his clinical experiences that

young boys resented their fathers because of sexual rivalry for their

mothers. On the basis of this he developed his theory of the Oedipus

complex. Following this deductive phase, everyone looked for resent

ment on the part of young boys for their fathers because of the

Oedipus complex. But, Malinowski encountered a different situation

in the Trobriand Islands where the child's resentment was expressed

against his mother's brother, rather than the father (1927). Malinow

ski then compared his data to Freud's and "discovered" that the

fathers of Freud's clinical cases, and the mother's brothers of the

Trobriand boys, were always responsible for disciplining the

children. He then inductively arrived at a new hypothesis in which

discipline, rather than sexual competition, was the central issue.

When any of us do research, we only know that we have discovered

something new, because we know that it doesn't fit or cannot be

explained by our previous principles for explaining our experiences.
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In more schematic terms, the following are the repeated stages

of the inductive/deductive processes:

1. Phenomena are encountered that cannot be explained by deduc

tions from existing rules or principles.

2. A hypothesis is constructed inductively from the encountered

phenomena which assumes that other examples of the phenomena can be

explained.

3. Other examples of the phenomena are encountered and compared

to the recently constructed hypothesis.

4. If the hypothesis explains the phenomena, it remains intact.

Otherwise, it is modified according to the properties which did not

fit the previous hypothesis.

THE COMPARATIVE PROCESS IN CROSS-CULTURAL

RESEARCH: UNIT WARIATION

There have been many discussions over the validity of the analy

tic techniques which are applied to cross-cultural data. Many of

these focus on the comparability of units. (See especially Naroll

et al 1974.) All research designs include two types of units,

analytic units, and population units. Analytic units are our varia

bles. They are the phenomena that are compared to each other induc

tively to generate theoretical hypotheses, as well as the phenomena

that are compared to existing theories, when we proceed deductively.

Population units are the sources of our data. We gather information

about our variables or analytic units from our population units. A

researcher might study "authoritarianism" among the military, for

example. "Authoritarianism" or indicators of the concept would be
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analytic units. A sample of soldiers would serve as population units.

In all research projects, the universe to which we generalize is

determined by our sample or population units. But the scope of the

theories we develop is dependent on our sample of analytic units.

Some who argue for or against cross-cultural research are con

cerned with the independence of population units. The many articles

dealing with Galton's problem are an expression of this concern (e.g.,

James M. Schaefer [ed. J., Studies in Cultural Diffusion: Galton's

Problem, 1974). Others focus their attention on the nature of analy

tic units of varying comparability, arguing, for example, that they

should be "meaningful" in all cultures, or--alternatively--"objective."

Smel ser, for instance, discusses three issues under the problem

of comparability: 1) "Are the events and situations we wish to

explain--the dependent variables--comparable from one sociocultural

context to another," 2) "Do the general dimensions used to compare

societies cross-culturally distort events and situations," 3) "How

is it possible to compare different (population units) with one

another" (Smelser 1973:65–68). Others discussing these problems

include (Goodenough 1956), (Lounsbury 1956), and (Sturtevant 1964).

Figure 2 presents information on units selected by cross

cultural researchers. Hologeists, for example, are interested in

testing hypotheses on a representative sample of the universe of

"whole societies." They sometimes take the comparability of their

analytic units for granted. Instead, they emphasize the problems

associated with assuring the independence of their population units.

Their concern with population units is governed by their chosen
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method of analysis. Statistical verification, which relies on the

logic of probability theory, requires that the population units

surveyed be independent cases. (See Naroll et al., Worldwide Theory

Testing, 1976.)

In the work of British social anthropologists, one tends to

find implicit theoretical comparisons across societies. The compari

sons are implicit in that each ethnographer uses the same analytic

units to describe his or her particular population. Each , of course,

modifies his presentation according to the data he encounters. Thus,

ethnographies written by British anthropologists usually contain

chapters on political structure, kinship, subsistence, etc.

Some British anthropologists believe that explicit comparisons

can also be made, particularly if the societies are relatively homo

geneous in terms of the analytic units that they are investigating.

These British anthropologists, in the tradition established by

Radcliffe-Brown, collect data independently on single societies and

later collaborate to produce books on various dimensions of institu

tions such as political systems. (See African Political Systems,

edited by M. Fortes and E. E. Evan-Pritchard, 1940, for an example of

this type.) Fred Eggan, former president of the American Anthropolo

gical Association, feels that American anthropologists ought to emu

late the British. He calls the method "controlled comparison." (See

Eggan 1961.)

The school of structural anthropologists, in the style popu

larized by Levi-Strauss, are determined to discover comparable

analytic units. They are searching for units which are fundamental
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properties of all human minds.

Ethnoscientists, some cognitive anthropologists, and others who

generate new theoretical categories, emphasize the comparability of

their units of analysis. The analytic units of ethnoscientists and

cognitive anthropologists are cognitive ones. They are in fact

elements of native classificatory systems. Some, for example, have

studied kinship systems, and were concerned with classifications like

"father" and "aunt," etc. These researchers believe that it is impos

sible to compare classifications which are derived from different

cognitive systems. They are, therefore, opposed to much of the

research that has been done using data from several societies simul

taneously. They feel that cross-cultural comparisons are premature

and will remain so until universal classifications are discovered.

They sometimes supplement their arguments with criticisms of the

behavioral analytic units of those researchers who do make comparisons

across societies, accusing them of examining behavior independently

of the actors' classifications. They criticize, for example, those

anthropologists who study "religious ceremonies." This, of course,

is a category of activity invented and applied to social behavior by

Euroamericans. Cognitive anthropologists argue that the concept may

be meaningless to a "native," to whom the corn "ceremony" is simply a

mechanical process of insuring a good crop, having nothing to do

with religion, and being as much a part of agriculture as the Sowing

of the seed.

In recent years there has been a controversy among cross-cultural

researchers and their critics, in fact a controversy involving all
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anthropologists, concerning the "proper" units of analysis. The

debate seems to be between the behaviorally oriented "eticists” O n

the one hand and the cognitively oriented "emicists" on the other.

Pelto (1970:82) describes the debate as "probably the single most

important theoretical disagreement in social anthropology--one which

involves the foundations of all our methodological procedures." The

debate seems strikingly similar to the one going on between positi

vists and phenomenologists in sociology. Should our units of analy

sis be elements of behavior, or should they be interpretive units

emphasizing the "meaning" behind behavioral acts? The controversy

seems to have reached greater proportions in anthropology, perhaps

because anthropological researchers begin their research as "out

siders," often facing a difficult task of learning "native interpreta

tions."

Not surprisingly, the controversy extends to all methodological

discussions of the cross-cultural comparatists. Figure 2 includes a

presentation of analytic units and the emic-etic controversy as it is

approached by various groups of cross-cultural researchers. Examining

the chart, see for example that structural anthropologists begin their

analysis emically. They examine representations of native classifica

tions such as art, myth, music, and the like. They then compare the

individual native classifications to each other and shift to an etic

analysis, attempting to discover cognitive processes which are shared

by all human minds. Hymes, describing the work of Levi-Strauss, has

said that "slippage back and forth between individual systems and any

and all systems as context for contrast, recurs in his work, and per
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haps is motivated by a particular view, seemingly rationalistic, of

the grounding of human knowledge..." (Hymes 1964:45). Levi-Strauss'

personal motivations remain obscure, but his usage of the comparative

method to "slip back and forth" allows him to transcend the issues

raised in the emic-etic controversy.

The distinction between emic and etic categories is extremely

important to ethnographers and justly so, but to the researcher who is

attempting to do a Secondary analysis of existing ethnography, the

controversy need not be so troublesome. All information, whether emic

or etic, may be used if it is relevant to the researcher's analytic

units. It would be helpful and reassuring to the secondary analyst

if the ethnographies did contain information from the native's per

spective. But, even when the subject matter is reported and cate

gorized in terms of the anthropologist's cognitive system, we can

learn a great deal. If we were to accept the proposition that etic

ethnographies were not useful , we would have to discard many of them

entirely, and we would destroy the only records of some societies,

however distorted, for which no "new ethnographies" can be done.

When categories are described by the ethnographer in such a way

that the secondary analyst can determine whether they were etically

or emically derived, the emic-etic distinction can be taken into

account as an additional variable in the researcher's analytic scheme.

Certain ethnographers do make their perspectives clear, as does

Morris Opler (1965: x) in his introduction to An Apache Lifeway:

Since it was the socialization of the

Chiricahua which was to be examined, I felt
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that not only the sequences of events but the

contexts in which they are placed should be

faithful to the Chiricahua view. In order to

keep the emphases as the participants feel

them, it became necessary to separate items

which might have been brought together by

Some other classification and to unite data

which would have been scattered in response to

a more conventional topical treatment. ... Raid

and Warfare are subsumed under the maintenance

of the household, not because of any notions of

my own concerning the nature of these activities,

but because, at the period described, the Chiri

cahua considered the raid a legitimate industry

and trained faithfully for its proper fulfill

ment with this in mind.

If the distinction is missing or unclear, it may produce a limitation

for those analysts wishing to verify a particular hypothesis. This

outcome, however, is unlikely to produce serious shortcomings if the

researcher is interested in generating theory. In this instance,

the emic-etic distinction is just one variable to be compared to the

theory generated. Most theoretical categories are developed by a

continuous process which alternatively compares all the relevant

variables to the theory being generated, and then modifying that

theory according to information gleaned from each variable. It is

likely that in this comparative process, categories will be
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theoretically saturated, even though some will begin with emic data

and others will be developed only from etic comparisons.

Sampling and Units

Concern for population units and analytic units will have a

direct effect on a researcher's sampling techniques. Smelser has

observed that often cross-cultural researchers are preoccupied with

the universality of an event or association. When this is the case,

researchers focus on the issue of "independence of cases" (Smel ser

1973:83), and research strategies necessarily deal with issues like

representativeness, generalizability, and sample size. In fact,

these issues will be dominant whenever the goal is to test a hypothe

sis on a new population. The sampling process will be carried out

before data are collected, and certainly before the data are analyzed.

If more than one event (analytic unit) is examined in the same study,

data on each event will be collected on an identical sample of popu

lation units. If, for instance, one wishes to examine the association

between, say, co-wife proximity and witchcraft accusations, then one

establishes the occurrence or non-occurrence of each event in an iden

tical sample of societies.

When the researcher is interested in generating new hypotheses,

he may want to sample analytic units. The sampling process in this

case will be an integral part of his analysis and quite possibly will

be applied until the final stages of research. Population units will

be selected according to theoretical properties which are generated

as analytical variables are compared to each other. Additional popu

lation units will be surveyed if they add information to the emerging
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hypotheses. The population units might very well differ then for

each analytic unit being studied. Glaser and Strauss have called

this latter type of sampling "theoretical sampling," a process they

describe in The Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967:45–77).

In cross-cultural research both sampling processes may be

applied. In the cross-cultural study we are currently conducting,

sampling techniques were chosen which would minimize the chances of

selecting independent societies representative of the known pre

industrial universe (R. Maxwell et al 1977). These procedures allow

us to test hypotheses developed in previous research (Maxwell and

Silverman 1970; Silverman and Maxwell 1972) and those which are

generated by our current work (Maxwell 1975; Silverman 1976; Silverman

and Maxwell 1977). The procedures followed were similar to those

suggested by Murdock (1968). Our "units" were drawn from the

"Standard Cross-Cultural Sample" (Murdock and White 1969:354-369).

Simultaneously, some of our analytic units have been elaborated by

comparisons with different population groups. Theoretical sampling

has allowed us to modify our hypotheses and generate new ones as well.

The major thrust of our study was an investigation of the acti.

vities of old people in non-industrial societies. In the course of

our analysis, we became interested in the activities of aging persons

and younger members of societies in the context of ceremonies and

rituals. Older persons seemed to appear as "modelers" for younger

ones, presenting model behavior and/or appearances which the younger

people were expected to copy. Strategies for modeling could be

verbal or non-verbal. Werbally, older people presented models
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through moral messages given in tales, myths, or stories. Models

were transmitted non-verbally by "copy demonstrations." Older people

simply displayed characteristics of grooming or deportment which

were then emulated by younger people participating in a ritual or

ceremony. One property of copy demonstrations was the modelers'

ability to awe their audience with displays of expertise, in areas less

familiar to their younger witnesses.

In order to develop properties of copy demonstrations which were

less obvious, we compared our data on ceremonies in pre-industrial

societies to incidents of copy demonstrations in our own society.

We soon realized that the experiential dimension of copy demonstrating

was not dependent on chronological age. In our society, copy demon

strators at scheduled events are often younger than their audience.

Consider, for instance, the age of models in a fashion show. It is

possible (and common) for older people to copy tasks which were

mastered earlier by youth. Similarly, it is possible for younger

people to be more "experienced" in some areas than their elders, in

fact to serve as demonstrators for them.

As we looked at other population groups for new information about

our analytic units, we were able to understand more of the relation

ship between experience and copying. We allowed ourselves to broaden

our sample theoretically and thus were able to broaden the scope of

our hypotheses.

Some cross-cultural researchers make comparisons with populations

not in their sample by utilizing "reviews of the literature." Otter

bein employs this strategy to develop a theoretical framework before
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collecting his data (1969:222–223). The difference between this

approach and theoretical sampling is that Otterbein suggests that

this part of the comparative process is over before the collection of

new data even begins. Theoretical sampling is itself a process of

data collection. It is not tangential to the research process, nor

is it a preliminary means of developing a theoretical design before

the analysis begins. Instead, theoretical sampling may be continued

until the processes of selecting new populations for comparison

yields no new properties of the variables being analyzed.

Expanding theoretical hypotheses can even be done with "oppor

tunistic samples." Evans-Pritchard's classic work on The Sanusi of

Cyrenaica (1949) was the result of living among the Sanusi as a

British officer fighting a war. Malinowski's study of the Trobrian

ders, referred to earlier in this paper, was also aided by the circum

stance of war. As a Polish citizen, Malinowski was interned on the

British-administered Trobriand Islands for a period somewhat longer

than he would have chosen to stay there, when World War I broke out.

THE COMPARATIVE PROCESS IN CROSS-CULTURAL RESEARCH:
THE BALANCE BETWEEN INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION

Earlier I described the comparative process in terms of alter

nating phases of inductive and deductive inference. Although all

social research is ultimately linked up with this process, there is

considerable variation in the relative balance maintained by

researchers between phases of induction and deduction. Some research

projects are more inductive, others mostly deductive. Phases of

induction and deduction are of different duration as well. Some of
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this variation in balance is related to the fact that investigators

are concerned with different issues of unit comparability. Some of

it stems from the nature of their analytic units. Although each

researcher tends to add idiosyncratic features to the comparative pro

cess, certain patterned ways of balancing the phases of induction and

deduction show up in cross-cultural research.

Otterbein (1969) has listed the stages that he feels are neces

sary in cross-cultural studies. Otterbein's stages most resemble

the process of research as performed by the hologeists. Although all

hologeists do not follow 0tterbein's stages exactly as he has outlined

them, most would probably agree that it would be legitimate to do it

his way. For this reason, and because hologeistic research has been

criticized alternatively as too inductive and too deductive,” it

might be heuristic to examine his stages in terms of the balance

between induction and deduction.

STAGE 1. Select the research topic in one of three ways:

a. Continue a study you have been working on by adding cross

cultural comparisons so that you can generalize to a larger

population.

b. Review the theoretical literature in anthropology and decide

what hypotheses need to be tested.

c. Decide to replicate or verify the propositions examined in

previous cross-cultural studies.

Regardless of which of the three approaches a researcher selects

for choosing a research topic, if he follows Otterbein's plan, he will
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begin the research project deductively. Eventually, a sample of

ethnographies will be read and analytic units will be compared to the

data from each ethnography. But the analytic units will always be

deductions derived from principles which were previously defined.

STAGE 2. Construct a propositional inventory by doing a review of the

literature. Record verbatim all information and hypotheses

related to your research topic. Group all of this informa

tion intuitively--put similar ideas and propositions

together. Write a description of the general theory that

explains the ideas in each information group. Then, state

the general theories that each group of propositions

represents.

This stage represents a shift to induction. Treating the existing

theoretical literature as data, the researcher compares propositions

within those data to each other. He intuitively groups them and

induces general theoretical principles which best describe each group.

STAGE 3. Derive hypotheses to be tested.

This stage is self-explanatory. The hypotheses are derived

deductively from the principles which were generated inductively, in

the previous stage. Otterbein admits that there aren't explicit rules

for deriving hypotheses, but he suggests that they should be logically

arguable.

STAGE 4. Index the variables. Use culture-free concepts if possible.

This stage ideally should be done before the actual data
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collection. Sometimes the researcher must return to his

review of the literature or do a pilot study in order to

familiarize himself with the range of variation in his

variables.”

The balance between induction and deduction during this stage

depends on the researcher's choice of analytic units. Some variables

appear repeatedly in cross-cultural studies, "fixity of settlement,"

for example. These variables are usually indexed deductively, in

that all researchers define the values of these variables similarly,

based on general principles agreed upon in the past. Other variables

are unique. Indexing these depends on inductions resulting from a

detailed review of the literature and an examination of data from a

Small sample of societies. This should not be confused with statis

tical induction, used by some researchers to generate indices after

the data have been collected. Statistical induction is accomplished

by factor analyzing analytic units and inducing general principles

from the resulting dimensions, or by ordering the population units

along a Guttman scale, according to their scores on particular

variables. (See Udy 1973:258.)

STAGE 5. Construct dummy tables.

This is a purely deductive stage. The tables are derived from

the hypotheses which themselves were derived in Stage 3. The tables

are set up to demonstrate what the data will look like if the hypo

theses are "accepted." The researcher is also supposed to examine

his hypotheses in relation to the dummy tables and decide what
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statistical tests will be done after the data is collected.

STAGE 6. Choose a sample.

Otterbein is talking about a sample of population units, in this

case a sample of societies. This is a deductive stage, in that the

methods used for sample selection are derived from general principles

shared by hologeist researchers. (See Murdock [1968] for a descrip

tion of these principles.)

STAGE 7. Code the data according to the values decided upon when the

variables were indexed in Stage 4. After all the societies

have been coded, tally the frequencies for each value of

each variable. If all societies fall in one cell of any

dummy table, the variables in that table will have to be

redefined or discarded, so that the Variables which remain

all discriminate between the population units surveyed.

Variables which do not so discriminate are not useful for

statistical purposes.

Stage 7 is usually entirely deductive. Rarely do all of the

population units fall into a single cell of a dummy table. If the

researcher induces general principles about his analytic units and

uses these to define the values of his variables, only then proceeding

deductively, he should avoid having empty cells in dummy tables.

When a researcher decides to modify his variables because all of the

cases fall in one cell, he usually proceeds inductively. He compares

each society in terms of the particular analytic units in question,
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redefining the variables according to perceived cutting points.

STAGE 8. Tabulate the data.

This stage is also deductive. It is completed to prepare the

data for statistical testing.

STAGE 9. Perform the Statistical tests.

This is a deductive stage. Most of the procedures followed use

the logic of probability theory.

STAGE 10. Analyze the results. Prepare a research monograph.

Otterbein is referring to the analysis of statistical tests, not

the entire analytic process described by all of his stages in toto.

Since 0tterbein does not describe statistical induction which would

be done at this time, this becomes his final stage of research. Like

all final stages, the emphasis is on deduction. The theoretical

properties which were generated during the research process are

organized in terms of a general theory, and are written up accordingly.

Having examined the balance between induction and deduction

using Otterbein's stages of research, it seems as if the latter

stages of his design are much more deductive than inductive. This

would be so, for all research strategies which rely on hypothesis

testing alone, as a means of making theoretical contributions.

Statistical tests require rigid definitions of variables. Once these

have been indexed or operationalized, the alternation between phases

of induction and deduction ends. Only deduction remains. A hypo
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thesis is either accepted or rejected according to the results of the

statistical tests performed.

Otterbein's stages do not allow for another kind of testing pro

cedure, that of substantive tests. These are used most often by

researchers who want to generate theoretical categories, in addition

to testing those derived from others' research. Substantive tests

can be made by comparing theoretical categories to one another,

testing for the relevance of each analytic unit, to the general

theory being developed. Substantive tests, unlike statistical tests,

do not interrupt the alternation between induction and deduction.

Otterbein's research strategy also limits his analysis to the

population sampled in Stage 6. Even if the researcher knows that he

hasn't examined all the relevant variables, his analysis ends as the

last society is examined for data. The best that he can do is to

speculate about other possibly relevant considerations in his conclu

sions and "suggestions for further research."

CONTINU0US COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Continuous comparative analysis is my own method for the secon

dary analysis of ethnography. The methodology is derived from Glaser

and Strauss' "grounded theory," especially Glaser's paper, "The

Constant Comparative Method of Qualitative Analysis" (1967: 101-115).

The method, however, has been modified according to the special condi

tions encountered in dealing with cross-cultural data. I feel that

the method is appropriate for discovering and understanding Social

processes which are common to all population groups. This is

particularly so because the method maximizes the research conditions
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necessary for maintaining the comparative process, the balance

between induction and deduction, thereby supplying us with a method of

analysis that is congruent with the basic research process of the

discipline.

The following section describes the five stages of "continuous

comparative analysis." It should be emphasized that what follows is

a methodological template rather than a presentation of a final

product. Such a substantive illustration will appear in E. K. Maxwell

(1977).

STAGE l. Creating Analytic Units

The data which are available to cross-cultural researchers are

usually found in ethnographies. Cross-cultural studies usually

involve what social scientists call secondary analysis. Because the

data come from written documents, the research also uses some of the

techniques known as content analysis. Thus, if a researcher wants to

make comparisons between several societies, relevant information must

be abstracted from sources written for some other purpose.” The

problem is complicated by the fact that the data reported varies

according to the ethnographer's definition of relevant topics. In

continuous comparative analysis, any information which is even tan

gentially related to the problem under study is initially considered

relevant data. All descriptions are useful in continuous comparative

analysis.

The intent of continuous comparative analysis is to discover

properties and dimensions of basic social processes that operate
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across cultures. Data used in the discovery of basic social processes

are descriptions of social interaction and pertinent contingencies.

Data from population units other than whole societies are appropriate

to this type of research. Occasionally the same social process will

be analyzed using data from gatherings of entire communities, indivi

dual families, classrooms of school children, and any other population

which can add to the understanding of the process being studied.

Initially, data should be abstracted from ethnographies using the

broadest possible definition of social process. The first abstractions

which I will call "scenes," will generally be equivalent to one acti.

vity in which two or more people are present and something is being

said or done. The description of the setting and the activity that

is taking place will be recorded as one data scene, i.e., one initial

unit of analysis. The ethnographer's interpretation of the behavior,

if given, will also be recorded as data. The scenes and interpreta

tions may be recorded on rearrangeable 5x8 cards and arbitrarily

assigned numbers from one to "n." The number of scenes recorded from

each ethnography will vary, of course, according to the richness of

ethnographic description of the problem being studied.

The beginning and end of each scene is somewhat arbitrarily

assigned. This does not really matter, as long as all relevant

information is subject to analysis. We can afford to be somewhat

arbitrary in the original definitions of data scenes, because the

real units of analysis will be theoretical categories and concepts

developed as the first scenes are compared to each other.”
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Shifting attention to conceptual categories and away from

"population" units, is crucial to the process of theory development,

allowing the researcher to make comparisons that would otherwise not

be possible. It places the emphasis on the dynamic relationships

between properties of the social process being studied, rather than

on the static properties of norms and modal types. Static properties

are necessarily overemphasized when the focus is on a population

unit. When the emphasis is on a conceptual category, and the

researcher is not bound to a sample of population units, the category

can be modified throughout the research process as new information is

discovered.

STAGE 2. Concept Formation

In this stage, the comparative process begins. Comparisons will

be made both within and between societies. The standard mode of

generating theory in social scientific research is to sum incidences

of various behaviors. In continuous comparative analysis we will

supplement this standard technique. Scenes will not be given dif

ferential values, nor will they, at least initially, be counted.

Instead, each scene will be compared to other scenes in an attempt

to uncover similarities and differences or patterns in the data.

Suppose, for example, we were studying the process of aging,

and the reaction of younger members of society to their aging

neighbors. We would abstract each scene from ethnographies which

contained any information about aging and record them on 5x8 cards.

The cards would then be shuffled around as scenes were compared to
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one another. As the cards were regrouped, we would attempt to

uncover patterns in the way various societies view the activities in

which aging members of their societies are present.” We would also

scan for patterns in the status of participants in each; i.e., if

older persons were processors of information in certain activities,

we would examine the data to determine whether their audiences were

the same or whether they varied according to the context in which

information-processing activity takes place.

In this early stage of the comparative analysis, each comparison--

each similarity and difference--will provide tentative conceptual

categories of limited generality. These categories then become the

tools for ensuing comparisons with additional scenes. A process of

alternating between inductive discovery from empirical facts and

deductive reasoning, will be used for generating theoretical categories

and concepts as they appear in the data scenes. Initially, concepts

uncovered will be developed in the language found in the actual

ethnographies, but the categories of analysis will not depend exclu

sively on an anthropological interpretation of reality.

STAGE 3. Concept Development

The comparative process continues. The initial concepts formu

lated in Stage 2 are compared to each other in much the same manner

as the scenes were compared earlier. Comparisons will be made among

concepts generated from our own data and between theoretical concepts

generated from the data of others in the existing literature. These

comparisons should aid in the development of each concept's
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characteristics and enable us to specify the conditions under which

each concept is applicable. This comparison is a constant, ongoing

process, continually generating new properties. At this point we will

return to Stage 2 and reexamine empirical scenes in order to verify

the relevance of our developed concepts to the actual content and con

text of our scenes. The concepts will then be further modified and

operationally specified, being elaborated empirically, rather than by

deduction alone. Returning to the actual empirical scenes to make

Our comparisons is crucial in maintaining a proper balance between

inductive and deductive research strategies. This balance is essen

tial if the analytic process is to produce explanations related to

the data under scrutiny.

STAGE 4. Concept Integration

The "developed" concepts will here be compared in an effort to

determine how they are related to one another. Some concepts will

appear more often in the data than others, and we will determine which

of these concepts accounts for most of the variation in the data.

The concept (or concepts) that seems to have the most explanatory

power will be designated the "core variable," and will then be

compared to the other concepts. The relationship between the core

variable and the other concepts will be examined. Even at this stage,

notes and hypotheses will be referenced with real examples from the

data scenes, thus continuing the inductive/deductive balance,

although by the time the relationships between the developed concepts

and the core variable begin to coalesce at higher levels of generality,
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most concepts should transcend any individual scene. A reduced defi

nition of a core variable is "that variable which is related to more

variables than any other." An effort will be made to determine the

Variation in the properties, categories, and dimensions of this

Variable, as well as the conditions under which this variation occurs.

The relationships that are discovered between the core variable and

the developed concepts will form the foundation of the analytical

monograph that will result. This stage of the comparative process

should, in a sense, force the integration of the data around a variable

of demonstrated value, and at the same time explain as much of the

variance as possible in the behavioral patterns of our original data

SC6 neS.

STAGE 5. Production of Research Monograph

In this final stage of continuous comparative analysis, the inte

grated concepts will be joined together in a research monograph.

Although it is difficult to predict the organization of such a mono

graph, it can be assumed that each chapter might be descriptive of

the relationship between one of the developed concepts and the core

variable. Such monographs are not unknown in cross-cultural research.

Mauss' The Gift (1967) provides us with a classical example.

One last point should be made in attempting to clarify the con

tinuous comparative process. This method of analysis is a qualita

tive mental process, equivalent to statistical operations performed

in the procedure known as factor analysis. With this fact in mind,

it should be understood, that the actual criteria on which certain
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comparisons will be made cannot be operationalized ahead of time. The

criteria may be different in every research process. We cannot know

exactly what they will be, any more than a statistician will know how

to discuss an orthogonal factor solution, before he completes the pro

cess of factor analysis and reaches a solution with the best fit.

This principal of fundamental surprise is the most efficient signal

that the method of continuous comparative analysis is doing what it

was intended to do.
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FOOTNOTES

The research which helped to generate this paper is supported by
the National Institute on Aging, grant #AG00 482-03. I thank
Robert J. Maxwell, Philip Silverman, Leonard Schatzman and
Several anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments on earlier
drafts of this manuscript. I am indebted to Barney Glaser and
Anselm Strauss for guiding me toward a new understanding of the
comparative process.

Certain philosophers including Aristotle and Hanson have described
a third type of influence, retroduction, which they claim is inde
pendent of induction and deduction (Strodtbeck 1964:228-229). The
definition of retroduction, however, seems to describe the alter
nating process between inductive and deductive inference in
research as I have defined it. See Hanson (1958: 1087) for the
similarity between retroduction and the stages of the inductive/
deductive comparative process.

Etics are "domains or operations whose validity does not depend
upon the demonstration of conscious or unconscious significance or
reality in the minds of the natives" (Harris 1971:633). In the
example given in the text, "religious ceremonies" is an etic
Category.

An emic approach is one in which a culture is discussed in its
own terms, using categories of the natives (c.f., Sturtevant 1964:
101–103).

For example, Wermeulen and de Ruijter argue that cross-cultural
research is too inductive partly because cross-cultural researchers
believe "that concepts can be defined solely in terms of empiri
cal or operational criteria" (1975:30). Glaser and Strauss, on
the other hand, discuss the work of one investigator, Guy Swanson,
as being too deductive because Swanson's "theory is logically
derived from Durkheim's theory, rather than grounded in data"
(Glaser and Strauss 1967:120). Otterbein, meanwhile, states
that cross-cultural survey research is either primarily deductive
or primarily inductive, and that there should be room for both
approaches. He considers his own steps for conducting a cross
cultural study, and all of his own cross-cultural work, as
examples of the deductive approach (1975:43).

Stage 4, indexing the variables, is the stage of the hologeistic
method receiving the most criticism from outsiders. Researchers
who prefer emic classifications feel that indexing the variables
in hologeistic studies removes the analyst one step further from
the "native's" point of view. Hallpike (1971:127-128) mentions
that the variables are sometimes improperly indexed, having
arbitrary cutting points. He also claims that the use of
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indicators produces poor reliability. Wermeulen and de Ruijter,
on the other hand, believe that the best cross-cultural research
has been done by those who have constructed indices and scales
(1975:36).

Researchers who are familiar with the traditional theory testing
procedures in cross-cultural research may remember that the Human
Relations Area Files were created so that each researcher would
not have to go through the tedious task of abstracting information
from ethnographic materials. As Stanley Udy (1967: 193–195) points
out, if the researcher is able to use the categories in the files,
a great deal of time will be saved. However, one must not be
limited by the categorical analysis devised by H.R.A.F. coders.
In our work on the activities of the aged, we discovered that
their use required consulting over forty H.R.A.F. categories in
order to capture all the relevant data which was not cross
referenced (Maxwell 1976). The files have remained useful as a
bibliographic source, especially for ethnographies published in
foreign languages unknown to any of our coders. (Our coders
could handle French, German, Flemish, Dutch, and Spanish.)

The scenes which are abstracted for continuous comparative analy
sis are similar to the initial units employed by Levi-Strauss
(1960) in his structural analysis of mythology. His data source
is the myths of native cultures in total societies, but ulti
mately his analytic units are conceptual theoretical categories.

In later stages of the research procedure these cards will need
to be reshuffled, new cards created, and at certain points,
cutting and pasting may be necessary.

º
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